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Zusammenfassung

Im Bereich der Verarbeitung natürlicher Sprache (Natural Language Processing, NLP) führt
die Nutzung symbolischer oder verteilter Repräsentationen zu zwei grundsätzlich verschiede-
nen, komplementären Herangehensweisen. Diese Dichotomie zeigt sich auch in den neu-
ronalen oder konnektionistischen Ansätzen zur Modellierung von NLP: in symbolischen
Repräsentationen stehen einzelne “Units” bzw. Neuronen für ganze Wörter oder für se-
mantisch/syntaktische Entitäten oder Eigenschaften (lokalistische Repräsentation); dagegen
wird diese Information in verteilten (oder “subsymbolischen”) Repräsentationen aus ver-
schiedenen Merkmalen kombiniert, die in der (oftmals gelernten) Konfiguration von synap-
tischen Gewichten verteilt über viele Neuronen kodiert sind.

Diese Arbeit beschreibt das Design, die Implementierung und Simulationsergebnisse von
TRANNS (Thematic Role Assignment Neural Network System), einem psycholinguistisch
motivierten neuronalen Modell des Satzverstehens, in dem unter anderem der Übergang von
linguistisch motivierten “symbolischen” bzw. lokalistischen Repräsentationen zu neurowis-
senschaftlich plausiblen verteilten Repräsentationen thematisiert wird. Das Modell wurde
tatsächlich in zwei Varianten implementiert: TRANNS(I) als lokalistisches neuronales Sys-
tem, in dem einzelne Wörter, semantische und syntaktische Merkmale und thematische
Rollen in einzelnen Neuronen repräsentiert sind, und TRANNS(II), welches mit verteilten
Repräsentationen und Simulationen großer neuronaler Netze arbeitet. Beide Netze wur-
den nach den gleichen Design-Prinzipien entwickelt und lösen im Grundsatz die gleichen
Aufgaben auf die gleiche Weise. TRANNS(II) wurde direkt aus TRANNS(I) entwickelt
und zeigt durch seine reichhaltigere verteilte Repräsentation einige zusätzliche menschliche
Fähigkeiten, wie das Auflösen mancher Ambiguitäten und das “Verstehen” mancher gram-
matikalisch falscher Sätze.

TRANNS zeigt damit, dass sowohl eine lokalistische als auch eine verteilte neuronale Netz-
werkarchitektur das zentrale Problem des Satzverstehens, nämlich die Zuweisung thema-
tischer Rollen (Thematic Role Assignment, TRA), lösen kann, wodurch TRANNS als ein
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Zusammenfassung

erstes psycholinguistisch motiviertes neuronales Modell des Satzverstehens angesehen wer-
den kann.

Die Grundidee beim Design von TRANNS ist, dass es zunächst das Verb findet und dann die
Verb-Argument Struktur einfacher Sätze identifiziert, in dem es den verschiedenen “Argu-
menten” des Verbs bzw. den entsprechenden Wörtern des Satzes ihre thematischen Rollen
zuordnet. Die linguistische Argumentation hierzu besteht darin, dass die Konzepte der
Verb-Argument Struktur und der thematischen Rollenzuweisung (TRA) eine zentrale Rolle
beim Verständnis des Zusammenspiels von Syntax und Semantik während des Satzverste-
hens spielen. Zwei Gründe hierfür lassen sich in der hier gebotenen Kürze anführen: Erstens
geben Verben sowohl syntaktische als auch semantische Einschränkungen an ihre Argumente,
wobei die Beziehung zwischen syntaktischen und semantischen Argumenten des Hauptverbs
zu den wichtigsten Interface-Regeln zwischen Syntax und Semantik des Satzes gehört. Zweit-
ens (und vielleicht noch wichtiger) tragen thematische Rollen sowohl zur Struktur (Syntax)
als auch zur Bedeutung (Semantik) des Satzes bei: zur Bedeutung, indem sie eine grobe
Beschreibung des Ereignisses/der Situation geben (wer tat was zu wem?), und zur Struk-
tur, indem sie Anzahl und Typus der Bestandteile spezifizieren, die für eine vollständige
Beschreibung notwendig sind.

Die neuronale Aktivierung in der konnektionistischen Architektur TRANNS führt zu einer
algorithmisch beschreibbaren Zuweisung thematischer Rollen zu Wörtern (bzw. “Phrasen”)
des Satzes, wobei sowohl ihre Position im Eingabesatz als auch ihre semantischen Merkmale
berücksichtigt werden. Die Berücksichtigung dieser verschiedenen Randbedingungen (con-
straints) entspricht gängigen linguistischen Verarbeitungsprinzipien. TRANNS kann gram-
matikalische und auch ungrammatikalische englische Eingabesätze verarbeiten und auch syn-
taktische Fehler erkennen. Außerdem kann bereits TRANNS(I) thematische Ambiguitäten
in menschenähnlicher Weise auflösen und zusätzlich kann TRANNS(II) mit Ambiguitäten
auf dem Einzelwort-Level umgehen, insbesondere mit lexikalischen Ambiguitäten.

TRANNS ist eines der wenigen Modelle des Sprachverstehens, deren strukturelle Organisa-
tion und Funktionalität direkt mit dem menschlichen Sprachverarbeitungssystem in Verbin-
dung gebracht werden können. In der Tat beruhen die meisten strukturellen und funk-
tionellen Annahmen, die dem Modell zugrundeliegen, auf experimentellen Befunden zur
kortikalen Repräsentation und zur raumzeitlichen Aktivierung von Verb-Argument Struk-
tur Informationen während der Echtzeitsatzverarbeitung beim Menschen. Außerdem ist
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unser Modell zur Zuweisung thematischer Rollen konsistent mit dem weithin akzeptierten
neurokognitiven eADM (extended Argument Dependency Model) zum Satzverstehen.

TRANNS überbrückt die offensichtliche große Lücke zwischen existierenden “computationellen”
neuronalen Modellen zum Satzverstehen und den verschiedenen Nachbardisziplinen wie
Kognitionspsychologie, kognitive Neurowissenschaft und Linguistik und leistet damit einen
wichtigen Beitrag zum Verständnis des komplexen Verhältnisses zwischen Sprache und Gehirn.
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Summary

Within the realm of natural language processing (NLP) modeling, the use of symbolic and
distributed representations are considered to be two fundamentally different approaches to
this problem. Connectionist or artificial neural network NLP models are no exception. Sym-
bolic and distributed artificial neural network systems are based on different strategies for
encoding linguistic knowledge. Whereas in the former case individual units code for indivi-
dual words and semantic/syntactic properties, in subsymbolic (distributed) systems linguis-
tic structures can be learned and represented in the configuration of weights distributed
across several units.

This thesis illustrates the design, implementation and simulation results of TRANNS (The-
matic Role Assignment Neural Network System) which is intended to be a psycholinguisti-
cally motivated neural model of sentence comprehension.

Based on essentially the same design principles, this model is implemented in two different
ways. TRANNS(I) is a localist neural network system, in that individual words, semantic
and syntactic features, and thematic roles correspond to individual neurons in the network.
The proper functioning of TRANNS(I) serves as a proof of concept for the later implementa-
tion – TRANNS(II), which involves the use of distributed representations and a large scale
neural network simulator. It is thus shown that both a localist and a distributed neural
network architecture can master the task of thematic role assignment, and it is explained
why TRANNS qualifies as “a psycholinguistically motivated neural model of sentence com-
prehension”. TRANNS(I) is, for that matter, the first symbolic (localist) neural network
model, which can successfully solve this task.

The key feature of TRANNS1 is that it identifies the predicate (verb) argument structure
associated to the input sentence, assigning thematic role labels to the verb’s arguments. It is
argued here that the concepts of verb argument structure and thematic role assignment play
a fundamental role in understanding the interplay between syntax and semantics during on

1We use the shorthand ‘TRANNS’ when referring to features shared by both implementations of the model.
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Summary

line sentence comprehension (the main point of interest of this project). Indeed, one can give
at least two major reasons for this being the case. First, verbs place both syntactic as well as
semantic constraints on their arguments, the relationship between the syntactic and semantic
arguments of the main verb being one of the primary interface rules between the syntax and
semantics of a sentence. Secondly and most importantly, thematic roles contribute both to
sentence meaning and structure: to meaning, by providing an approximate description of
the event/situation/state expressed by the main verb (in terms of “who did what to whom”),
and to structure, by specifying the number and type of participants needed for the complete
description of that event/situation/state.

In an algorithmic fashion that is realised by its connectionist architecture, TRANNS as-
signs thematic role labels to constituent phrases according both to their position within the
structural configuration of the input sentences and to their semantic features. Semantic, syn-
tactic and syntax-semantics interface constraints are simultaneously taken into account in
the comprehension process, in line with a range of linguistic processing principles. TRANNS
can handle grammatical (including sentences incorporating verbs with multiple argument
structure frames), as well as ungrammatical English input sentences, and can detect syn-
tactic errors. Additionally, TRANNS(I) can solve thematic ambiguities in a manner that
is plausible in terms of human performance, and in addition TRANNS(II) can deal with
ambiguities on the single word level (in particular, lexical ambiguities).

TRANNS is one of very few models of language understanding whose structural organization
and functionality are tentatively linked to those of the human sentence processing system.
Indeed, most of the structural and functional assumptions behind the model are strongly
supported by experimental findings concerning the cortical representation and the activation
of verb argument structure information during real time sentence processing.

As far as the process of thematic role assignment per se is concerned, our model is consistent
with the widely accepted eADM (extended Argument Dependency Model) neurocognitive
model of on line sentence comprehension, which deals specifically with the processing of
verbs and their syntactic arguments.

By bridging an obvious gap between the existing computational neural network models
of sentence comprehension and adjacent sciences, such as cognitive psychology, cognitive
neuroscience and linguistics, TRANNS makes in our view a noteworthy contribution to the
understanding of the complex relationship between language and the brain.
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1 Introduction

When I first embarked on this project, the main goal was for it to make at least a small
contribution towards a better understanding of the complex relationship between language
and the brain. Ray Jackendoff, a linguist who has greatly influenced the current work, best
captured this intent, when he said [129, p. 651]: “To understand language and the brain,
we need all the tools we can get. But everyone will have to give a little in order for the
pieces to fit together properly”. Accordingly, the idea was to build a psycholinguistically
motivated computational neural model of sentence comprehension which could capture the
interplay between syntax and semantics during on-line sentence processing, would be in
line with well-established linguistic processing principles, and, furthermore, could be well
motivated in the light of neurophysiological and neuropsychological evidence. In doing
so, however, one must make a number of compromises, as the complexity of the existing
computational neural network models is very low, compared to the complexity of natural
language processing. These may nonetheless be at least partially offset if the particular
aspects to be modeled and simulated are of major relevance for language processing, play a
role in the acquisition/evolution of natural languages, and are universal to all languages.

The interplay between syntax and semantics is one of the most complex and challenging
problems one must face in building a plausible model of human language understanding. In
the current work, we used as starting point the fact that the main verb of a sentence, by
imposing both syntactic and semantic constraints on its arguments, can provide important
insights in this direction. Following this line of thought, we have designed and implemented
TRANNS (Thematic Role Assignment Neural Network System), which succeeds in connect-
ing the computation of the structure of a sentence and that of its semantics. TRANNS is
also one of the few neural network models of language understanding which provides a link
between its own structural organization, and that of the human language processing sys-
tem. By making a clear-cut distinction between purely syntactic/semantic formation rules,
and syntax-semantics interface constraints, TRANNS is in line with a range of linguistic
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1 Introduction

processing principles. Furthermore, the basic assumptions behind the model are strongly
supported by experimental data.

Verbs play a key role in sentence processing: they specify the event/situation/state we
are dealing with. Therefore, verbs are said to play a predicate function in sentence con-
text. Their syntactic arguments specify the participants (‘role players’) in the proposition
expressed. Accordingly, each sentence has an associated predicate argument structure. The-
matic roles can be seen as a set of semantic descriptors for the various participants in a
particular event/situation/state; they capture the relationship between the main verb and
its arguments. A reasonable interpretation of a particular sentence (in terms of “who did
what to whom”) might therefore arise from identifying its associated predicate argument
structure, and assigning thematic roles to the arguments.

In TRANNS, thematic role labels are assigned to constituent phrases, as a function of their
position within the structural configuration of the input sentences, as well as their semantic
features. At the end of their processing, the system outputs a complete thematic role
description of the input sentences, i.e., their associated predicate argument structure.

Generally, there are three ways of analyzing a sentence: functionally (with respect to the
grammatical functions the sentence constituents fulfill), formally (by means of the corre-
sponding syntactic tree [300]), and thematically (with respect to the thematic roles the
syntactic arguments of the main verb play in the event/situation/state denoted by the
latter). At this point one may naturally ask which are the advantages the latter type of
analysis (adopted in the current work) has over the first two of them. Consider the following
sentences, where NP stands for noun phrase, V for verb, and PP for prepositional phrase:

S1. [John]NP (broke)V [the window]NP.

S2. [A stone]NP (broke)V [the window]NP.

S3. [The window]NP (broke)V.

It is possible that they all describe the same event (a breaking event), whose complete list
of participants is captured by sentence S4 below:

S4. [John]NP (broke)V [the window]NP [with a stone]PP.

Even though sentences S1−S4 have (at least partially) the same constituents, their order
and associated syntactic (grammatical) function is different (e.g., ‘the window’ is the Direct
Object in sentences S1, S2 and S4, and the Subject in sentence S3). In other words, from

2



syntax alone, it is not possible to infer that in all four cases we are (possibly) dealing with
the same event (e.g., the syntactic Subject is expressed by ‘John’ in sentences S1 and S4,
by ‘a stone’ in sentence S2, and by ‘the window’ in sentence S3; but that does not mean
that the corresponding events are different). The existence of a human (animate) entity,
capable of using ‘a stone’ as INSTRUMENT in the breaking event, and whose specification
is omitted in sentence S2, could be easily inferred. Since ‘a window’ cannot break on its
own, a similar reasoning could apply for sentence S3, just as well. A formal analysis would
lead to a similar pattern of results. Consequently, neural models of language understanding
which label the sentential constituents with respect to their grammatical function (e.g.,
[149, 154, 174, 175]), or which output the syntactic trees associated to the input sentences
(e.g., [305, 306]) will encounter problems in capturing these aspects. Instead, resorting to
a thematical analysis as in the current model, ‘John’ will be identified as the AGENT, ‘a
stone’ as the INSTRUMENT, and ‘the window’ as the PATIENT, consistently across all
four sentences above, regardless of their order and syntactic function:

S1. [John]AGENT (broke)V [the window]PATIENT.

S2. [A stone]INSTRUMENT (broke)V [the window]PATIENT.

S3. [The window]PATIENT (broke)V.

S4. [John]AGENT (broke)V [the window]PATIENT [with a stone]INSTRUMENT.

There are two different implementations of our model. TRANNS(I) is a localist neural
network system, in that individual words, semantic and syntactic features, and thematic roles
correspond to individual neurons in the network. The proper functioning of TRANNS(I)
served as a proof of concept for a later implementation (TRANNS(II)), which involved the
use of distributed representations, and a large scale neural network simulator. Throughout
this work, a comprehensive description of both of these implementations will be provided.
It will essentially be shown that both a localist, as well as a distributed neural network
architecture can master the task of thematic role assignment. The description of TRANNS(I)
and TRANNS(II) will be supplemented with the theoretical considerations of predicate
(verb) argument structure, as well as with a number of experimental results supporting the
main structural and functional assumptions lying at the basis of the model.

3





2 A linguistic point of view on verb argument

structure

2.1 General considerations

Since the main motivation behind this work was to bild a neural network model which could
capture the interplay between syntax and semantics during language understanding, we used
as starting point the following well-established facts:

1. verbs generally play the central role during sentence processing;

2. verbs impose both syntactic as well as semantic constraints on their arguments, there-
fore providing important insights in this direction.

The term verb argument structure is a general notion, used to refer to a bundle of syntactic
and semantic attributes (semantic and syntactic valency, subcategorization and thematic
options), which are assumed to be part of each verb’s lexical entry (e.g., [10, 21, 167, 260,
262, 270, 297]). In other words, the argument structure representation of a verb specifies
the number and type of its arguments.

The current Chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 provides the reader with a de-
tailed description of both the semantic (Subsection 2.2.1), as well as the syntactic argu-
ment structure of verbs (Subsection 2.2.2). Subsection 2.2.3 contains a few remarks on the
argument-adjunct distinction. In Subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, we characterize two of the
most common classes of English verbs (two- and three-argument verbs, respectively). In
Subsection 2.2.6, we begin the description of the complex relationship between semantic
and syntactic arguments, to be continued in Section 2.6, with the constraints acting on the
linear order of syntactic arguments. The next two Sections are about the syntactic (sub-
categorization options; Section 2.3) and semantic (thematic options; Section 2.4) properties
of verbs, respectively. In Subsections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we introduce the notions of thematic
relations and thematic roles, used to refer to the semantic relationship between verbs and
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2 A linguistic point of view on verb argument structure

their arguments. In Subsection 2.4.3, we expose the argument-indexing function point of
view on thematic roles, which is very close to our understanding of this notion. Based on this
account, Subsection 2.4.4 contains a brief description of the semantic content of thematic
roles. Section 2.5’s focus (Subsection 2.5.2 in particular) is on the process of thematic role
assignment, based on a complex verb argument structure representation, which we introduce
in Subsection 2.5.1. In Subsection 2.5.3, we mention some of the difficulties one must face in
building a viable model of thematic role assignment. In Section 2.7, we will briefly describe
the 3 major English verb lexicons, which involve the notion of “verb argument structure
frame”: PropBank (Subsection 2.7.1), FrameNet (Subsection 2.7.2), and VerbNet (Subsec-
tion 2.7.3), as well as the derivation process of the argument structure frames introduced in
Subsection 2.5.1, from the last aforementioned lexical resource.

Each theoretical notion that we introduce in this Chapter is accompanied by illustrative
examples, which are intentionally kept as simple as possible, in order not to obscure the
aspect that we want to emphasize. Example sentences are numbered using cardinal numbers.
Due to the large number of examples, their count was reset at the beginning of each Section.
When referencing an example sentence within a particular Section, we use its number alone,
if this was given within the same Section, and both its number and the number of the Section
in which it was given, otherwise.

2.2 Semantic vs. syntactic argument structure

As illustrated below, a sentence can express a particular event (1a), situation (1b), or state
(1c), i.e., a mental proposition [7, 71, 129, 262], involving one or more participants:

(1) a. The player kicked the ball.

b. He scored a goal.

c. John liked the game.

One can easily distinguish two types of elements in these sentences. The main verbs describe
the type of event/situation/state we are dealing with in each individual case, requiring the
specification of the participants in the propositions expressed. Therefore, the verbs are
said to play a predicate function in sentence context. The other sentential constituents are
the arguments of the predicate, as they denote the entities participating in that particular
event/situation/state. Sentence (1a), for instance, refers to a kicking event, in which “the
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player” is the performer, and “the ball” is the entity undergoing the action, respectively.
Accordingly, the associated predicate argument structure of sentence (1a) is the following:
kick(player, ball).

2.2.1 Semantic arguments

The semantic arguments of a verb denote the participating entities whose specification is
required in the surface form of a sentence, for a minimal description of the particular event/
situation/state conveyed by it, i.e., they are part of the verb’s meaning [123]. Moreover,
the number of semantic arguments (the semantic valency) is one of the attributes assumed
to be coded in a verb’s lexical entry [10, 11, 260, 261, 262, 270, 297]. Different verbs
have different numbers of arguments, depending on the number of entities participating in
the event/situation/state described by them. The semantic valency varies by verb, from a
minimum of zero (e.g., weather verbs − drizzle, hail, rain, snow) to a maximum number of
six arguments (e.g., some verbs of quantifiable motion − edge [146]). However, most English
verbs have one, two or three arguments (one-place, two-place and three-place predicates,
respectively). Table 2.1 below includes some concrete examples, for each of these three
categories:

Semantic notion Examples
One-place (‘monadic’) predicates cry, fall, grow, laugh, sleep, sneeze, stand, walk
Two-place (‘dyadic’) predicates chase, drink, enter, fear, kick, know, like, love, read
Three-place (‘triadic’) predicates carry, give, put, send

Table 2.1: Verbs by semantic argument structure status. The three most common English
verbal categories are illustrated through concrete examples.

A more detailed description of the last two aforementioned categories (two- and three-
argument verbs, respectively) will be provider later in this Section.

Our notation for the semantic argument structure is borrowed from predicate logic. For
instance, a verb V, corresponding to a three-place predicate (e.g., give) will be represented
as V (x, y, z) (an unordered list of argumens, [99]). V can thus be regarded as a semantic
function, and x, y, z as the arguments of this function, or variables that need to be satisfied
(optionally or obligatorily), in order for a sentence whose main verb is V to be grammatical
[131, 262]. In the sentence “John gave Mary flowers”, for instance, the three variables are
bound to the subject (“John”), the indirect object (“Mary”) and the direct object positions
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(“flowers”), respectively [262]. This is in accordance with the fact that the main verb (give)
describes an event with three participants (the giver, the receiver, and the thing given).

2.2.2 Syntactic arguments

On the other hand, one can speak about the syntactic argument structure of a verb only
in sentence context. Traditionally, the syntactic arguments of a particular verb are those
constituents which appear in the subject, direct object, and indirect object positions, in the
surface form of some sentence (more generally, the subject and the complements of the main
verb). They are nothing else but the syntactic realization of the semantic arguments [132],
i.e., the noun phrases required syntactically by a particular verb.

Remark 2.2.1. The easiest way to visualize the linguistic difference between the subject
and the verbal complements in a sentence is to represent it as a syntactic tree [300]. Any NP
(noun phrase) falling directly under a S (sentence) node corresponds to a syntactic subject,
while any NP under the VP (verb phrase) node is considered a verbal complement (see
Figure 2.1 below).

Figure 2.1: Tree diagram representing the sentence “John gave Mary flowers”. Here, S
stands for sentence, NP for noun phrase, VP for verb phrase, and V for verb, respectively.
The syntactic subject (“John”) appears as a branch originating in the S−node, while the 2
complements (the direct object “flowers” and the indirect object “Mary”) appear as branches
within the VP [125, 205, 270]. All three constituents (“John”, “Mary” and “flowers”) are
syntactic arguments of the main verb (give) in this case. Subscripts indicate the position of
multiple constituents belonging to the same phrasal category relative to one another (“John”
is the first NP within the sentence − NP1, “Mary” is the second − NP2, and “flowers” is
the third − NP3, respectively).

The relation between the syntactic arguments of a verb (subject and complements) and the
semantic arguments of the predicate expressed by it is, at least according to Jackendoff [129,
p. 658], “one of the primary interface rules between syntax and semantics”. Jackendoff terms
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2.2 Semantic vs. syntactic argument structure

this correspondence the Head Constraint: “The syntactic arguments in a phrase express the
semantic arguments of the phrase’s head” [123, p. 5].

Similar to the definition of semantic valency, the syntactic valency denotes the number
of syntactic arguments required by a verb. Intransitive verbs (2) require just a subject,
(mono)transitive verbs (3) a subject and a direct object, while ditransitive verbs (4) require
an indirect object in addition to a subject and a direct object:

(2) a. John laughed.

b. *John laughed a funny story/Mary.

c. *John laughed Mary a funny story.

(3) a. *John likes.

b. John likes funny stories/Mary.

c. *John likes Mary a funny story.

(4) a. *Mary told.

b. Mary told a funny story/John.

c. Mary told John a funny story.

where here and elsewhere throughout this work * stands for ungrammaticality.

As already apparent from the above examples, the syntactic arguments of a verb can be
either obligatory or optional, depending on whether the corresponding semantic arguments
need or need not necessarily be expressed syntactically. Omitting an obligatory argument
will render a sentence ungrammatical (5), while leaving out an optional argument will not
have the same effect (6):

(5) a. Mary loves cookies.

b. *Mary loves.

(6) a. Mary ate a cookie.

b. Mary ate.

Sentences (5) and (6) above show that love, but not eat, is an obligatory transitive verb (eat
is an optionally transitive verb); see Subsection 2.2.4 for more details.
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2 A linguistic point of view on verb argument structure

2.2.3 The argument-adjunct distinction

Before we pass to the description of the two classes of English verbs mentioned in Subsection
2.2.1, an important note is to be made. This concerns the distinction between syntactic
arguments (semantic arguments) and syntactic adjuncts (semantic modifiers). For instance,
in “Mary sent the package on Tuesday”, “Mary” and “the package” are the two syntactic
arguments of send in this sentence, and “on Tuesday” is an adjunct (a temporal modifier). In
general, adjuncts provide additional information about the event/situation/state described
by the verb, e.g., time (7a), place (7b) and manner (7c) of their taking place:

(7) a. The children played the whole afternoon.

b. The children played in the park.

c. The children played carelessly.

(the adjuncts are displayed in italics).

Adjuncts can be distinguished from arguments in a number of ways. The first difference is
structural in nature: adjuncts are attached outside the verb phrase headed by the matrix
(main) verb [125]. Second, their relationship to the event/situation/state described by a
verb is independent of the verb’s meaning, i.e., adjuncts are not part of the verb’s lexical
entry [261]. This implies, in particular, that adjuncts can accompany essentially every verb,
as illustrated by the following sentences:

(8) a. Mary arrived on Monday.

b. Mary visited me on Monday.

c. Mary brought me a present on Monday.

Another difference between arguments and adjuncts resides in the fact that there is no upper
bound to the number of adjuncts which are allowed to appear in a sentence:

(9) The children played (carelessly) (in the park) (the whole afternoon) (...).

Moreover, as opposed to arguments (10b), adjuncts are always optional, i.e., their omission
does not render a sentence ungrammatical (10c):

(10) a. John put the book on the shelf on Friday.

b. *John put the book on Friday.

c. John put the book on the shelf.

10
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Although arguments usually correspond to noun phrases in syntax, and adjuncts to prepo-
sitional, adverbial, or adjectival phrases, there is no principled syntactic difference between
arguments and adjuncts, aside from their linear order [132]. However, as our model’s main
objectives are to identify and label arguments alone (the input sentences are restricted to
predicates (verbs) and arguments alone), the formulation of the syntactic constraints gov-
erning the linear order of arguments and adjuncts within sentences is beyond the scope of
the current work. An extension of our model in this direction is nonetheless possible.

2.2.4 Two-argument verbs

Semantic notion: two-place predicate

Syntactic notion(s): obligatory/optionally transitive verbs (and others)

Verbs from this category have two semantic arguments: V (x, y). Without going too much
into detail here, let us call x the ‘Agent’−argument (very generally, the entity performing
the event denoted by the predicate), and y the ‘Theme’−argument (entity undergoing the
event), respectively; see Section 2.4 for more details.

When used in sentence context, obligatory transitive verbs such as chase, hit, etc., require
both a subject and a direct object, as in:

(11) a. John chased Paul.

b. *chased Paul.

c. *John chased.

That is, both the ‘Agent’− and the ‘Theme’−arguments must be syntactically expressed.
There is, though, an exception to this rule: the ‘Theme’−argument of some otherwise obli-
gatory transitive verbs can be left syntactically unexpressed if both semantic arguments
refer to the same entity, as in “I already dressed”, which can only mean “I already dressed
myself”, a process which is called reflexivization. In linguistic terms, verbs such as chase,
hit, etc., are said to have/allow a single two-place (syntactic) argument structure.

Optionally transitive verbs such as eat, read, etc., have the property that their ‘Theme’−argu-
ment can, but need not be overtly present in the surface form of a sentence (it corresponds
to an optional syntactic argument), as illustrated by the two sentences below:

(12) a. Mary ate pizza.

11
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b. Mary ate.

Nonetheless, the meaning of the verb eat allows us to infer the existence of a second semantic
argument which denotes a type of food, even if this is not expressed syntactically (sentence
(12b)). We therefore say that verbs such as eat, read, etc., allow both a one-place (intransi-
tive) and a two-place (transitive) argument structure, respectively. Accordingly, (12a) is a
transitive sentence, and (12b) an intransitive sentence, respectively [167]. This alternation
between intransitive and transitive uses of optionally transitive verbs is called (indefinite)
object drop/object deletion [145, 205].

A simple test to discriminate between an optionally and an obligatory transitive verb is to
check whether these can or cannot be followed by a prepositional phrase [295]:

(13) Mary ate in the kitchen.

(14) *John chased around the house.

The grammaticality of (13) therefore tells us that eat is an optionally transitive verb, as
opposed to chase, which is an obligatory transitive (sentence (14) is ungrammatical).

Unlike intransitive verbs (15), both obligatory (16) and optionally (17) transitives can be
passivized, this being a feature which allows one to distinguish between these two verbal
categories (intransitives vs. transitives):

(15) a. John slept.

b. *John was slept by ... .

(16) a. John chased Mary.

b. Mary was chased by John .

(17) a. Mary read the book.

b. The book was read by Mary.

And, as illustrated by sentences (18)−(20) below, there are still other two-argument verbs
beside transitives:

(18) Mary felt sick.

(19) Mary went to the hospital.

(20) John thinks Mary caught a flu.
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2.2.5 Three-argument verbs

Semantic notion: three-place predicate

Syntactic notion(s): obligatory/optionally ditransitive verbs

Verbs from this category have three semantic arguments: V (x, y, z). Again, let us call x
the ‘Agent’−argument, y the ‘Theme’−argument, and z the ‘Goal’−argument (the entity
towards which the action expressed by the predicate is directed).

Depending on the number and type of argument structure arrangements which they allow
in syntax, three-argument verbs can be classified into two groups.

Obligatory ditransitive (obligatory three-place) verbs such as put, hand, etc., require that all
three semantic arguments appear in the surface form of a sentence, i.e., they have a single
three-place (syntactic) argument structure, as illustrated by the following sentences:

(21) a. John put the book on the table.

b. *put the book on the table.

c. *John put the book.

d. *John put on the table.

In (21a), for instance, “John” is the syntactic realization of the ‘Agent’−, “the book” that
of ‘Theme’−, and “the table” of the ‘Goal’−argument, respectively.

Optionally ditransitive (dative) verbs such as give, send, etc., have the property that one
of their semantic arguments (the ‘Theme’− and/or the ‘Goal’−argument) can, but need
not necessarily be syntactically expressed, i.e., they allow both a two- and a three-place
argument structure, as illustrated below:

(22) a. John sent a letter.

b. John sent Mary a letter.

c. John sent a letter to Mary.

As with optionally transitive verbs, one can still infer the existence of an entity which is the
receiver in the sending event − the ‘Goal’ semantic argument, even though this is not overtly
present in the surface form of sentence (22a). This is because all three semantic arguments
are part of the meaning of send. Also note that in sentences (22b) and (22c), the linear
order of the ‘Theme’− and ‘Goal’−arguments is different. Nonetheless, this does not change
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the fact that both these sentences correspond to the same (three-place) argument structure
(“John” is the ‘Agent’, “letter” is the ‘Theme’, and “Mary” is the ‘Goal’ in both cases) (re-
member that the argument structure of a particular verb was assumed to be an unordered
list of arguments [99]). The syntactic/syntax-semantics interface constraints governing the
linear order of the sentential constituents concerned is not part of the argument structure
representation; see Section 2.6.

As we have said, the ‘Theme’ (23c), the ‘Goal’ (24b) or both these arguments ((25b) and
(25c)) of some optionally ditransitives can be omitted from syntax. These verbs are then
said to be used transitively in the respective sentences:

(23) a. She fed the baby milk.

b. *She fed milk.

c. She fed the baby.

(24) a. They sold the house to their neighbors.

b. They sold the house.

c. *They sold to their neighbors.

(25) a. The waiter served us wine.

b. The waiter served wine.

c. The waiter served us.

2.2.6 The relation between semantic and syntactic arguments

As illustrated by most of the above examples, there is no straightforward way to determine
how many of the semantic arguments of a verb need to be expressed syntactically. Therefore,
this type of information must also be part of each verb’s lexical entry.

Summarizing the ideas set forth so far, the lexical representation of a particular verb must
include the following: (a) the number of semantic arguments (the number of participants
in the event/situation/state described by the verb), and (b) which semantic arguments
are obligatorily, and which are optionally expressed as syntactic arguments, as a semantic
argument need not always correspond to a syntactic argument. In the latter situation, the
existence of the semantic arguments which are omitted from syntax is nonetheless implied
by the meaning of the predicate expressed by that particular verb.
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As a general rule, Jackendoff [123] suggested that the number of syntactic arguments that a
verb can take is always smaller or equal than the number of semantic arguments. Indeed, all
of the previous examples (sentences (1)−(25)) seem to point out in this direction. However,
there are 3 types of exceptions to this rule (the corresponding examples are taken from
[123]):

• supernumerary reflexives: “A better solution presented itself ”;

• supernumerary locatives: “The chair has a stain on it”;

• cognate objects: “Kathy coughed a violent cough”

(the supernumerary arguments are given in italics).

It is interesting to note that, even though the number of semantic arguments of all English
verbs ranges between a minimum of zero and a maximum of six, usually no more than three
of them occur within a single sentence [119, 145, 146].

Remark 2.2.2 (Subject requirement). There is a special constraint on the (English)
grammar, more precisely on the number of arguments required by a particular verb, which
we have not mentioned so far. This is called the Extended Projection Principle (EPP),
or the Subject Requirement Principle, and can be stated in the following way:

Every sentence must have a subject.

This constraint implies, in particular, that one must insert an expletive in the subject po-
sition, if for a particular verb, there is no semantic argument which corresponds to it.
Expletives are meaningless elements (it and there) which, when used in sentence context,
do not correspond to any semantic argument of the matrix verb as in, e.g.,

(26) It snowed.

(27) There exists another constraint.

2.3 (Strict) subcategorization

The notion of (strict) subcategorization [39, 42, 43, 98, 300], introduced by Chomsky in
[42], designates the phrasal categories which are allowed to express the arguments of a verb,
irrespective of their semantic content, as well as their position within the structural config-
uration of the sentence in which the verb is embedded. In other words, subcategorization
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indicates the syntactic constraints that verbs place on their respective (syntactic) arguments,
i.e., the syntactic sentential environments these are allowed to enter [262]. Consequently,
subcategorization is generally regarded as a purely syntactic property of verbs.

As already mentioned earlier in this Chapter, the subcategorization properties of verbs are
assumed to be represented in their respective lexical entries, along with information about
the verbs’ form and meaning (see also Chapter 3 and the references therein for experimental
evidence). Moreover, it seems that subcategorization knowledge is immediately accessed
and used during on-line sentence comprehension [51, 264, 300].

The subcategorization properties are verb specific, i.e., each verb selects its own subcatego-
rization frame(s) from a limited set of possibilities. Nonetheless, most verbs share similar
subcategorization features with many other members of their class. As we shall see later
in this work, this allows one to define a measure of syntactic similarity within the class of
verbs.

Since Chomsky’s earliest work [42], most authors have taken into account only the comple-
ments of the verb, leaving aside the syntactic subject, when speaking about subcategorization
(e.g., [260, 262, 270, 297]). This is presumably because the subject is typically expressed
by means of a noun phrase (NP), preceding the verb, an assumption which we have made
in our model as well. Recall that both the subject and the complements act as the verb’s
arguments. The difference between these notions can be best stated in structural terms
(X-bar theory; [125]): any NP under a S (sentence) node in the syntactic tree [300] repre-
senting a particular sentence is considered a syntactic subject, while any constituent which
falls within the VP (verb phrase) headed by the matrix verb is considered a complement.

Figure 2.2: Phrase structure tree associated to sentence (1). Note that the NP corresponding
to the syntactic subject (“John”) falls directly under the S node, while those corresponding
to the 2 complements (“the book” and “the table”) are under the VP node in which the
main verb (put) appears as head. Subscripts indicate the position of multiple constituents
belonging to the same phrasal category relative to one another (e.g., “John” is the first NP
within the sentence − NP1, and “the book” is the second − NP2).
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For instance, Figure 2.2 illustrates the tree diagram associated to sentence (1) below,
whose associated predicate argument structure is put(John, book, table). The first argu-
ment (“John”) is the syntactic subject, and the remaining two (“the book” and “the table”)
are the complements of the verb put:

(1) [John]NP (put)V [the book]NP [on the table]PP.

Our notation for subcategorization frame(s) is quite straightforward. The verb put, for
instance, has a unique subcategorization frame

[NP1 V NP2 PP1],

which incorporates information about the grammatical category of the phrases expressing
the arguments (NPs, PPs, etc.), whether these precede or follow the verb in simple active
sentences, as well as the position of multiple constituents belonging to the same phrasal
category relative to one another, enclosed within square brackets.

Verbs differ both in terms of the number, as well as the type of subcategorization they
select: noun phrases (NP), prepositional phrases (PP), adjectival/adverbial phrases (AP),
clauses (sentential complements − S’), or any combination thereof (e.g., NP PP). The exact
grammatical categories expressing the arguments of a verb are only partially determined by
their semantic category [123] (e.g., concrete objects always correspond to NPs). The number
of subcategorization options equals the number of distinct frames associated to a particular
verb, regardless of the exact syntactic nature of the frame’s elements.

Consider, for instance, the verbs watch and look. Although both of them have only one
subcategorization option ([NP1 V NP2] and [NP1 V PP1], respectively), they differ in the
type of subcategorization they select: watch can only be complemented by a NP, and look
only by a PP, as illustrated by the example sentences below:

(2) a. [John]NP (watched)V [the movie]NP.

b. *[John]NP (watched)V [at the movie]PP.

(3) a. [John]NP (looked)V [at the painting]PP.

b. *[John]NP (looked)V [the painting]NP.

where * stands for ungrammaticality.
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Figure 2.3: Phrase structure trees associated to sentences (2a) − left and (3a) − right.
Note that, in both cases, the complements (“the movie” and “the painting”) fall within the
VPs headed by watch and look, respectively. Different subcategorization options give rise to
different syntactic trees [270].

Here are some of the most common classes of (English) verbs, listed with the number and
type of subcategorization options they allow, and an example sentence, in each individual
case:

Obligatory transitive verbs

• one subcategorization option

• subcategorization frame(s): [NP1 V NP2]

• Example(s):

(4) [John]NP (loves)V [Mary]NP.

Obligatory three-place verbs

• one subcategorization option

• subcategorization frame(s): [NP1 V NP2 PP1]

• Example(s):

(5) [John]NP (put)V [the book]NP [on the table]PP.

Nonalternating datives

• two subcategorization options

• subcategorization frame(s): [NP1 V NP2] and [NP1 V NP2 PP1]

• Example(s):

(6) [John]NP (donated)V [the painting]NP.

(7) [John]NP (donated)V [the painting]NP [to the museum]PP.
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Alternating datives

• three subcategorization options

• subcategorization frame(s): [NP1 V NP2], [NP1 V NP2 PP1] and [NP1 V NP2 NP3]

• Example(s):

(8) [John]NP (wrote)V [a letter]NP.

(9) [John]NP (wrote)V [a letter]NP [to Mary]PP.

(10) [John]NP (wrote)V [Mary]NP [a letter]NP.

Remark 2.3.1. According to some linguistic theories, both nonalternating and alternating
dative verbs have two subcategorization options (NP and NP PP). The NP NP option,
differentiating alternating from nonalternating dative verbs, is assumed to be derived from
NP PP, through movement [17, 19, 161]. Jackendoff [123] expresses a different point of view:
he argues that dative alternation actually follows from the syntactic and syntax-semantics
interface constraints on the linear order of arguments within sentences (see Section 2.6 for
more details).

Complement verbs

• two subcategorization options

• subcategorization frame(s): [NP1 V NP2] and [NP1 V S’1]

• Example(s):

(11) [Mary]NP (knew)V [the story]NP.

(12) [Mary]NP (knew)V [that John was telling the truth]S’.

Remark 2.3.2. Following Kipper Schuler [148], we assume that the subcategorization
frame(s) of a particular verb include additional information about the governed prepositions,
which, as Jackendoff [123] pointed out, are not (entirely) predictable; e.g.,

(13) a. Mary provided John with a coffee.

b. Mary served John (*with) a coffee.
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2.4 Thematic roles and thematic relations

As Dowty pointed out in [72, p. 547], “there is perhaps no concept in modern syntactic
and semantic theory which is so often involved in so wide range of contexts, but on which
there is so little agreement as to its nature and definition, as thematic role (or thematic
relation) and its derivative, Theta-role in Government-Binding (GB) theory”. Over the past
five decades, a variety of viewpoints have been expressed in this matter. Throughout this
Section, we will review some of these ideas, emphasizing those that are most closely related
to the theoretical model described in this work, as well as our own interpretation thereof.

Very generally speaking, thematic roles serve two main functions. First, they capture the
semantic relationship between a predicate (verb) and its semantic arguments (e.g., AGENT
designates the entity performing the action or causing the event to happen). Secondly,
thematic roles help to keep track of the syntactic realization of the semantic arguments.
The optionally transitive verb eat, for instance, has two semantic arguments (AGENT −
the entity performing the action, and PATIENT − the entity having the action performed
on it). Moreover, eat has one obligatory (the ‘AGENT’) and one optional syntactic argu-
ment (the ‘PATIENT’), respectively, i.e., the PATIENT−argument may be left syntactically
unexpressed. This verb is therefore said to have two associated thematic frames, namely
<AGENT, PATIENT> and <AGENT>. Consequently, thematic roles contribute both to
sentence meaning and structure: to meaning, as they provide a semantic description of
the event/situation/state expressed by the matrix verb, in terms of “who is doing what to
whom”, and to structure, by specifying the number and type of participants needed for a
complete description of that event/situation/state. For a sentence such as

(1) John gave Mary the book,

a thematic role analysis would reveal that “John” is the AGENT (the giver), “Mary” is the
RECIPIENT (the receiver), and “the book” is the THEME (the thing given) in the giving
event, respectively. This is consistent with the fact that give has three semantic arguments
(the giver, the receiver, and the thing given), which need to be expressed (obligatorily or
optionally) in the surface form of any sentence whose main verb is give.
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2.4.1 Thematic relations

The term thematic relation (also participant role/semantic role/deep case/case role) refers
to the semantic relationship between a predicate (verb) and each of its arguments. In other
words, thematic relations reflect each argument’s mode of participation (the role it plays)
in the event/situation/state conveyed by a particular verb. In a sentence such as

(2) John hit Paul,

for instance, “John” is the AGENT, since he is the entity performing the event, and “Paul”
is the PATIENT because the event is being performed on him.

Every syntactic argument of a verb corresponds to at least one thematic relation (the only
exception to this rule are expletives). Coming back to sentence (1), “John” and “Mary” bear
two thematic relations each: “John” is both AGENT and SOURCE of “the book”, while
“Mary” is both DIRECTION/GOAL and RECIPIENT of the thing being given. “The book”
bears only one thematic relation: it is the THEME in the giving event.

In most linguistic theories which resort to this notion, only noun phrases bear thematic
relations, and these are often marked by prepositions (in English at least). In a sentence
such as

(3) The waiter poured the wine into John’s glass,

for instance, “John’s glass” is obviously the DESTINATION of “the wine”, and not “into
John’s glass”. As Palmer et al. [205] pointed out, the fact that the wine will end up into
John’s glass is already captured by the definition of this thematic relation (i.e., DESTINA-
TION); the preposition provides the additional information that the wine will end up inside
the glass.

Another thing worth mentioning is that arguments bear the same thematic relations to
a verb in sentences that are paraphrases of one another. Embedded clauses do not bear
thematic relations.

2.4.2 Thematic role labels

In some linguistic theories, the concept of thematic role (theta role/θ−role) is closely related
to thematic relations. Thematic roles were introduced by Gruber [100], Fillmore [84] and
Jackendoff [124], aiming at capturing precisely the relationship between predicates (verbs)
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and their arguments, i.e., the thematic relations between the two. Therefore, thematic roles
can be seen as a set of semantic descriptors for the various participants in a particular
event/situation/state. Numerous taxonomies have been proposed in the linguistic literature
[53, 72, 84, 100, 124], including such “traditional” roles as AGENT, PATIENT, THEME,
GOAL, etc. In the accounts cited above, thematic roles have explicit semantic content,
therefore their labels are particularly important.

In mainstream generative grammar [39, 42, 43, 45], for instance, a theta (θ−)role (thematic
role) is defined as the set of thematic relations associated with a single argument position.
According to generative grammarians, thematic roles are syntactic relations between verbs
and their arguments, which are specified semantically by a set of thematic relations.

Thematic roles are typically named by the most prominent thematic relation associated with
them. Considering again sentence (1), this view implies that “John” takes the AGENT,
“Mary” the RECIPIENT, and “the book” the THEME role, respectively. Consequently,
thematic roles are often said to indicate “who is doing what to whom” in a particular
event/situation/state (e.g., [7, 129, 132, 145, 148, 262, 270, 317]). An approximate semantic
description of a sentence might therefore arise from identifying the thematic roles associated
to the syntactic arguments of the matrix verb.

Many linguists have set forth the hypothesis according to which there should exist a (small
and) finite set of discrete thematic role labels which could cover the arguments of all predi-
cates (e.g., [103, 148]). Defining this list, however, remains a goal to be achieved, for several
reasons. First, the semantic labels would need to capture the role of each argument with
respect to its corresponding predicate. Then, if two arguments of two distinct predicates
are to be assigned the same label, this should entail the same thematic relation(s) for both
predicate−argument pairs. Second, the definitions of these roles should be specific enough
to allow the assignment of a unique label to each argument of all verbs. And third, the
different arguments of a particular predicate should not be allowed to fall under the same
thematic role definition. For a more detailed discussion on this topic, see, e.g., [43] and
[148].

The most comprehensive list of semantic labels we have encountered in the literature is that
proposed by Kipper Schuler, in [148]. The author showed that a set of 23 thematic role
labels can cover the arguments of all 5, 200 English verbs which have a description in the
VerbNet database. As we shall see later in this work, our model’s lexicon comprises a total
of 12 verbs, whose semantic arguments correspond to a subset of 9 of these thematic roles.
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Their definitions (slightly adapted from [148]), including illustrative examples, are given
below:

AGENT = generally an animate subject, which deliberately performs the action/event de-
noted by the predicate; some authors use this label for internally controlled subjects, such
as forces and machines, as well [148] (e.g., “John bought an apartment”; “A strong explosion
destroyed his old house”).

BENEFICIARY = entity benefiting from the action/event denoted by the predicate. In
general, this role corresponds to a ‘for’−prepositional phrase in syntax, or to a double
object, in the benefactive alternation (e.g., “Mary bought a present for her mother”; “Mary
prepared her mother a surprise”).

DESTINATION = spatial location, which is the end point of the motion, or direction towards
which the motion is directed. It can be expressed by a ‘to’−prepositional phrase, or as a
location direct object (e.g., “John moved to another city”; “John loaded the truck with his
old furniture”).

INSTRUMENT = physical force or object used to carry out the action/event denoted by
the predicate; frequently a tool used by an animate agent, to bring about a change into
another physical object, by coming in contact with it. In general, it corresponds to a
‘with’−prepositional phrase, but it can also appear as the subject in the Subject Instrument
alternation, or as the direct object, in the through/with and with/against alternations (e.g.,
“The boy broke the window with a stone”; “A stone broke the window”; “The nurse stuck
the needle into my arm”; “I hit my arm against the door”).

LOCATION = spatial location where the action/event denoted by the predicate takes place.
This role is generally expressed by means of a locative or path prepositional phrase (e.g.,
“They walked along the river”).

PATIENT = entity undergoing the action/event denoted by the predicate, usually changing
state. Patients can appear either as subjects or direct objects in the surface form of some
sentence (e.g., “The window broke”, “The boy broke the window”).

RECIPIENT = usually an animate entity, which is target of the transfer, for predicates
expressing a change of possession (e.g., “John gave a book to Mary”; “John gave Mary a
book”).
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SOURCE = entity or spatial location, which is the starting point for predicates of motion or
change of possession. It usually corresponds to a source prepositional phrase, or to a direct
object (e.g., “He sent the letter from Paris”; “Someone robbed him”).

THEME = entity situated in a particular location or undergoing a change of location,
without changing state. Themes can appear either as subjects or direct objects, depending
on the particular verb expressing the predicate (e.g., “A book appeared on the table”; “He
put the book on the table”).

The illustrated roles are given in italics.

2.4.3 The argument-indexing function of thematic roles

Since Chomsky’s earliest work on theta roles (thematic roles) [43], most generative grammar-
ians have used them in order to index the syntactic arguments of verbs (see, e.g., [37, 252], as
well as [84] for a similar point of view). In generative grammar, each semantic argument of a
particular verb is associated to a unique thematic role, which helps to keep track of its syn-
tactic realization. An obligatory three-place verb such as put, for instance, is said to assign
its arguments the following three thematic roles: AGENT, THEME and DESTINATION
(GOAL). In other words, the x, y and z variables from its semantic argument structure
representation (put(x, y, z); see Subsection 2.2.1) are bound to the AGENT, THEME, and
DESTINATION roles, respectively.

As mentioned earlier in this Section, thematic roles are usually named by the most promi-
nent thematic relation associated with them. We therefore have an elegant, formal way
of describing both the type and number of arguments required in syntax by a particular
verb, i.e., its syntactic argument structure. In particular, the semantic labels reflect each
argument’s mode of participation in the event/situation/state described by the verb. As
the semantic arguments were assumed to be part of the verbs’ meaning, thematic roles can
also be used to construct a measure of semantic similarity within the class of verbs (verbs
with similar meanings are expected to have (at least partially) the same associated set of
thematic roles). And, as pointed out by Dowty, in [72, p. 551], it is precisely this semantic
generalization capability of thematic roles that “gives the notion its interest”. The num-
ber of thematic roles associated with a particular verb equals the number of its semantic
arguments.
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Verbs can differ both in the number and type of arguments that they require. A classification
by number was already given in Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. As for the semantic type of the
arguments, it is worth mentioning that this is not entirely predictable from the core meaning
of the verbs. Consider, for example, the verbs rob and steal [21]. Despite the fact that these
are both obligatory transitives (therefore taking a subject and a direct object in syntax) and
have similar meanings, rob assigns its complement the SOURCE thematic role, whereas steal
assigns the THEME role to this same argument (“A stranger robbed John last night” vs. “A
stranger stoled John’s wallet”) [148]. The illustrated roles are given in italics. Transitive
verbs usually assign their arguments the AGENT and THEME roles, respectively, while
ditransitives take an AGENT, a THEME and a GOAL (DESTINATION/RECIPIENT) as
arguments. Exceptions are nonetheless possible, as already illustrated by at least one of the
previous examples (the verb rob).

Thematic roles can be assigned to a variety of phrasal categories: noun phrases (NPs),
prepositional phrases (PPs), adverbial/adjectival phrases (APs), or clauses, as long as these
correspond to a syntactic argument of some verb. Adjuncts and expletives do not bear
thematic roles.

The thematic roles associated to a particular verb are stored in a thematic frame (‘theta
grid’), a syntactic structure which is assumed to be part of the verb’s lexical entry. Coming
back to the previous example, the thematic frame of the obligatory ditransitive put would
then be a triplet of the form

<AGENT, THEME, DESTINATION>.

A sentence is categorized as being grammatical if there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the syntactic arguments of the matrix verb and the elements of its associated
thematic frame (see example (4a) below). This requirement is formally known as the Theta
Criterion. Chomsky’s original formulation [43, p. 112] was:

The Theta Criterion. Each argument bears one and only one θ−role (thematic role), and
each θ−role (thematic role) is assigned to one and only one argument.

As a consequence, ungrammaticality can follow from too less (4b−4d), too many (4e), or
the wrong type of arguments (4f−4g):

(4) a. The waiter put the food on the table.

b. *put the food on the table.

c. *The waiter put on the table.
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d. *The waiter put the food.

e. *The waiter put the food the drinks on the table.

f. *The chair put the food on the table.

g. *The waiter put the food with the table.

Sentence (4a) is grammatical since each of the syntactic arguments corresponds to a unique
element of the thematic frame (“the waiter” is the AGENT, “the food” is the THEME, and
“on the table” is the DESTINATION, respectively), and each of the thematic roles in the
thematic frame is assigned to a unique syntactic argument, i.e., both the type and number
of arguments/thematic roles match. Accordingly, the ideas presented in this Subsection are
often said to reflect a “slot and filler” point of view on thematic roles (e.g., [103]).

There are different ways of representing a thematic frame, as different authors have incorpo-
rated various degrees of detail in the representations they use (see, e.g., [105, 165, 210, 234]).
The simplest such representation is that we have mentioned earlier in this Subsection: a
n−tuple of thematic roles enclosed within angle brackets, where n is the number of seman-
tic arguments of a particular verb. The thematic role which corresponds to the syntactic
subject is typically written first and underlined; this is called the external (thematic) role
(external to the verb phrase − see Remark 2.2.1, Subsection 2.2.2), while the remaining
elements are called internal (thematic) roles. Using this notation, the thematic frame for
put would look in the following way:

put: <AGENT, THEME, DESTINATION>.

Still other authors make even more fine-grained distinctions. MacDonald et al. [168], for
instance, split the thematic frame representation into two subcomponents: a “core” and
(possibly more than one) “noncore” thematic frames. In their notation, the thematic frame
of put looks in the following way:

put: <AGENT, THEME> <DESTINATION>.

As before, underlining distinguishes between external and internal thematic roles, respec-
tively. The core grid is on the left, and the noncore grid is on the right, respectively. The
roles in a core grid (i.e., AGENT and THEME in this particular case) are assigned directly
by the verb, and correspond to noun phrases (NPs); the roles in a noncore grid (i.e., DES-
TINATION) are assigned indirectly, with the help of prepositions (so they correspond to
prepositional phrases). This is illustrated by sentence (4a) above, in which the NP “the
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waiter” is assigned the AGENT role, the NP “the food” the THEME, and the PP “on the
table” the DESTINATION role, respectively. The arguments which correspond to the in-
ternal thematic roles are further subdivided into direct (if in a core grid), and indirect (if in
a noncore grid) arguments, respectively. Accordingly, in sentence (4a) “the food” is a direct
argument, and “on the table” is an indirect argument, respectively.

Alternatively, Haegeman [103] and Carnie [39] represent thematic frames as 2 × n tables,
where n equals the number of semantic arguments of a particular verb. Each column corre-
sponds to one of the thematic roles associated to the arguments. The top row contains the
thematic role labels, as illustrated below for the same verb put:

put:

AGENT THEME DESTINATION

Assume one wants to judge the grammaticality of a sentence in which this verb is embedded
(i.e., to check the Theta Criterion). Then, each time a particular syntactic argument is
assigned one of the thematic roles on the top row of the table, the corresponding constituent
must be co-indexed with the role in question, and the bottom row of the thematic frame
should be filled with these indices. Considering again sentence (4a), we would have

(4) a. [The waiter]i (put) [the food]j [on the table]k .

and

AGENT THEME DESTINATION
i j k

meaning that “the waiter” has been assigned the AGENT role, “the food” the THEME, and
“on the table” the DESTINATION role, respectively. (4a), as any other sentence containing
the verb put, would be considered as being grammatical, if each cell in the bottom row of
the thematic frame would contain one and only one index, at the end of the thematic role
assignment process.

Carnie [39] additionally included information about the phrasal categories which are allowed
to express the thematic roles in question (i.e., syntactic constraints), therefore merging
thematic role and subcategorization knowledge onto a single representation of the following
form:
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put:

AGENT = NP THEME = NP DESTINATION = PP

An important point is to be made here. As we have seen in Section 2.2, the same verb can
have more than one syntactic argument structure possibility (the optionally transitive eat,
for instance, allows both a one-place and a two-place argument structure). By postulating
the existence of a single thematic frame for each verb (in this particular case, one including
the AGENT and the PATIENT roles), we would miss this information. Moreover, a sentence
such as

(5) John ate.

would be considered ungrammatical under this assumption, when obviously it is not. There-
fore, we suggest instead that verbs can have more than one thematic frame, depending on
the number of possible realizations of its argument structure in syntax; see Shapiro et al.
[260, 261] for a similar point of view. Accordingly, the verb eat would have two associated
thematic frames instead of one (<AGENT, PATIENT> and <AGENT>), capturing the
important information that the AGENT role corresponds to an obligatory, and PATIENT
to an optional syntactic argument, respectively. Moreover, we consider a sentence to be
grammatical, if there exists a thematic frame for which the Theta Criterion is met (the
<AGENT> frame in the case of sentence (5)). Like with subcategorization, the number of
thematic options of a particular verb then equals the number of different thematic frames
associated with it, irrespective of the exact nature of the frames’ elements.

2.4.4 The semantic content of thematic roles

There is an issue that we have not yet addressed in this Section, namely the semantic
content of thematic roles. Generative grammarians assume that this is restricted to a few
syntactically relevant features such as animacy, concreteness, etc. (e.g., [37, 42, 252]). These
act as selectional restrictions, i.e., they constrain the allowable fillers of a particular argument
structure position (i.e., a slot in a thematic frame). According to McRae et al.’s [183, p. 144]
definition, a selectional restriction “specifies a condition that a filler must satisfy in order to
avoid creating an anomalous or metaphorical sentence” (see example (4f), Subsection 2.4.3).
Selectional restrictions are used to compute the thematic (semantic) fit between a verb and
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potential syntactic arguments. For instance, the AGENT role of eat can only be assigned
to an animate entity, while the PATIENT must be something edible. Sentence (4f), for
instance, is ungrammatical because “the chair” does not satisfy the selectional restrictions
on the AGENT role of put (i.e., it is not an animate entity), and therefore it is not capable
of “performing the action or causing the event to happen” (see the definition of AGENT).

It is important to note that, even though a thematic role label might entail the same type
of semantic relationship for two predicate−argument pairs (e.g., both eat and drink have a
PATIENT role in their respective thematic frames, i.e., “something affected by the action”),
the selectional restrictions on this role can nonetheless be different in each of the two cases
(the PATIENT of eat must be something edible, while that of drink must be a liquid). The
semantic constraints (semantic contextual restrictions) that verbs place on their arguments
are hence captured by

1. the thematic role labels (more precisely, the thematic relations referenced by the the-
matic roles)

and

2. the selectional restrictions associated with each role.

2.5 Thematic roles and thematic role assignment

We begin this Section by listing a number of eight hypotheses which we have used in deriving
the verb argument structure representations, to be introduced in Subsection 2.5.1. These
hypotheses have already been introduced in the previous Sections of this Chapter; we will
only summarize them here:

(H1) the subcategorization properties of a particular verb (the phrasal categories allowed
to express its syntactic arguments) are stored in one or more subcategorization frames (see
Section 2.3);

(H2) each verb has an associated set of thematic roles, which correspond to its semantic
arguments;

(H3) the thematic role labels

• belong to a (small and) finite set, covering all arguments of all verbs;
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• capture the semantic relationship between verbs and their arguments;

• entail the same semantic relationship for all verb−argument pairs, in which the argu-
ments carry the same thematic role label;

(H4) each argument of a particular verb corresponds to a unique thematic role;

(H5) different arguments of the same verb correspond to different thematic roles;

For H2−H5, see Subsection 2.4.2.

(H6) different verbs impose different selectional restrictions on their semantic arguments,
i.e., each thematic role associated to a particular verb corresponds to a set of semantic
restrictions (see Subsection 2.4.4);

(H7) each syntactic argument structure possibility of a particular verb (i.e., each possible
syntactic realization of its semantic argument structure) corresponds to a thematic frame.
The same verb can have more than one thematic frame (see Subsection 2.4.3);

(H8) a sentence is considered to be grammatical if there exists a thematic frame for which
the Theta Criterion is met (see Subsection 2.4.3).

2.5.1 A complex argument structure representation

In the light of hypotheses (H1)−(H8), and considering again the verb put, we have the
following:

• subcategorization frame(s): [NP1 V NP2 loc−PP1] (H1)

where NP1 stands for first noun phrase, V for verb, NP2 for second noun phrase, and
loc−PP1 for first (locative) prepositional phrase within the sentence, respectively.

• thematic roles: put(AGENT, THEME, DESTINATION) (H2−H5);

• selectional restrictions: AGENT(animate), THEME(concrete), DESTINATION(location)
(H6);

• thematic frame(s): <AGENT, THEME, DESTINATION> (H7).

However, not all sentences having put as main verb, and including a noun phrase which
corresponds to an animate entity (n1 ) playing the AGENT role, one to a concrete physical
object (n2 ) playing the THEME role, and one to a location (n3 ) playing the DESTINA-
TION role, are grammatical. Additionally, n1 must correspond to the first element of the
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subcategorization frame (NP1), n2 to NP2, and n3 to the noun phrase falling under the
loc−PP1 (the last element of the subcategorization frame), i.e., thematic role assignment
depends on the position of the respective constituents within the subcategorization frame(s)
as well. Keeping this in mind, we arrive at the following argument structure representation
for put:

{AGENT(NP1, animate) V THEME(NP2, concrete) DESTINATION(loc−PP1, location)},
which we will henceforth call an argument structure frame. Further notice that put has only
one such frame. Here and throughout this work, we use curly braces for representing argu-
ment structure frames.

As one can easily see, this representation incorporates all types of information that are
assumed to be part of a verb’s lexical entry; see, e.g., [126, 292]:

• the number (three) and type of semantic arguments (AGENT(animate), THEME(con-
crete), DESTINATION(location));

• the number (three) and type of syntactic arguments (all three semantic arguments
correspond to obligatory syntactic arguments);

• the syntactic category of each syntactic argument (AGENT(NP1), THEME(NP2),
DESTINATION(loc−PP1)).

Tanenhaus et al. [292] further argued that this information becomes available to the language
processing system soon after verb recognition.

2.5.2 Thematic role assignment

Given the type of representation that we have introduced in the previous Subsection, the
description of the thematic role assignment process is quite straightforward. This essentially
takes place in four steps. Assume we wish to analyze the following sentence, whose main
verb is eat:

(1) The girl ate a cookie.

At step 1, we consider all possible argument structure frames associated to the main
verb; eat has two such frames : {AGENT(NP1, animate) V PATIENT(NP2, edible)} and
{AGENT(NP1, animate) V}, respectively. At step 2, for each nominal constituent of
sentence (1) and for each argument structure frame, we check whether the syntactic and
semantic properties of these nouns (“the girl”(NP1, animate); “a cookie”(NP2, edible)), and
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the syntactic and semantic expectations each of the thematic roles associated to eat has
from potential role fillers match. If this happens to be the case, then, at step 3, we assign
the corresponding thematic role to the corresponding noun phrase. Accordingly, “the girl”
receives the AGENT, and “a cookie” the PATIENT role, respectively. Finally, at step 4,
we check the grammaticality of sentence (1). Since there is a thematic frame (<AGENT,
PATIENT>) for which the Theta Criterion is met, we can conclude that this sentence is
grammatical (H8; see the beginning of this Section).

A thematic role should thus be regarded as a relation between a verb and a noun, for which
the syntactic and semantic features of the two are equally important; see [72] for a similar
point of view. Nonetheless, the element assigning these roles is the verb. Furthermore, only
arguments (but not adjuncts) can receive thematic roles.

Remark 2.5.1. In our model, conceptual (“world”) knowledge is not used directly in the
process of thematic role assignment (see, e.g., [37, 252] for a similar point of view), nor
discourse information. Conceptual knowledge is assumed to be stored separately from the
linguistic information that is directly relevant to thematic role assignment.

2.5.3 Why is thematic role assignment such a difficult task?

As detailed in Subsection 2.5.1, in our view an argument structure frame is nothing else but
a subcategorization frame superimposed on a thematic frame, the resulting representation
being further enriched with the selectional restrictions that each element of the thematic
frame (i.e., each thematic role) imposes on the corresponding arguments. Although the
process of thematic role assignment, as described in Subsection 2.5.2, might look simple
at a first glace, in practice this turns out to be more complex than one would expect.
A first reason for this being so is the fact that verbs with similar meanings can map to
different sets of both subcategorization, as well as thematic frames (see the example sentences
in Section 2.3, and Subsection 2.4.3, respectively). In other words, the subcategorization
and thematic properties of a particular verb cannot be predicted from its core meaning.
Moreover, thematic roles cannot be entirely predicted from the position of the respective
arguments within a certain subcategorization frame (i.e., arguments occupying the same
position within identical subcategorization frames can correspond to different thematic roles;
e.g., the direct object of rob vs. steal).
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But most problematic in the context of thematic role assignment are those verbs with mul-
tiple argument structure frames, especially those for which the number of subcategorization
options is different from the number of thematic options. As a simple example, consider
the alternating dative verb give. As we have already mentioned, this has a set of three as-
sociated thematic roles, which correspond to a number of two thematic frames (<AGENT,
THEME> and <AGENT, THEME, RECIPIENT>), and three subcategorization frames
([NP1 V NP2], [NP1 V NP2 to−PP1] and [NP1 V NP2 NP3]), respectively. The first the-
matic frame corresponds to the first subcategorization frame, giving rise to the following
argument structure frame:

{AGENT(NP1, srA) V THEME(NP2, srT)},

while the second thematic frame can be combined both with the second, as well as with the
third subcategorization frame, giving rise to two more argument structure frames, namely:

{AGENT(NP1, srA) V THEME(NP2, srT) RECIPIENT(to−PP1, srR)}

and

{AGENT(NP1, srA) V RECIPIENT(NP2, srR) THEME(NP3, srT)}.

Here, ‘sr’ stands for the set of selectional restrictions that each thematic role imposes on
potential role fillers (‘A’=AGENT, ‘R’=RECIPIENT and ‘T’=THEME). On the other hand,
nonalternating dative verbs (e.g., carry) have two subcategorization, as well as two thematic
options, respectively, which implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
set of subcategorization and that of thematic frames, respectively. This correspondence
holds true for other verbal categories as well, as, for instance, intransitives (e.g., sleep),
obligatory transitives (e.g., hit) and obligatory three-place verbs (e.g., put). We can thus
use the number of argument structure frames of a particular verb to measure the degree
of complexity of its argument structure representation, which implies that the last three
aforementioned categories are the least complex in this respect.

The alternative syntactic realization of the same thematic relations for a particular verb, if
possible, is called diathesis alternation (see, e.g., [148, 164]). In other words, the different
syntactic realizations of the argument structure for verbs for which this is the case is (at
least partially) meaning preserving (i.e., most likely these correspond to the description
of the same event/situation/state). Some illustrative examples have already been given
throughout the previous Sections of this Chapter: object drop/object deletion (Subsection
2.2.4), dative alternation (Section 2.3), benefactive alternation (Subsection 2.4.2), Subject
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Instrument alternation (Subsection 2.4.2), etc. As pointed out by Palmer et al. in [205],
diathesis alternations are quite common, affecting most English verbs.

Remark 2.5.2. In most cases, diathesis alternations require specific prepositions such as
through/with, with/against, etc.

Below is a further example; consider the verb break. In a sentence such as

(2) John broke the window with a stone,

the main verb is used with the following argument structure frame:

{AGENT(NP1, srA) V PATIENT(NP2, srP) INSTRUMENT(with−PP1, srI)},

where, as before, ‘sr’ stands for the set of selectional restrictions that each of the corre-
sponding roles (‘A’=AGENT, ‘I’=INSTRUMENT, ‘P’=PATIENT) imposes on potential
role fillers. In this particular case, srA=internal control, srP=concrete & solid & frag-
ile/breakable, and srI=concrete & solid & unbreakable, respectively. Accordingly, “John” is
the AGENT, “the window” is the PATIENT, and “a stone” is the INSTRUMENT in the
breaking event. But the same verb break can also be used with at least three more argument
structure frames:

• {AGENT(NP1, srA) V PATIENT(NP2, srP)};

• {PATIENT(NP1, srP) V};

• {INSTRUMENT(NP1, srI) V PATIENT(NP2, srP)},

as illustrated by sentences (3)−(5) below (all in active voice):

(3) John broke the window.

(4) The window broke.

(5) A stone broke the window.

Notice that even though they correspond to the same phrasal category within the respective
subcategorization frames (i.e., NP1), the thematic roles played by “John”, “the window”
and “a stone” in sentences (3), (4) and (5), respectively, are nonetheless different. This is
because they comply with the selectional restrictions imposed by only one of the thematic
roles in question (“John” is the only constituent which corresponds to an entity characterized
by internal control, “the window” is the only concrete & solid & fragile/breakable physical
object, while “a stone” is the only concrete & solid & unbreakable physical object, within
these sentences). The different syntactic realizations of the argument structure for break,
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illustrated by the previous example sentences, is called the causative/inchoative alternation;
this affects other change-of-state verbs as well (e.g., shatter, smash, etc. [205]). These verbs
can also appear in middle constructions, as illustrated by sentence (6) below:

(6) Windows break easily.

2.6 The linear order of syntactic arguments

The current Section can be seen as a continuation of Subsection 2.2.6, in which we began
describing the complex relationship between the semantic and syntactic arguments of verbs,
respectively. Its focus is on the different constraints, acting on the linear order of syntactic
arguments. As several authors have argued, these are not part of the verbs’ argument
structure representation (e.g., [99, 262]).

To this end, we distinguish the following two situations [123]:

Case 1: the phrasal categories expressing the arguments are different. In this case, their
order is dictated by a purely syntactic principle, which can be stated in the following way
(this only concerns those arguments falling within the verb phrase headed by the main verb,
i.e., its complements):

NP precedes AP precedes PP precedes clause,

where ‘NP’ stands for noun phrase, ‘AP’ for adjectival (adverbial) phrase, and ‘PP’ for
prepositional phrase, respectively. It is easy to check that all the examples given throughout
this Chapter conform with this rule (see, e.g., sentences (5) and (12), Section 2.3).

Case 2: the arguments correspond to the same phrasal category.

a. prepositional phrases (PPs) are freely ordered (this, again, concerns only the complements
of the verb):

(1) a. [John]NP (sent) [a letter]NP [from Paris]PP [to London]PP.

b. [John]NP (sent) [a letter]NP [to London]PP [from Paris]PP.

b. noun phrases (NPs) are not freely ordered. Their position is given by their corresponding
thematic roles (i.e., by a syntax-semantics interface constraint):

AGENT precedes RECIPIENT precedes THEME precedes LOCATION.
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This principle is termed differently in the linguistic literature: the Universal Alignment
Hypothesis (e.g., [209]) in relational grammar, and Uniformity of Theta Assignment
in Government-Binding theory (e.g., [14]), to give just two examples. This has direct impli-
cations on the relationship between thematic roles and grammatical positions (i.e., subject,
direct object and indirect object) [84, 124]. For instance, in the case of transitive verbs,
taking an AGENT and a THEME as arguments, the aforementioned principle implies that
the AGENT argument occupies the subject position, while the THEME always corresponds
to the direct object. Similarly, the GOAL argument of ditransitive verbs usually maps onto
the indirect object position. But even though the correspondence

AGENT ↔ subject

THEME ↔ direct object

GOAL ↔ indirect object

seems to act as a default rule, exceptions are nonetheless possible, as illustrated by the
following examples:

(2) A stone broke the window.

(Subject Instrument alternation; the INSTRUMENT appears in the subject position);

(3) The window broke.

(causative-inchoative alternation; the PATIENT/THEME appears in the subject position);

(4) I got a present from Mary.

(RECIPIENT in the subject position) etc.

There are still even more fine-grained rules, governing both the type and position of syntactic
arguments, as well as the relationship between thematic roles and syntactic positions. Stat-
ing them all, however, is beyond the scope of this work (see the references cited throughout
this Chapter).

2.7 Lexical databases: deriving the verb argument structure

representations

The past two decades have witnessed the creation and development of a number of lexical
databases, designed mainly for linguistic research. Among these, several major projects
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have concentrated on defining verb argument structure frames, both for the technical (e.g.,
PASBio − [308]), as well as the non-technical domains (e.g., PropBank − [145, 146, 205],
FrameNet − [13, 95, 136], VerbNet − [147, 148]), with applications as diverse as informa-
tion extraction (IE), machine translation (MT), text summarization, information retrieval,
question answering, etc. PASBio [308], for instance, provides argument structure frames for
more than 30 verbs, to be used specifically for event extraction in molecular biology.

As the definition of verb argument structure frames was a crucial step in our project as
well, we have initially tried to construct them by hand. We first decided which verbs to
include in our model’s lexicon, and we chose a number of 12, differing in at least one of
their semantic and/or syntactic attributes. For each one of these, we randomly selected a
number of 50 sentences from the British National Corpus, having them as main verb. Then,
we examined these sentences, in order to identify the main verbs’ syntactic arguments, and
we established both their syntactical category, as well as a number of semantic features,
which seemed to be relevant in sentence context. Based on the previous step, we have then
tried to assign thematic roles to the arguments, and finally to define the argument structure
frames. Since this turned out to be an extremely time and effort consuming task, and we
had no guarantee that this limited set of sentences would cover all possible usages of the
chosen verbs, we decided to look at the existing work in computational linguistics, and
see whether any of the aforementioned projects (in particular, PropBank, FrameNet and
VerbNet) resembles our own ideas concerning the structure and the actual content of the
verb argument structure frames (see Subsection 2.5.1).

In the following, we will briefly discuss the 3 projects we have mentioned in the previous
paragraph (PropBank, FrameNet and VerbNet), and we hope that by the end of this de-
scription, the reader will have a clear intuition about which project resembles most our own
ideas about the verb argument structure representations.

2.7.1 PropBank

The PropBank (or Proposition Bank) project [145, 146, 205] must be credited for at least two
major accomplishments. The first one of them is the definition of argument structure frames
for all verbs appearing in the Penn English TreeBank, and the second is the annotation with
semantic role labels of the Penn TreeBank II Wall Street Journal Corpus [171, 172, 173].
Accordingly, this project provides both the annotated corpus itself, as well as a lexical
resource called the Frame Files (see below).
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As opposed to FrameNet and VerbNet, PropBank defines verb-specific argument structure
frames. In each individual frame, the arguments are sequentially numbered from Arg0 up to
(potentially) Arg5. Furthermore, they are given a mnemonic label, reflecting the semantic
relationship they bare to the predicate expressed by a particular verb. These labels are
mostly verb-specific, but they can also be shared by all members of a given class, or belong
to some traditional set of thematic role labels (e.g., Agent, Patient, Instrument, etc.). The
arguments of the obligatory three-place verb put, for instance, are being labeled as

Arg0: putter

Arg1: thing put

Arg2: where put

respectively, in the PropBank database. These labels were primarily intended to maintain
consistency across the different syntactic realizations of the verbs’ semantic argument struc-
ture (where possible), i.e., in the case of diathesis alternations (see Subsection 2.5.3 and
[164]).

The argument structure frames were defined by examining a set of sample sentences from the
corpus. A semantic role was considered part of an argument structure frame of a particular
verb not necessarily based upon the linguistic argument−adjunct distinction, but rather
on the frequency of appearance in the corpus, as well as its relevance in conveying the
event/situation/state denoted by that verb. A considerable effort was invested in assigning
consistent labels to the arguments of semantically similar verbs, an approach which was
followed in the FrameNet project as well. In PropBank, this was accomplished by assigning
the same set of labels to verbs belonging to the same VerbNet class (see below). As a matter
of fact, all verbs in PropBank have been mapped to the corresponding entries in the VerbNet
database. However, the labels associated with a particular VerbNet class in PropBank may
not 100% correspond to the elements of any of the FrameNet’s frames.

The set of semantic roles associated with a particular sense of a verb is called a roleset in
PropBank (i.e., a thematic frame in our terminology). A roleset, as we have pointed out as
well, can correspond to more than one syntactic realization (or subcategorization frame). A
Frameset in PropBank was defined as a roleset, plus its associated set of subcategorization
frames, i.e., as the set of argument structure frames associated with a particular verb sense.
This implies, in particular, that verbs with multiple senses (polysemous verbs) can be asso-
ciated with more than one Frameset (one for each sense). For each Frameset, a number of
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examples from the Penn TreeBank II Wall Street Journal Corpus are provided as well. The
Frameset(s) associated with a particular verb, together with the corresponding examples,
constitute the verb’s Frame File.

2.7.2 FrameNet

The FrameNet project [13, 95, 136] takes a different lead from PropBank, in that it defines
the argument structure frames exclusively on semantic grounds (in PropBank, syntactic and
semantic factors are equally taken into account in specifying the frames).

Verb senses are grouped according to their semantics, more precisely based upon the common
participants in the events/situations/states conveyed by them, and not on their syntactic
behavior in sentence context. The resulting verb groupings are simply called frames, and can
be regarded as schematic representations of particular events/situations/states [148, 205].
The verb put, for instance, is part of the Placing frame, which is defined as “Generally
without overall (translational) motion, an Agent places a Theme at a location, the Goal,
which is profiled. In this frame, the Theme is under the control of the Agent/Cause at the
time of its arrival at the Goal”, and has Agent, Cause (excluding Agent), Goal and Theme
as core arguments. Other verbs such as arrange, enclose, insert, stash, etc. belong to this
same frame.

The project consisted in first defining a set of semantic frames (e.g., Placing) and their
common participants (i.e., the frame elements), as well as establishing the set of verbs
whose argument structures match the descriptions of these frames. The labels used in
FrameNet for the frame elements are frame-specific in most of the cases, but some of them
are also shared by small subsets of frames as well. Then, for each individual frame, a
number of illustrative examples were selected from the British National Corpus, and the
sentence elements (more precisely, the syntactic arguments of the verbs invoking the frame)
were labeled accordingly. The examples were chosen in such a way as to best illustrate the
possible syntactic realizations of the frames’ elements. FrameNet’s methodology is described
in more detail in [205].

It is interesting to note that even though in FrameNet verbs were grouped solely on semantic
grounds, verbs from the same frame were often found to manifest a similar syntactic behavior
as well [96].
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2.7.3 VerbNet

VerbNet [147, 148] is currently the largest English verb-based lexical database (it contains
the descriptions of over 5.200 verbs). In VerbNet, verbs are organized into classes, following
Levin’s verb classification [164]. These classes are based on a similar syntactic behavior of
their members, in other words, on their ability to appear in the same syntactic (diathesis)
alternations (where possible). It is possible, however, for verbs belonging to the same class
to have different meanings (i.e., to have only similar syntactic properties). Similarly, it is
possible for verbs with multiple senses to belong to different classes, if their corresponding
arguments require a different set of thematic roles.

Each VerbNet class is characterized by a list of members (a set of verbs sharing the syntactic
behavior inherent in the description of the class), the thematic roles associated to their
semantic argument structure, the selectional restrictions that each of these roles imposes on
potential role fillers, and a set of frames, each of which provides a more detailed (syntactic
and semantic) description of each of the argument structure frames (more precisely, a formal
description, an example sentence, a syntactic, as well as a semantic description, in the form
of a conjunction of semantic predicates such as cause, contact, etc.). All members of a
particular class share the same set of thematic roles with their corresponding selectional
restrictions, syntactic frames and semantic predicates. Below is a simplified representation
of the put−9.1 class, in the VerbNet database. This class has a number of 10 members, and
2 frames:

put−9.1

Members: arrange, implant, lodge, position, situate, etc.
Thematic roles and selectional restrictions:

AGENT[+int_control]

THEME[+concrete]

DESTINATION[+location & −region]

Frames:

• NP V NP PP.DESTINATION

Example: “I put the book on/under/near the table.”

Syntax: AGENT V THEME {{+LOC}} DESTINATION
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Semantics: motion(during(E), THEME) not(prep(start(E), THEME, DESTINA-
TION)) prep(end(E), THEME, DESTINATION) cause(AGENT, E)

• NP V NP ADVP

Example: “I put the book here/there.”

Syntax: AGENT V THEME DESTINATION<+ADV_LOC>

Semantics: motion(during(E), THEME) not(prep(start(E), THEME, DESTINA-
TION)) prep(end(E), THEME, DESTINATION) cause(AGENT, E)

It is not hard to see that the formal description is nothing else than the subcategorization
frame, and the syntactic description is actually the thematic frame associated to each argu-
ment structure frame, respectively, in our terminology. The only difference is that, within
the subcategorization frames, the specification of the prepositions which are allowed to head
the PP (prepositional phrase) elements is replaced by the thematic role which corresponds
to them. The prepositions are placed instead within the thematic frames, preceding the
thematic roles to which they correspond. This difference is, nonetheless, simply notational
since, by combining the selectional restrictions imposed by the thematic roles with the formal
and the syntactic descriptions, respectively, we arrive quite easily at the argument structure
representations that we have introduced in Subsection 2.5.1:

{AGENT(ptA, srA) V THEME(ptT, srT) DESTINATION(ptD, srD)},

where here and elsewhere throughout this work ‘pt’ stands for the phrase type allowed to
express each of the arguments, ‘sr’ for the set of selectional restrictions that each thematic
role imposes on potential role fillers, ‘A’=AGENT, ‘T’=THEME, and ‘D’=DESTINATION.
In this particular case, ptA=NP1, ptT=NP2, ptD=loc−PP1, srA=internal control, srT=con-
crete, and srD=location that is not a region, respectively, in the case of the first frame above.
Due to the obvious similarities between our own ideas, and the VerbNet approach, we have
derived in this way all the argument structure frames for all the verbs we have included in
our model’s lexicon. The complete list of frames can be found in Appendix A.

The thematic role labels associated with the verbs’ semantic arguments in VerbNet belong
to a small set of 23 labels, including traditional thematic roles such as Agent, Patient,
Instrument, etc. The subset of 9 roles that we have used in our model’s implementation
was already listed in Subsection 2.4.2, along with their definitions. The thematic roles are
shared by all members of a particular class; no two arguments share the same thematic role
label within the same class (the only exception are classes with symmetric arguments). The
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decision of using thematic role labels as opposed to numbered arguments (see PropBank)
was based upon two factors. First, these provide part of the semantic description for the
verb classes, along with the semantic predicates. And secondly, they help to distinguish
between classes which manifest the same syntactic behavior, but whose arguments require
distinct sets of thematic roles.

The selectional restrictions used to semantically constrain potential role fillers belong to a
set of 36 semantic descriptions, which are hierarchically organized, as illustrated by Fig. 2.4
below.

Figure 2.4: The hierarchy of selectional restrictions used in VerbNet [148, p. 36]

The syntactic descriptions (equivalent to our thematic frames), represent a mapping between
the list of thematic roles, and the positions within the corresponding subcategorization
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frames. The prepositions used to constrain the syntactic realization of the arguments are
hierarchically organized, and can be found in [148] as well.

The semantic descriptions include a temporal function, whose main purpose is to specify
whether the semantic predicates are true during the initial (start(E)), preparatory (dur-
ing(E)), culmination (end(E)), or consequent (result(E)) stage of the events denoted by
the members of the class. The semantic predicates specify the relationship the different
participants bear to the event described during its different stages, as well as with each
other.

In VerbNet, the verb classes are hierarchically organized. The original Levin classes [164]
are on the topmost levels of the hierarchy. A child subclass inherits all the syntactic and
semantic information from its parent class, and adds further information to it: additional
selectional restrictions on the thematic roles, syntactic frames and/or semantic predicates.
The verb put, for instance, is a member of the put−9.1−2 class, a subclass of put−9.1. This
means that, in addition to the information inherited from the parent class put−9.1, and
shared by all members of this class (the set of thematic roles and selectional restrictions,
the two frames and the set of semantic predicates from the beginning of this Subsection),
the members of the put−9.1−2 subclass have an additional syntactic frame and a new set
of selectional restrictions on the THEME−role, as illustrated below:

put−9.1−2

Members: place, put, set, stick
Thematic roles and selectional restrictions:

THEME[+abstract]

Frames:

• NP V PP.DESTINATION NP

Example: “They put upon me a brilliant, red helm.”

Syntax: AGENT V {ON, UPON} DESTINATION THEME

Semantics: motion(during(E), THEME) not(prep(start(E), THEME, DESTINA-
TION)) prep(end(E), THEME, DESTINATION) cause(AGENT, E)

All verbs which currently have a description in VerbNet are being mapped to their corre-
sponding entries in the FrameNet database, as well as in other lexical resources, such as
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WordNet [192, 193] and XTAG. The mapping to WordNet can be used to extract further
semantic information about the individual verb senses.
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3 Verb argument structure representation and

processing at the cortical level

Over the past two decades, a considerable number of experimental studies has focused
on establishing the cortical representation sites, and the time course of activation of verb
argument structure information during on-line sentence processing. We acknowledge that the
results reported by these studies are sometimes inconsistent, and therefore the interpretation
they are given by their respective authors can only be speculative. In the current Chapter,
we will summarize these findings, emphasizing those which are largely agreed upon.

The basic assumption in these studies is that, in addition to its phonological and ortho-
graphic form, and grammatical category, a verb’s lexical entry must also include information
about its argument structure [42, 98, 126, 210], or in other words, “the sentential environ-
ments it (the verb) is allowed to enter” [262, p. 23]. This information corresponds to a range
of semantic and syntactic attributes, such as the number of complements, and the number
and type of thematic and subcategorization options. Slight differences of opinion arise as to
which is accessed on-line, and how crucial each one of them is for sentence comprehension.

3.1 Behavioral studies

In a series of influential studies, Shapiro et al. [260, 261, 262, 264, 265] examined the dynamic
processing of verbs, in both normals and aphasic patients. The emphasis was on verb
argument structure information retrieval and processing.

In [262], for instance, Shapiro et al. report the results of two experiments, in which they
examined the performance of a heterogeneous group of aphasic patients (a subgroup of
Broca’s aphasics, agrammatic both in comprehension and production, and a subgroup of
fluent aphasics), as opposed to that of normal control subjects. To this end, a cross-modal
lexical decision (CMLD) task was used. Subjects were asked to listen to a sentence for mean-
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ing, and additionally, to decide whether a letter string, presented visually in the immediate
temporal vicinity of the verb, corresponds to a lexical item or not. Reaction times (RTs) in
this secondary task were recorded.

Shapiro et al. based their studies on the notion of “representational complexity”. The sub-
categorization/thematic complexity of a verb was defined as the number of different sub-
categorization/thematic options this allows. RTs in the second task (lexical decision) were
assumed to reflect the processing load in the immediate temporal vicinity of the verb, and
thus its subcategorization/thematic complexity. What the authors found was that solely
the thematic complexity affects processing time in a significant way, as opposed to the sub-
categorization complexity. Nevertheless, these both types of information were assumed to
be coded in a verb’s lexical entry, and presumably accessed during on-line sentence compre-
hension. Additionally, Shapiro et al. found no effect of the number of complements on the
RTs.

The analysis of the response patterns revealed unimpaired performance for the Broca’s
aphasic subjects. This, as in the case of normal subjects, translated into simultaneous
activation of all possible thematic frames, taking place in the immediate temporal vicinity of
the verb. In normal subjects, this lexical effect was noticed even when the test sentences were
structurally biased toward a single thematic option [265]. By contrast, the fluent aphasics
exhibited a lack of sensitivity to thematic role information, attributed by the authors to a
semantic sentence processing deficit. The performance of the aphasic patients was examined
in three further experiments [261], which led to similar conclusions. These results suggest
that posterior cortical areas, including Wernicke’s area, are critically involved in processing
the number of thematic options.

However, not all subsequent studies could replicate the results of Shapiro et al. [262, 265].
Schmauder [253], e.g., conducted a series of four experiments (including CMLD), and found
no significant difference in the RTs for verbs with various degrees of subcategorization/the-
matic complexity. Still, the controversy did not end there. Shapiro et al. [260] took on the
claims of Schmauder, and provided further support for their previous findings. Furthermore,
Ahrens et al. [3] reported that the number of complements seems to influence processing
load, whereas the number of thematic options does not (again, contrary to the claims of
Shapiro et al.).

Trueswell et al. [297] used a CMLD task as well, and found longer RTs in response to nouns
violating the syntactic restrictions (i.e., subcategorization options) of the main verb. This
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was considered evidence for the fact that subcategorization information is part of a verb’s
lexical entry, which becomes available soon after this is encountered within a sentence.

In a study which employed both a cross-modal naming and a lexical decision task, Boland
[21] used verbs and their syntactic and semantic attributes in order to examine the real-time
integration of lexical information during sentence comprehension. RTs in the lexical decision
task were found to be sensitive to the syntactic and semantic expectations a verb has from its
arguments, while those in the naming task were sensitive only to the syntactic fit of the probe
nouns within the verb’s argument structure. In a second experiment, the author investigated
the role of subcategorization and thematic role information, for verbs with multiple possible
argument structure realizations. The results suggest that all possible syntactic realizations
of its argument structure (i.e., the subcategorization options) are accessed in parallel in the
immediate temporal vicinity of the verb, independent of contextual information, but that, by
contrast, the access to the thematic frames is meadiated by context. Boland’s findings would
be consistent with those of Shapiro et al. [260, 261, 262, 264, 265], if one would assume that
the processing load associated to the selection of a single thematic frame is proportional to
the number of possible alternatives, and that the cost of keeping multiple subcategorization
options active in memory is minimal in terms of processing resources. Boland also claimed
that there is a certain degree of dependency between syntactic and semantic processing
at the sentence level, in that syntactic information can be used on-line by the semantic
system, and the other way around. To summarize, in Boland’s view all subcategorization
options are considered in parallel, while a single thematic frame is selected, based upon the
available contextual information. Therefore, Boland’s proposal provides valuable insights
on the coordination of syntactic and semantic processes in on-line sentence comprehension.

A similar study, in terms of its implications for the theoretical models of sentence processing,
is that of Trueswell et al. [297]. The authors used three different methodologies (cross-modal
naming, self-paced reading and eye-tracking), in order to examine the effects of subcatego-
rization on sentence processing, especially in syntactic ambiguity resolution. Their results
indicate that subcategorization information is accessed and used immediately after the verb
is encountered.
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3.2 Imaging studies

Cortical responses to verbs presented in isolation [10, 11, 295] or embedded into sentences [18,
270] provide important insights about the processing of verb argument structure information
in the human brain. This has been investigated using a variety of experimental designs,
including full (correct or with syntactic/semantic violations) sentences, and wh-questions
[26, 27, 82, 87, 90]. A significant number of imaging studies suggests that the left middle
temporal gyrus (MTG) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) are critically involved in the
processing of verb argument structure information at the cortical level [83, 140, 296]. The
left IFG (BA 44/45) was found to be active during the on-line processing of grammatically
complex sentences, requiring working memory resources [137, 282]. Activation of the left
IFG and MTG was found irrespective of whether the sentential constituents were presented
in the correct order or not, in the different experimental setups. Still, activation was stronger
in response to words making up correct sentences [158]. The event-related potential (ERP)
study of Rösler et al. [247] disclosed the left IFG, including Broca’s area, as critically involved
in the processing of the number of subcategorization options. The results of another ERP
study [249] show that the processing of the number of thematic options affects the amplitude,
but not the latency of P300, nor the RTs in a lexical decision task (contrary to previous
claims by Shapiro et al. [260, 261, 262, 264, 265]).

One of the most specific neurophysiological studies, in that it distinguishes between the var-
ious attributes of verbs (number of complements, subcategorization and thematic options,
respectively), is that of Shetreet et al. [270]. In two fMRI experiments, the authors investi-
gated the cortical localization and the pattern of activation for each of these attributes. The
emphasis was on establishing whether the number of thematic options alone could account
for the pattern of activation during sentence processing, or one also needs to consider subcat-
egorization information. Contrary to claims made by some linguists [44, 45], Shetreet et al.’s
findings support the idea according to which subcategorization and thematic information
correspond to distinct representations at the cortical level.

Their results disclosed a correlation between the level of cortical activation in the left superior
temporal gyrus (BA 22) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9 and BA 47), and the number
of subcategorization and thematic options. The same activation pattern was observed in
the right anterior cingulate (BA 32) and the right precuneus (BA 7) when the effect of the
number of complements was under investigation. It should be mentioned that this study
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only accounted for the number of subcategorization/thematic options, without any reference
to their type.

The “graded pattern of activation” [270, p. 1961] found in the right precuneus was interpreted
by Shetreet et al. as reflecting the “imagistic retention” [270, p. 1966] of the participants in
the event described by the verb, corresponding to its complements. The activation pattern
in the right anterior cingulate was thought to reflect the working memory load, response
monitoring, or decision making. An unequivocal interpretation was not provided by the
authors.

Most interestingly, Shetreet et al. suggested that the processing of verb argument structure
information is split between Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, a viewpoint which is shared by
Assadollahi et al. [10, 11] (see below). Lexical access could take place in the left superior
temporal gyrus, which might explain why Broca’s aphasic patients preserve this ability
[162, 163, 261, 262]. The subsequent integration at the sentence level, which implies holding
all possible realizations of the argument structure active in memory, might then take place in
Broca’s area, explaining the deficits observed in these patients. Wu et al. [317] investigated
the functional neuroanatomy of relational knowledge (including thematic role knowledge) in
14 patients with lesions of the left hemisphere. Using a sentence-picture matching task, the
authors found a correlation betwen lesions to the middle temporal and superior temporal
gyri (BA 21/22), and thematic role assignment deficits.

Thompson et al. [295] conducted an event-related fMRI study, in which they compared the
cortical responses elicited by nouns, pseudowords, and verbs of varying argument structure
complexity, using a lexical decision task. It should be noted that, in the authors’ view, this
complexity translates into the number of obligatory arguments. While occipito-temporal,
superior-inferior parietal and superior temporal areas in both hemispheres were found to be
active, irrespective of the lexical category of the stimulus words, only verbs activated the
left inferior and middle temporal lobes. A more pronounced activation was observed in the
inferior parietal cortex (IPC; angular and supramarginal gyri), with increasing number of
obligatory arguments for the stimulus verbs. Consequently, Thompson et al. suggested that
posterior perisylvian regions are critically involved in the processing of the verb argument
structure properties. The fact that the stimuli verbs were presented in isolation might
explain why frontal activation was not found in this study, if one sees this as reflecting the
integration of verb argument structure information at the sentence level.
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Assadollahi et al. [11] conducted two MEG experiments, in an attempt to see whether and
how the processing of verb argument structure information is reflected in the spatio-temporal
cortical activation patterns, in response to verbs presented visually, in isolation and within
a minimal sentential context, using a lexical decision task. These different experimental
designs were meant to reveal whether or not context is needed to retrieve the argument
structure information associated to a particular verb. If so, the brain responses would
reflect the relationship between the argument structures and their typical fillers. These
studies were motivated by mixed findings on this topic, suggesting either that verbs alone
can trigger the activation of their argument structure representation [265] or that context is
required to this same end [2, 3, 26, 81, 90, 282]. If the latter would be the case, activation
of the left IFG would be expected, as there is strong evidence supporting the involvement
of this cortical area in syntactic processing [34, 35, 59, 77, 89, 137, 282].

The electromagnetic responses elicited by one-argument verbs, compared with those who
take two and three arguments, were found to be stronger over the left middle temporal gyrus,
when these were presented in isolation, at 250−300 ms after stimulus onset. The same verbs,
presented in minimal context (preceded by a proper name, corresponding to the syntactic
Subject), yielded additional activation between 350 and 450 ms after stimulus onset, in and
around the left inferior frontal gyrus. The peak of activation in this second experimental
setup was detected earlier and it was larger for verbs requiring only one argument. As
pointed out by the authors, this might be due to the fact that the verbs from this category
do not require any further arguments to complete a sentence. Moreover, Assadollahi et
al. suggested that there exists a strong correlation between the activation level over these
temporal and frontal cortical sites, and the extent to which the representation of a particular
event is completed during sentence processing. For verbs presented in isolation, the number
of arguments they require was found to be inversely proportional to the level of activation in
the middle temporal gyrus. Thus, it seems that a verb can activate its argument structure
cortical representation, even in the absence of any of its argument structure fillers. This
same linear trend was noticed in the anterior regions as well, when verbs were presented in
minimal sentential context. Assadollahi et al. suggested that the IFG has the role of keeping
the noun representations active, until they can be integrated with subsequently incoming
lexical material (the verb). In conjunction with previous findings [294, 301], the authors
of this study concluded that their results indicate the existence of a backward projection,
from the IFG to the MTG, which serves the purpose of keeping the argument structure
representations active, and enables the sequential processing of lexical items.
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Additional activation in the inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47), following the presentation of
one-argument verbs in syntactic context (preceded by a proper name), was attributed to
the completion of a grammatical sentence. This is similar to the late positivity, reported in
EEG studies (e.g., [159, 299]), in the same context.

In a subsequent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, Assadollahi et al. [10]
have replicated the above-mentioned results, despite using a different experimental design
(silent reading). Again, verbs were presented visually, either in isolation, or with minimal
syntactic context. In the first case, one-argument verbs elicited stronger activation in the
left inferior temporal fusiform gyrus (BA 37) than three-argument verbs, while in the second
case, activation was more pronounced in the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) when comparing
the same two types of verbs.

Summarizing, the results of Assadollahi et al. [10, 11] suggest that verb processing takes
place in three stages: recognition (reflected in bilateral temporo-occipital activation, at
around 150 ms after stimulus onset), argument structure information retrieval (left middle
temporal lobe activation at around 250−300 ms after stimulus onset), and integration at the
sentence level (IFG activation between 350 and 450 ms after stimulus onset), when verbs are
preceded by an argument structure filler. In other words, verb argument structure seems to
be represented in the left temporal lobe, and processed in the left IFG.

3.3 Summary and discussion

There seems to be a general agreement upon the fact that the argument structure properties
of a verb are retrieved in its immediate temporal vicinity during on-line sentence processing
and that, moreover, this operation takes place in the lexicon (e.g., [2, 10, 11, 21, 23, 24, 162,
168, 260, 261, 262, 264, 265, 289, 297]).

It should be noted that the studies summarized in this Chapter differ in their degree of
specificity. If some of them (e.g., [260, 261, 262, 264, 265, 270, 297]) have examined the
influence of the various verbal attributes on sentence comprehension individually, others did
not control for the number of subcategorization and/or thematic options, manipulating only
the number of obligatory arguments [10, 11, 18, 295]. As pointed out by Shetreet et al. in
[270], it is possible that the results reported in these latter studies have been influenced by
the number of subcategorization/thematic options.
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As Thompson et al. [295] suggested, the slight differences between the results summarized
in this Chapter might be accounted for by a number of factors. Patient studies are often
inconclusive, as they can at most demonstrate the involvement of the lesioned sites in the
process under study, and that damage to these brain areas can disrupt this process. There-
fore, they cannot fully elucidate the neural correlates of verb processing. Imaging studies
(PET and fMRI) are closer to achieving this goal, but inconsistencies might occur due to
technical or task-related differences, as well as to inadequate control of the stimuli used in
these experiments. A similar claim can be made for the behavioral studies as well.

Assadollahi et al. [10] (see also [270]) proposed a division of the verb argument structure
cortical representation into two components: one static, which is kept active in the temporal
lobe, and the other dynamic, which is being processed in the IFG, during on-line sentence
comprehension. In line with this point of view, studies based on clinical observations suggest
that damage to the component of the language processing system, in charge of assigning
thematic roles to a verb’s arguments, might account for the deficits characterizing Broca’s
aphasics [162, 163, 254, 261, 262]. Despite the fact that the access to the argument struc-
ture information is normal in these patients, the subsequent integration within sentence
context appears to be severely impaired [16, 144]. The opposite pattern was observed in
Wernicke’s aphasics [261]: these patients have a deficit in accesing thematic role information,
which might alter the subsequent stages of sentence processing and interpretation, which
are dependent on this type of information.

If the dichotomy proposed by Shetreet et al. [270] and Assadollahi et al. [10] indeed exists at
the cortical level, these deficits could be easily explained. Damage to the dynamic component
of the verb argument structure representation, and unimpaired representation of the static
part might account for the deficits observed in Broca’s aphasic patients. The converse
pattern might explain the deficits manifested byWernickea’s aphasics (see Shapiro et al. [261,
262] for a similar point of view).

Argument structure information facilitates the integration of verbs into sentences. Behav-
ioral studies on sentence comprehension suggest that reading is accelerated when all the
thematic role fillers for a verb are provided [293, 294, 301]. The same pattern was observed
in the MEG studies of Assadollahi et al. [11], when activation peaked earlier for verbs requir-
ing only one argument, as opposed to those who need two or three arguments to complete
the description of an event. Moreover, it has been suggested that verbs prime their typical
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role fillers, and the other way around, in on-line sentence processing [22, 81, 184], and that
the interaction between the left IFG and MTG might facilitate these priming effects [11].
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4 Existing computational neural network models

of sentence comprehension

Computational neural network models of language processing exist aplenty. These were
designed to perform a variety of (linguistic) tasks, including, e.g.:

• Grammatical structure learning and processing: [7, 12, 46, 48, 50, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
69, 70, 155, 166, 236];

• Parsing: [20, 32, 56, 111, 112, 113, 118, 120, 121, 122, 133, 134, 149, 150, 151, 152,
154, 160, 174, 175, 196, 233, 257, 258, 267, 271, 272, 279, 288, 306, 307, 309, 315, 316];

• Sentence comprehension (including, in some cases, aspects of learning): [4, 68, 73, 74,
152, 178, 181, 187, 188, 189, 190, 198, 240, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 275, 277, 278, 314];

• Character and word prediction: [5, 6, 48, 63, 73, 74, 75, 76, 259, 287, 288, 310];

• Word and sentence production: [41, 60, 61, 62, 94, 101, 102, 107, 138, 139, 157, 200,
208, 240];

• Word reading (including, in some cases, aspects of learning): [8, 30, 52, 97, 108, 109,
114, 115, 116, 176, 177, 179, 194, 195, 212, 213, 216, 217, 218, 250, 255, 256, 298, 318];
see also [214] for a comprehensive review;

• Word (concept) learning: [33, 73, 79, 91, 92, 93, 237, 239, 248, 311];

• Inflectional morphology: [57, 169, 170, 211, 215, 219, 220, 221, 251];

• Aspects of language disorders (i.e., aphasias): [135, 170, 223, 230];

• Story processing: [186, 276];

• Reflexive reasoning: [269].

See also [47, 49, 188, 238, 241, 266] for comprehensive reviews, referring to computational
neural network models of all the above-mentioned aspects of language processing.
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As one can easily notice, these models can be roughly divided into three categories: models
dealing with language at the lexical (single-word) level, models of sentence processing, and
models dealing with language crossing the boundaries of a single sentence, respectively.
The emphasis in this Chapter will be on neural network models of sentence understanding
(comprehension) and parsing. Each of the Sections 4.2 to 4.7 will be dedicated to one or
more models which bear a certain degree of similarity to the model described in this work,
either from the functional or structural point of view, or both. Where appropriate, certain
parallels will be drawn between TRANNS, and each of these models.

An important note is to be made here. In the realms of neural network (connectionist)
modeling of language processing, several such models (TRANNS included) are based on the
notion of thematic roles (e.g., [66, 67, 68, 181, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 269, 277, 278]), or case
roles (e.g., [32, 40, 56, 120, 121, 122, 133, 178, 187, 188, 190]), a notion which is essentially
similar to that of thematic roles. The idea of using a thematic (case) role description as a
good approximation for the meaning of a particular sentence goes back to McClelland and
Kawamoto [178]. One of the main challenges for this class of models is to solve the so-called
“binding problem” [304], more precisely, the binding between a particular thematic role and
the entity filling that role in a particular sentence. So far, two solutions to this problem
have been found and tested in neural network simulations (for this particular task alone;
for a more general discussion on this matter see, e.g., [268, 269]). The first one of these is
binding by (temporal) synchrony (e.g., [111, 112, 269]), i.e. the binding between thematic
roles and thematic role fillers is expressed by the synchronous firing of the corresponding
neurons (units) or groups of neurons. The second solution consists of using so-called binder
units [56]: there is one such unit for each thematic role−concept pair, which compete with
each other by means of inhibitory links. For an elaborate argumentation of the advantages
the first above-mentioned solution has over the second see [241].

Before passing to the description of the models of sentence comprehension and parsing we
have mentioned earlier in this Chapter, in the next Section we will first illustrate the prop-
erties of symbolic vs. distributed neural network (connectionist) models for the particular
task of language processing. This is mainly motivated by the fact that there are two differ-
ent implementations of our theoretical model (TRANNS(I) and TRANNS(II)), which are
based on localist and distributed representations, respectively, and which can solve equally
well the task of thematic role assignment. Therefore, the main differences between the two
versions of TRANNS reside precisely from the more general points of dissimilarity between
these two approaches to neural modeling.
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4.1 Localist vs. distributed connectionism

Within the realm of natural language processing (NLP) modeling, the use of symbolic and
distributed representations are considered to be two fundamentally different approaches to
this problem [188]. Connectionist (or neural network) NLP models are no exception. Sym-
bolic (or localist) (see, e.g., [185, 274, 306], and [92, 93, 241] for reviews) and distributed
(or subsymbolic) neural network systems (see all other references from the beginning of this
Chapter) are based on different strategies for encoding linguistic knowledge. Whereas in
the former case individual units (cells or groups of cells) code for individual words and/or
linguistic features, in subsymbolic (distributed) systems linguistic structures can be learned
and represented in the configuration of weights distributed across several units. Moreover,
the entities of interest in subsymbolic neural network systems correspond to patterns of
activity distributed across large populations of cells.

In general, symbolic and distributed neural network models share the properties common
to all connectionist systems: robustness against (partial) damage, the ability to learn from
examples, fault tolerance (they can process incomplete information), generalization to similar
input, and increased speed of processing [214, 302]. In the following two Subsections, we
will closely examine the properties distinguishing the symbolic from the distributed neural
network models for NLP.

4.1.1 Symbolic neural network models for NLP

Most symbolic neural network models for NLP are essentially re-implementations of symbolic
systems in connectionist hardware [241], thus combining the strengths of both neural (see the
beginning of this Section) and symbolic processing [302]. Due to the fact that in symbolic
neural networks each unit bears a certain symbolic meaning makes this class of systems
transparent, by allowing one to easily analyze and interpret their dynamics (i.e., they are
easier to implement). Moreover, and at least compared to distributed implementations,
localist models have the further advantage of being faster to simulate, which translates into
a reduced computational load.

The two main disadvantages of symbolic models are the fact that localist representations
cannot capture the various degrees of similarity between different concepts, and that it is
very difficult to show how their structural organization might emerge as a result of learn-
ing. Consequently, the connectivity structure in these systems is oftentimes handcrafted.
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For a more elaborate discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of localist NLP
connectionist models see, e.g., [241].

4.1.2 Distributed neural network models for NLP

As opposite to symbolic representations, distributed codes allow one to capture the various
degrees of similarity between different concepts. A neuron can belong to more than one
representation, which implies that similar representations share neurons. This in particular
enables the network to generalize to similar input items, thus making these systems robust
against noise and fault tolerant. Moreover, distributed systems exhibit the property of
“graceful degradation” [214, 306], which means that eliminating a reasonable number of
units or connections from these networks does not notably impair their performance.

Last but not least, experimental neuroscience provides strong evidence in favor of distributed
representations in the human brain, thus making the subsymbolic systems more neurophys-
iologically realistic, as opposed to the symbolic ones.

Most of the existing subsymbolic models of NLP are extensions of the Simple Recurrent
Network proposed by Elman in [74], and employ the backpropagation learning algorithm
[180] (e.g., [20, 48, 73, 75, 135, 181, 186, 187, 188, 190, 206, 215, 217, 280, 240, 255, 267,
275, 277, 278, 279]), which is often argued to be biologically implausible (e.g., [214]).

A special class of distributed models for NLP are based on the notion of cell assemblies
[110] (strongly interconnected groups of neurons which emerge as a result of learning and
which can become active by stimulating a sufficiently large proportion of these) (e.g., [32,
120, 121, 122, 149, 150, 152, 154, 174, 175]). Within this special type of neural network
architectures, the different “areas” or “modules” of a particular model correspond to neural
associative memories [117, 156, 201], whereas cell assemblies correspond to patterns stored
in these associative memories. The most important property of neural associative memories
is the fact that they have a high representational power; it has been shown that a network
with n neurons can store up to Ckn patterns (i.e., distributed representations), where

Ckn = n(n− 1) · · · (n− k + 1)
k(k − 1) · · · 1 . (4.1)
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4.2 The CABot project

4.1.3 Biologically and psycholinguistically plausible connectionist models
of language processing

A number of neural network systems for NLP, whether they are symbolic or distributed, aim
at both computational efficiency, as well as biological and/or psycholinguistic plausibility.
To this end, their authors either link the different “areas” of their models to those believed to
be responsible for language processing in the human brain (e.g., [66, 67, 68]) (neuroanatom-
ical plausibility), or show that their systems can perform equally well as human subjects on
a variety of psycholinguistic tasks (e.g., word-sense disambiguation, local and global parsing
(syntactic) ambiguities, semantic and lexical ambiguities, processing of ungrammatical or
incomplete input) (e.g., [55, 122, 133, 160, 178, 233, 280, 240, 271, 279, 306]) (psycholin-
guistic plausibility), or use neuron models which can closely replicate the dynamics of real
neurons (e.g., spiking neurons) (e.g., [32, 120, 121, 122, 149, 150, 152, 154, 174, 175]) (neuro-
physiological plausibility), or implement a particular linguistic formalism into their models
(e.g., [31, 122, 143, 207, 274]).

4.1.4 Conclusion

The main shortcoming of TRANNS(I), the symbolic implementation of our theoretical model
for thematic role assignment, stems from the fact that symbolic representations cannot cap-
ture the various degrees of (semantic) similarity between different concepts. The use of dis-
tributed representations in large populations of neurons (see the description of TRANNS(II))
could surpass this drawback and, furthermore, increase the fault tolerance of the former sys-
tem.

4.2 The CABot project

Among the projects whose description we have encountered in the literature, CABot (Cell
Assembly roBot) [32, 120, 122] (more precisely, the CABot parser) is that which bears the
highest resemblance to TRANNS, for a number of reasons which will be outlined below.

The CABot parser is incorporated into CABot, a neurocognitive agent which lives in a
virtual environment, and is part of a computer game. The CABot parser aids the interaction
between the agent and the computer game users, as the spoken commands given by the users
help the agent to establish its internal goals.
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CABot is implemented as a network of fLIF (fatiguing Leaky Integrate and Fire) neurons.
As in the second implementation of our model, words, lexical categories, syntactic rules,
etc. correspond to cell assemblies (CAs), consisting of a number of (sets of) features (i.e.,
sub-CAs).

Parsing proceeds on a word-by-word basis; the input to the parser are simple English sen-
tences (mostly commands), and the output consists of an approximate semantic description
of these, based on case frames [84]. Consequently, for an input sentence such as ‘The boy hit
the ball with a bat’, CABot will identify ‘the boy’ as the agent (actor) in the hitting event,
‘the ball’ as the object of hitting, and ‘a bat’ as the instrument used in the event, respectively.

There are three versions of this project, named accordingly CABot1, CABot2 and CABot3,
respectively, each of which corresponding to a different version of the CABot parser. The
parsers, at their turn, have several different sub-versions.

4.2.1 CABot1

CABot1 [120, 121], for instance, is a stack-based parser. Two of its sub-versions are par-
ticularly important. In the first one of these, the CABot agent is capable of learning the
labels of a few semantic categories, when these are accompanied by the visual presentation
of some of their members. In the second one, the agent can correctly identify the referent
of the indefinite pronoun it, using information extracted from the visual field. The fact that
this type of implementation (based on a stack) required a considerable amount of time to
run, and did not allow for a direct comparison between the time required by the parser and
that by human subjects on this task were the two reasons which led to the development of
CABot2, which is nothing else but a “stack-less” version of CABot1.

4.2.2 CABot2

In CABot2 [122], the network’s activity state is updated in discrete cycles, which roughly
correspond to 10 ms of biological time. This allowed for a straightforward comparison
between the time needed by the parser to analyze the input sentences, and the time obtained
in human parsing studies. This comparison led to the conclusion that CABot2 approximates
quite well the experimental reaction times.
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The network used for implementing the CABot2 parser is divided into 15 sub-networks
(Input, Noun Access, Verb Access, Other Access, Next Word, Bar One, Rule One, Noun
Semantics, Verb Semantics, Noun Instance, Verb Instance, Counter, Rule Two, PP to NP,
PP to VP), which are further grouped according to Jackendoff’s Parallel Architecture [128].

The emphasis in CABot2 is on syntax, while semantics is particularly important for solving
syntactic (prepositional phrase (PP) attachment) ambiguities. More precisely, the mech-
anism by which this is accomplished is the semantic encoding of the lexical items at the
CA level (nouns and verbs with similar meanings correspond to overlapping CAs). As in
TRANNS, information extracted from WordNet [193] is used for deriving the noun repre-
sentations; the way in which the verb representations are derived, however, remains unclear.
Moreover, PP attachment ambiguities are solved in a manner that is similar to human
performance in psycholinguistic experiments concerning this type of ambiguity resolution.
However, CABot2 cannot solve ambiguities at the single word level (lexical ambiguities).

The CABot2 parser’s performance was tested on a corpus of 27 sentences, all of which were
correctly analyzed. These include imperative sentences (the CABot2 agent, for instance,
can “understand” a number of 12 commands, i.e., imperative sentences), sentences with
multiple NP (noun phrase) and PP (prepositional phrase) constituents, and sentences with
PP attachment ambiguities (e.g., ‘The boy hit the girl with the ball’; in this case, in the
absence of additional information, it is impossible to decide whether ‘with the ball’ is a
modifier of the NP ‘the girl’, or of the main verb ‘hit’/the instrument used in the event).

A more detailed description of the CABot2 parser, in particular at the CA level, can be
found in [122].

4.2.3 CABot3

The CABot3 parser can “understand” an approximately double number of commands as
compared to CABot2, and it uses the labels derived in the first above-mentioned sub-version
of CABot1.

4.2.4 Conclusions

Huyck’s paper from 2009 on the CABot2 parser [122] is particularly important because, in
addition to the parser’s description, it provides a set of four conditions which must be met
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by any neurally and psycholinguistically plausible system for language processing. First, the
system must be in line with a range of linguistic processing principles, preferably ones which
are largely agreed upon. Then, as the system cannot account for all cognitive phenomena
related to language processing, it should settle upon those which are most relevant for this
process. Additionally, the system must make a reasonable compromise between the level of
detail of the chosen neural model and the speed of the simulations. Secondly, the system must
be able to solve PP attachment ambiguities, essentially because these capture important
aspects of the interaction between semantics and syntax during sentence processing. Third,
the system must be effective in performing the task concerned, especially if this is embedded
into an agent. In particular, it needs to handle a significant corpus of sentences, and if this
is not the case, then it should be shown how the model could scale up. And finally, the
system has to deal with the combinatorial nature of language, therefore it needs to have a
reasonable representation of semantics. The author provides proof that the CABot parser
meets these four criteria, and therefore qualifies as a linguistically, cognitively and neurally
plausible system for language processing. The only recognized flaw of the parser is the fact
that in only few of the sub-networks of the system, the similarity between representations
is captured by CA overlap (in CABot2, for instance, there are only 2 such sub-networks −
Noun Semantics and Verb Semantics, respectively).

It should also be noted that the authors do not make any connection between the (groupings
of) sub-networks in the model and the brain areas believed to be involved in language
processing.

All three major versions of the CABot parser are able to solve the variable binding problem
[304].

4.3 A symbolic-connectionist hybrid approach to thematic

role assignment

Through their three major projects (HTRP [242, 245, 246], Bio−ΘR [243] and BIOPLA
[244]), Rosa et al. propose a “symbolic-connectionist hybrid approach” [244, p. 1457] to the-
matic role assignment. This type of approach brings together the benefits of both symbolism
and connectionism: ease of knowledge representation on one hand, and generalization, fault
tolerance, and learning on the other.
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The authors depart from the idea (borrowed from theoretical linguistics) that thematic
knowledge is symbolic, i.e., the rules guiding the process of thematic role assignment are
symbolic. Since thematic roles are nothing but semantic relations between nouns and verbs,
Rosa et al. further argue that, in the case of nouns, a semantic analysis is required in the
context of thematic role assignment. This, for a particular noun−verb pair, should reveal
whether or not the noun satisfies the selectional restrictions (semantic requirements) the
verb imposes on potential role fillers. An idea which we embrace as well, with the only
difference that we believe that a syntactic analysis is equally important for the assignment
process, i.e., thematic role assignment is crucially dependent on both semantic and syntactic
information (the phrasal category and the position within the structural configuration of the
sentence in which the noun−verb pair is embedded, for the noun, and the subcategorization
options of the verbs). Moreover, in TRANNS the existence of a well-defined set of semantic
restrictions associated to each thematic role of a particular verb is taken as given, and this
information is extracted from a large scale lexical database [148]. On the other hand, the
existence of such sets of features is only assumed in the projects of Rosa et al. The authors
have then tested and validated this hypothesis by representing each noun through a set of
semantic features, and generalizing over these descriptions, in order to find the selectional
restrictions associated to each thematic role. However, this approach does not capture the
important fact that the set of selectional restrictions associated to the same thematic role
may vary by verb.

The input sentences, consisting of the main verb and its syntactic arguments (up to three),
are fed into each of these systems by means of featural representations of their constituents
(both verbs and nouns). The output is their associated thematic grid (or thematic frame,
in our terminology). The main challenge, and at the same time the main motivation for
these systems, as well as for TRANNS, were those verbs with multiple argument structure
frames.

In the following, we will briefly describe the three major projects of Rosa et al., mentioned
at the beginning of this Section.

4.3.1 HTRP

HTRP [242, 245, 246] (Hybrid Thematic Role Processor) uses a connectionist architec-
ture, based on perceptron-like units, and the supervised backpropagation algorithm. After
training, the system is able to decide the semantic acceptability of the input sentences, and
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returns their associated thematic frame, in case these are semantically well-formed. The
arguments of all verbs included in the lexicon are covered by a set of ten discrete thematic
roles.

The input to the system is of the following form:

verb; argument1 ; argument2 ; argument3.

As one can easily notice, the verbs in the HTRP’s lexicon can take up to three arguments.
A similar simplification was made in designing our system as well. The input words en-
ter HTRP sequentially, in the above order. These are represented by arrays of semantic
microfeatures (e.g., human, soft, large etc. for nouns, and control of action, direct process
triggering, psychological state etc. for verbs); the authors define a number of 20 features
for nouns and 20 for verbs. For nouns, the chosen features correspond to the selectional
restrictions that the 8 verbs included in the system’s lexicon impose on potential role fillers.
As for the verbs, a non-lexicalist representation was adopted, i.e. only the features relevant
in the context of thematic role assignment were taken into consideration. Therefore, the
active features for a particular verb may vary from sentence to sentence, depending on the
thematic frame with which this is used in each particular case.

The semantic features are further grouped into dimensions; there are seven such dimensions
for nouns and ten for verbs, with each feature corresponding to a binary unit in the net-
work. For each dimension of the word representations, only one unit is active. Thematically
ambiguous verbs (verbs with more than one argument structure frame), for instance, cor-
respond to partially overlapping representations in which, for one or more dimensions, the
active units are different. During processing, HTRP is able to correct the ambiguous input,
arriving at the intended reading for the verb concerned. The system deals with lexically
ambiguous nouns as well, in a similar fashion. This is due to the fault tolerance feature of
connectionist systems.

The connectionist architecture of HTRP comprises a number of eleven three-layered (input,
hidden, and output layer, respectively) artificial neural networks (ANNs), one for each of
the ten thematic roles, plus one for erroneous input, as HTRP can also judge the semantic
acceptability of the input sentences. Each noun−verb pair corresponds to one ANN, more
precisely, the 40 input units in each of the first ten ANNs correspond to the semantic features
of a noun and a verb. Hence, for each input sentence, there are at most three ANNs. The
two units in the hidden layer, one corresponding to the noun, and the other to the verb,
account for all the noun and verb semantic features encoded by the input units, respectively.
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Similarly, the unique unit in the output layer sums up the cumulative information encoded
by the two hidden units. The eleventh ANN (that corresponding to erroneous input) has
a similar structure. The output unit in this last network becomes active in response to
semantically erroneous input, as illustrated by the sentence ‘The table ate the chair ’.

There are two versions of HTRP. The first one of them, RIW (random initial weight) ver-
sion corresponds to a system without initial knowledge, while the second, BIW (biased initial
weight) version corresponds to a system with initial knowledge. In BIW, the initial connec-
tion weights reflect the symbolic rules governing the process of thematic role assignment,
supplied by the linguistic theory. After supervised training with a set of both semantically
correct and incorrect sentences, a final set of rules could be extracted from both versions of
the system, for each of the ten thematic roles, which seems to be confirmed by the available
linguistic data.

4.3.2 Bio−ΘR

Due to the high degree of similarity between these three projects, in the following two
Subsections we will only emphasize the points of dissimilarity between HTRP, on one hand,
and Bio−ΘR, and BIOPLA, respectively, on the other. For the remaining functional and
structural aspects of the last two aforementioned systems, we refer the reader to the previous
Subsection.

Bio−ΘR [243], as the name suggests, was intended to be a more biologically plausible version
of HTRP from the structural point of view, the functional aspects of these two systems
being essentially the same. To this end, the author provides evidence that Bio−ΘR meets
the four conditions laid out by O’Reilly in [199], which a system must satisfy in order to
qualify as a biologically plausible connectionist model: distributed representation, inhibitory
competition, bi-directional activation propagation, and error-driven task learning [243]. For
the distributed representations, the same set of semantic features as in HTRP was used, both
for the nouns, as well as for the verbs. Inhibitory competition characterizes the units in the
output layer: only the unit which receives the greatest amount of pre-synaptic activation
becomes active, in a winner-takes-all fashion. The connectionist architecture of Bio−ΘR
consists of a recurrent (bi-directional) ANN made of perceptron-like units; this ensures the
bi-directional flow of activation in the network, both from the input and output to the
hidden layer, respectively. Instead of the biologically implausible backpropagation learning
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algorithm, that employed in Bio−ΘR, based on a simple reinforcement rule, is closer to
neurophysiological plausibility.

A fundamental distinction between Bio−ΘR and HTRP is that in Bio−ΘR the sentential
constituents enter the system in the same order in which they appear in the input sentences
(i.e., subject, main verb, and the verb’s complement(s)). This allows for syntactic constraints
(more precisely, word order information) to also be taken into consideration, in the process
of thematic role assignment. As in TRANNS, thematic roles are assigned to the main verb’s
arguments as soon as possible (i.e., as soon as the system has all the information it needs
to perform this action − both from the verb, and from each of the arguments).

During the development of Bio−ΘR, several network architecture configurations have been
tested. While the number of units in the input and output layer was kept constant (80 and
10, respectively), the number of units in the hidden layer was varied from 10 to 70. The
best performance was obtained for the system with 50 units in the hidden layer.

The system was trained with a set of semantically sound input sentences, accompanied by
their corresponding thematic frame. The lexicon employed in Bio−ΘR comprises a number
of 13 verbs and 30 nouns; it includes, again, lexically ambiguous nouns and thematically
ambiguous verbs, as well as lexically ambiguous verbs (verbs with multiple senses, but with
the same thematic frame(s)).

4.3.3 BIOPLA

BIOPLA (BIOlogically PLAusible symbolic-connectionist hybrid system for thematic pro-
cessing of natural language sentences) [244] is a system which combines the strengths of both
HTRP and Bio−ΘR, in that it incorporates the biologically plausible features of Bio−ΘR,
and at the same time allows for the symbolic rules governing the process of thematic role
assignment to be inserted as initial hidden knowledge, as well as to be extracted from the
connectionist architecture (see the previous Subsections).

4.4 The Unification Space

The Unification Space (or U-Space) [305, 306] is a syntactic parser for English. It has two
major versions. The first one of them, U-Space2000 [305], was intended to be a “psycholin-
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guistic model of human syntactic processing” [305, p. 105], while the second one, SINUS
[306], is essentially a re-implementation of U-Space2000, as a localist neural network.

4.4.1 U-Space2000

U-Space2000 [305] is a computational model of human parsing, and it in turn is an extension
of the earlier model by Kempen and Vosse [142]. However, due to space limitations and since
U-Space2000, except for a few minor improvements is quite similar with the 1989 version,
in this Section we will restrict ourselves to the description of only the latest version of these
two, i.e. U-Space2000, and that of SINUS (see the next Subsection).

The structural and functional aspects of U-Space2000 are in line with a lexicalist linguistic
theory, more precisely with a simplified version of the Performance Grammar. According
to this, sentential constituents activate lexical frames (syntactic trees associated with them
in the mental lexicon). Then, a number of alternative attachment possibilities (‘Unification
links’) between the nodes of the active lexical frames become available. Incompatible links
compete for the inclusion in the final syntactic tree, by inhibiting one another(i.e., by reduc-
ing each other’s attachment strength to the parse tree − lateral inhibition). This operation
takes place in the so-called Unification Space, hence the name of the parser. In case the
parsing process is successful, U-Space2000 outputs a single syntactic tree covering the input
sentence (the lexical frames associated to the sentential constituents, connected through the
winning Unification links).

The U-Space2000 covers a broad range of psycholinguistic parsing effects observed in both
normal subjects and aphasic patients, therefore qualifying as a psycholinguistically plausi-
ble model of human syntactic processing (effects of linguistic complexity − single vs. double
embedded clauses and center vs. right embeddings; processing relative clauses with subject
vs. object extraction; a complement clause embedded within a relative clause vs. vice-versa;
local and global ambiguities; ‘difficulty-of-reanalysis’ effects; effects of agrammatism on the
parsing performance of aphasic patients). To this end, Vosse and Kempen’s paper from 2000
[305] is particularly important, as it lays out the major criteria that a parser must gener-
ally meet, in order to qualify as a psycholinguistically plausible model of human syntactic
processing.

Parsing in the U-Space2000 proceeds in discrete time steps, as follows: soon after a new
input word enters the Unification Space, its associated lexical frame (or frames, in case of
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ambiguity) becomes active. After checking agreement and word-order constraints (feature-
matching operation), a number of Unification links are being established, between the nodes
of this latter lexical frame, and those corresponding to the previous input words. Notice
that, as in TRANNS, word order constraints are particularly important for the parsing
process. Incompatible links compete for the inclusion in the final parse tree by means of
lateral inhibition, i.e., they reduce one another’s unification strength to the pre-existing
syntactic tree. Compatibility is determined by ‘treehood’ and frame-based conditions.

Simulated annealing was used in order to set the 14 free paramateres of the model. The
parser’s performance was tested on a corpus of 30 sentences, covering a wide variety of
linguistic phenomena (see the beginning of this Subsection).

A major drawback of U-Space2000 is that it does not concern with the time course of
parsing, and therefore it does not allow a comparison between the time needed by the parser
to process the input sentences, and the timing data obtained in psycholinguistic studies.
However, the model does predict success/failure rates and preferences, for a wide variety
of sentence types, which conform to experimental results [36]. Furthermore, semantic and
pragmatic factors play no role in the model, contrary to experimental evidence reported in
the parsing literature.

4.4.2 SINUS

As already mentioned at the beginning of this Section, SINUS [306] is essentially a re-
implementation of U-Space2000 as a localist neural network. Therefore, as in TRANNS(I),
single units in the network encode the syntactic properties of the input words (phrases).
The connectivity structure is set up, as in the previous version of the parser, according
to the Performance Grammar [106, 141], while the dynamics in the network is based on
mutual activation and inhibition (competition). Hence, the name of the system: S stands
for Simple, I for Interactive Activation and Competition (IAC), N for neural network, and
US for Unification Space, respectively.

SINUS processes the input sentences sequentially, one word at a time, and it outputs the
syntactic tree associated to them, in the form of a pattern of activation in the nodes of the
network. As a matter of fact, at each point in time during the processing of an input sentence,
the structure of the partial tree associated to the currently known sentence fragment can
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be read out from the continuously changing activation levels of the nodes. To this end, a
tree-extraction algorithm was used.

The network architecture consists of a two-dimensional array of columns and layers, with
each column consisting of a number of six layers (Input, Word Category, Lexical Frame,
Unification, Linear Order, Topology). There are 12 columns, with each one of them corre-
sponding to one input word; the layers correspond to the syntactic properties of the input
words, which can either be extracted from the mental lexicon (e.g., morphosyntactic prop-
erties), or assigned on-line, during the parsing process (e.g., grammatical functions and the
linear position within the structural configuration of the input sentence). Nonetheless, due
to a compression algorithm, SINUS can process sentences which are more than 12 words
long.

The structure of the columns is identical (including the weight configuration, within and
between columns). As for the layers, the intra-layer connections are all inhibitory, while the
inter-layer connections are all excitatory. The activation level of the nodes in the network is
updated in discrete time steps (cycles): it is the weighted sum of the incoming signals from
connecting nodes, minus decay.

The columns are populated from left to right, with each incoming sentence constituent. The
integrative, as well as the predictive parsing capabilities of SINUS are achieved by means of
backward (“leftward”) and forward (“rightward”) inter-columnar connections, respectively.

In the training phase, a corpus of 11 sentences was used, and the values of the 32 free para-
meters were estimated, as in U-Space2000, using an algorithm based on simulated annealing.

Like its predecesor, SINUS can simulate a wide range of linguistic phenomena related to hu-
man syntactic parsing: garden-path phenomena (reanalysis), effects of sentence complexity
(right-branching vs. center embedded sentences), fault tolerance (both in the case of unifi-
cation failure and of sentences including unknown words), and predictive parsing. The last
two aforementioned properties are, for that matter, the main reasons for re-implementing
U-Space2000 (these two features are missing from the earlier implementation). Fault toler-
ance, in particular, is one of the greatest advantages of connectionist systems. Therefore,
when confronted with unknown words of incorrectly inflected known words, SINUS is able
to “guess” their syntactic properties, relevant in sentence context.
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It should also be noted that, based on neurophysiological evidence, Vosse and Kempen
propose a correlation between the Unification Space and the operations carried therein, on
one hand, and the Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus, on the other.

4.4.3 Conclusions

Still, as noted by Vosse and Kempen as well, syntactic parsing is only one of the aspects of
the complex process of sentence comprehension. And despite the almost ten years separat-
ing the two major implementations of the Unification Space described in this Section, the
incorporation of a semantic (conceptual) component into the model still remains a goal to
be achieved.

4.5 Cell Assembly-based models for syntactic processing

Andreas Knoblauch and Heiner Markert [149, 154, 174, 175] designed and implemented a
series of CA-based neural network architectures for syntactic processing, which incorporate
several elements of biological plausibility. These systems can perform a syntactic analysis
of the input sentences (they output the grammatical functions associated to the sentence
constituents), while incorporating some semantic aspects in the analysis process as well.
Sentence processing proceeds on a word-by-word basis, with each constituent entering the
system. Therefore, these models capture, at the same time, temporal aspects of language
understanding.

The neural network architectures consist of several “cortical” areas (associative memory
modules), and intra- and inter-area (heteroassociative, long-range) connections, formed by
means of Hebbian learning. As for their functionality, they take as input simple English
sentences (mostly commands) adhering to a simple regular grammar, and output the gram-
matical functions (subject, predicate, object and attribute) associated to their constituents,
as well as the sentence type currently under processing (e.g., SPO, i.e., “Subject Predicate
Object”).

The language model is only a part of a more complex project (e.g., [78]), aiming at design-
ing and implementing a global neural network architecture, incorporating, in addition to
language, vision and action. All these three modules have been embedded into a robot (Ac-
tivMedia PeopleBot). The semantic understanding of the input sentences in the language
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model, in particular, is accomplished by translating the corresponding commands into an
action representation.

In the following, we will proceed by providing a short description of Andreas Knoblauch’s
implementation of the language model (referred to in [175] as “Language Model I”) [149, 150,
152, 154], as well as that of the improved version of Heiner Markert [174, 175] − “Language
Model II”.

4.5.1 Language Model I

The different “areas” in Language Model I [149, 150, 152, 154] are designed and grouped
according to the type of information they represent (e.g., semantic and syntactic aspects of
the input words), and are modeled using a biologically plausible version of the Spike Counter
model of associative memory (for a detailed description of this model, see, e.g., [149, 153]).
This model has been slightly refined in the course of Heiner Markert’s dissertation work
[175] (Markert, for instance, uses the extended Spike Counter model). In this Subsection,
we will provide a description mostly of this improved version.

The model uses two different time scales: a global and a relative time scale, respectively;
pattern retrieval is performed in every global time step.

The language processing system consists of 13 main areas (10 “linguistic” areas and 3 control
modules), and several activation fields; for a detailed description of these, as well as the
design principles behind them, see, e.g., [174]. Area A4 of the model, for instance, which
stores the valid sentence types the system is able to parse, implements a deterministic finite
automaton. The transitions in this area depend on the previous state of the network, the
current and the previous input to the system.

The system can process two types of sentences (SPO (“Subject Predicate Object”) and SPA
(“Subject Predicate Attribute”), respectively), and it can distinguish between small and
large objects. This latter feature could therefore be interpreted as evidence that the authors
have tried to take into consideration (as it is the case in TRANNS) the selectional restrictions
of the verbs in the lexicon. However, in the model currently under discussion, there is no
straightforward way of scaling up this feature to respond to the needs of a larger vocabulary
(“small”/“liftable” and “large/non-liftable” are features relevant to the arguments of the
verb “lift” alone). The model’s vocabulary includes around 50 words (nouns, verbs and
adjectives/adverbs). Pattern overlap in some of the areas of the model allows to implement
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a similarity measure between the corresponding representations (e.g., phonological, semantic
and/or syntactic similarity).

In addition to being able to parse and “understand” grammatically correct input sentences
and detecting erroneous ones (sentences which do not conform to the sentence types repre-
sented in area A4 of the model), Language Model I can also represent and solve ambiguities
on the single word level, of the type “bot show/lift green wall” (disambiguated to the cor-
rect interpretation “bot show green wall”, since a wall cannot be lifted); similarly, a sentence
such as “bot lift green bwall” (with “bwall” being an ambiguous mixture between “ball” and
“wall” caused by, e.g., phonological similarity between these two words) is correctly inter-
preted as “bot lift green ball”. Note that only ambiguities between two words belonging to
the same lexical category (nouns) and having different semantic features are being correctly
handled. In other words, the system can successfully solve the binding (superposition) prob-
lem, due to a bidirectional connection between area A4 of the model, and the area storing
the object word representations (nouns). However, the language processing system cannot
cope with ambiguous sentences such as “bot show/lift green bwall”, nor with sentences in-
cluding two phonologically identical constituents, but belonging to different lexical classes
(e.g., “bot show orange orange” − “orange” appears both as an adjective and as a noun),
i.e., it cannot solve ambiguities at the grammar level.

In addition to the fault tolerance features we have described in the previous paragraph, the
Language Model I can also learn new objects during runtime, i.e., it can create new object
word representations ‘on the fly’. As a matter of fact, these are the two major improvements
to the original Language Model I developed by Andreas Knoblauch which have been added
in the course of Heiner Markert’s dissertation work.

As pointed out by the authors as well [174], the grammar the system is able to understand
is very simplified compared to the complexity of natural language sentences (e.g., it discards
prepositions, whereas there is a common agreement upon the fact that these can provide
valuable information in the context of sentence processing). Moreover, the number of sen-
tence types represented in area A4 is rather limited. The fact that, unlike TRANNS, it
cannot handle verbs with multiple argument structure frames is another recognized limita-
tion of the model [175].
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4.5.2 Language Model II

Heiner Markert [152, 175] continued the work of his university colleague Andreas Knoblauch
in the course of his dissertation work. Markert, after refining Knoblauch’s language pro-
cessing model, proposed an alternative modeling approach, using fast Hebbian synapses (he
also proposes a variant of his model without fast Hebbian synapses, and explains why the
former is to be preferred).

Markert’s implementation preserves all the features of Knoblauch’s work (i.e., disambigua-
tion and learning), set forth in the previous Subsection. In addition to these, it can cope with
grammatical ambiguities as illustrated by the sentence “bot put orange orange (to) orange
plum”, by holding several alternative interpretations active in parallel, until disambiguating
material becomes available. This is accomplished by means of an input memory, which keeps
active the input sentence until the end of the parsing process. The input memory allows
verifying the alternative interpretations against the complete input sentence, and therefore
solving this type of ambiguities at the grammar level.

A variant of the model using fast Hebbian synapses, as well as one without fast synapses,
implementing the input memory, are available. The later version, besides being much more
expensive in terms of memory costs compared to the first one (it requires to have the same
words represented across several populations in the network), has the additional disadvan-
tage of not allowing the learning of new object representations. The remaining features of
the Language Model II with fast Hebbian synapses illustrated below are being preserved.

The functional aspects of this model are essentially the same as those of Language Model I:
it compares the input sentences against a series of valid sentence types (conforming to the
underlying grammar the system is able to “understand”), and it outputs the grammatical
functions of each of the sentential constituents, as well as the type of sentence currently under
processing. However, the grammar module in the Language Model II does not represent
anymore expectations of possible upcoming inputs; instead, it represents the grammatical
function of the word currently under processing. Processing an input sentence is performed
by storing it, detecting its type and assigning grammatical functions to its constituents; all
these three steps are performed in parallel. In case of grammatical ambiguites, the third
step is repeated; this usually suffices to solve the ambiguous situation.

The network architecture of the Language Model II is divided into two subcomponents:
the input memory we have mentioned at the beginning of this Subsection, and the parsing
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network itself. The input memory consists of 5 populations based on the extended Spike
Counter model; the parsing network comprises 16 other populations.

In addition to being able to solve ambiguities at the grammar level, Language Model II can
solve ambiguities on the single-word level, in particular when the input sentence contains a
mixture of two words belonging to two different lexical categories (e.g., a noun and an adjec-
tive), as well as combinations of the two (ambiguities on the single-word and grammatical
level). To this end, it can make use of both semantic and syntactic information. However,
sentences containing violations of word order constraints, and sentences lacking a unique
grammatical interpretation (e.g., “bot put orange orange orange”) cannot be dealth with.

In case of both Language Model I and II, the authors argue that scaling up the vocabulary
should be rather starightforward, as associative memories are efficient in terms of storage
capacity. However, increasing the degree of complexity of the underlying grammar, by
adding new valid sentence types, was and still is subject to future research.

4.6 Miikkulainen: distributed NNs for case-role assignment

During the 90’s, Miikkulainen [187, 188] developed two distributed (“subsymbolic”) neural
network architectures for case-role assignment, the notion of “case-role” [54, 84] being es-
sentially similar to that of “thematic roles”, lying at the basis of the project described in
the current work.

The first of these two architectures, an Elman-type Simple Recurrent Network (SRN)
[73, 74], takes as input simple, active English sentences, of the type “The boy ate the
pasta with a fork”, and outputs the case-roles associated to the sentence constituents: act
(event/situation/state), agent, patient, instrument, and patient-modifier (in this particular
case, agent for “boy”, act for “eat”, patient for “pasta”, and instrument for the with−PP
“fork”, respectively). The input layer contains one assembly for the input word currently
under processing, while the output layer contains five assemblies, one for each of the five
aforementioned case-roles.

The learning procedure is based on the backpropagation learning algorithm. In addition to
being able to learn to perform the case-role assignment task correctly, the network grad-
ually develops internal representations for the input words, coding for their most relevant
features in the context of the case-role assignment process. This is accomplished through
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the FGREP method (for more details, see [186, 191]). This latter property is an alternative
to having these features coded by hand (in TRANNS, these features are extracted from the
VerbNet lexical databse [148]). Consequently, the network develops similar representations
for words with similar behavior in sentence context (i.e., for words belonging to semantic
categories such as animals, humans, hitters, etc., used in the training process). To this end,
Miikkulainen used the training corpus of McClelland and Kawamoto [178], whose work lies
at the basis of the three projects of Rosa et al., described in Section 4.3. Moreover, the
network can generalize to previously unseen sentences, precisely because of the similarity
of the representations developed during training (words with similar representations behave
similarly in sentence context and vice versa).

During the processing stage, sentences are fed into the network one word at a time. Because
the representations developed during training basically code for the behavior of words in
sentence context, and the network outputs the (possible) case-role assignment after each
processing step, it can generate expectations for upcoming case-roles, and even guess the
case-role a particular word is playing, even before this enters the network. Due to emergent
properties of distributed representations, the case-role assignment network can cope with
incomplete information about the input words, as well as with sentences containing unknown
and/or polysemous words.

The second neural network architecture we have mentioned at the beginning of this Section
(SPEC, see [187] and [188]) is designed for assigning case-roles to the constituents of sen-
tences with embedded clauses. The author argues that distributed neural networks are a far
better candidate for performing this task in a cognitively plausible manner than symbolic
systems, and provides strong arguments in this direction [188]. One reason for this being so
is the fact that, unlike human performance, a symbolic processor can deal equally well with
sentences with multiple embeddings, irrespective of their number, based solely on syntactic
cues. Second, a subsymbolic (distributed) system, similar to human comprehenders, can
make use of semantic cues in addition to syntactic ones, making some sentences easier to
understand than others (compare, for instance, “The girl who the boy who the girl who lived
next door blamed hit cried” and “The car that the man who the dog that had rabbies hit
drives is in the garage”; these examples are taken from [188]).

SPEC is an extension of the first architecture described in the current Section (4.6), with
the only difference that now the input sentences contain (multiple) embedded clauses, and
only three possible case-roles for the sentence constituents (agent, act and patient). The
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system outputs the case-roles associated to each of the clauses in the input sentences, which
are subsequently stored in a short-term memory attached to it.

The system is divided into three main components: the Parser itself, a Segmenter and a
Stack.

The Parser is essentially similar to the first architecture presented in this Section (i.e., a
Simple Recurrent Network). The output of the Parser is a case-role vector (CRV) for each
detected clause, which is nothing but a combination of the three code vectors corresponding
to its three constituents (agent, act and patient). The Parser outputs the CRV of a partic-
ular clause as soon as this is completely entered into the system. This has the additional
advantage that the system needs to keep in its active memory only information about the
clauses which have not yet been completed (information about the completed clauses are
discarded). This feature, in turn, enables generalization to new clause types. In principle,
there is no upper bound on the number of clauses in a sentence that SPEC is able to process.

The Stack (a Recursive Auto-Associative Memory [222]) serves the purpose of keeping in-
formation about the incomplete clauses in the memory of the system, until their completion
(e.g., if the system has to process the sentence “The girl who the boy hit cried”, the Stack
keeps the representation of “the girl” active until the end of the sentence, and consequently
outputs the CRV |girl cried| for the main clause of the sentence).

SPEC was trained with sentences containing both center and tail (right-branching) embed-
ded clauses, respectively. The Segmenter (a feedforward network) was needed in order for
the system to be able to generalize to all arbitrary combinations of these two clausal types
(up to four; for more details, see [187]).

However, the system can accuratelly process sentences with only a limited number of embed-
dings. If this limit is nonetheless exceeded (i.e., the Stack component is overloaded), SPEC
exhibits an increasing drop in performance accuracy with increasing number of embedded
clauses. SPEC could replicate a number of other cognitive effects in natural language pro-
cessing as well, therefore qualifying as a cognitively plausible model for the task at hand.
For instance, by adding noise into the system (more precisely, in the Stack component), the
Parser exhibited a drop in output accuracy, which was more markedly for shallower (i.e.,
closer to the sentence boundaries) clauses than for deeper ones. This effect has been con-
firmed by experimental findings. Moreover, and again similar to human performance, it was
easier for the system to “remember” those noun constituents that were strongly correlated
with the corresponding verbs than those which were not. These semantic effects on parsing
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performance seem to be confirmed by studies with adult and young normal subjects, as well
as with aphasic patients. For more details, see [188] and the references therein.

4.7 A neuroanatomically and neurophysiologically plausible

model of sentence comprehension learning

The sentence comprehension learning model of Dominey et al. [66, 67, 68] distinguishes it-
self from the other models of language comprehension (learning) we have described so far
in this Chapter through its high degree of neuroanatomical and neurophysiological plausi-
bility. Based on experimental results from lesion studies, the authors have developed a neu-
ral network architecture that closely resembles the cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical (CSTC)
neuroanatomy of the human sentence processing system. The same architecture was also
successfully used to model the process of artificial grammar learning (AGL). This model
is consistent with related proposals, such as Friederici’s model of temporal processing in
sentence comprehension [86, 88], and Hagoort’s MUC (Memory, Unification and Control)
model [104].

Dominey et al.’s model is essentially designed for thematic role assignment learning and
processing, a task which is successfully performed for a variety of sentence types. Similar to
our point of view, the authors consider that thematic role assignment is a crucial aspect of
sentence comprehension (learning). Nonetheless, this process is viewed as purely syntactic in
nature; Dominey et al. consider that syntactic cues (more precisely, the pattern of function
(closed class) words) alone are sufficient to drive the process in question. We consider
this to be a major drawback of the approach currently under discussion (recognized by the
authors as well), since semantic cues are equally important for thematic role assignment.
Moreover, disregarding the semantic features of the nouns to be assigned with thematic
roles, the model is unable to detect and process semantically malformed sentences, as well
as to correct semantic ambiguities at the single word level (which TRANNS is able to do).

The authors used as starting point the fact that some languages (English included) are
characterized by a canonical order of thematic roles within sentences (Agent before Theme
before Recipient; see Section 2.6), as illustrated by the sentence “John gave a book to Mary”.
However, not all sentences are being characterized by this canonical ordering; the ‘non-
canonical’ sentence “The book was given to Mary by John”, for instance, is characterized
by a permutation of the thematic roles in question (Theme before Recipient before Agent).
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In cases like this, the authors argue, the process of thematic role assignment can be (at
least partially) performed based on syntactic cues (the pattern of function words − e.g., the
prepositions “to” and “by” in this particular case, grammatical morphemes, etc.).

After a period of supervised training, the system is able to thematically process the input
sentences, and return the noun constituents in the canonical order with respect to the roles
they bear towards the event specified by the verb, together with their associated thematic
roles (e.g., for the above non-canonical sentence “The book was given to Mary by John”,
the system will output the nominal constituents in the following order: “John” − “book” −
“Mary”, which implies that John is the Agent, book is the Object, and Mary is the Recipient
in the giving event, respectively). Note that, within this model, thematic role assignment
is not made online (i.e., with each incoming sentence constituent), but must wait until the
end of the input sentence. This, according to the authors, corresponds to a reanalysis of the
input string.

In the following, we will briefly describe the overall architecture of Dominey et al.’s model,
and the operations to be carried within. Note that the “areas” in the model carry the name
of their cortico-striato-thalamo correlates. As we have already mentioned, the pattern of
function words is the primary determinant of thematic role assignment to content (noun)
words in the model currently under discussion. This implies that the model should be able
to distinguish between these two classes of words which, as indicated by behavioral and
event-related brain potential studies, humans seem to be able to do as well. Moreover, in
order to perform the task described in the previous paragraph, the system needs to store
the nominal constituents of the input sentences in a working memory, which needs to be
later on accessed in an order which might be different from that in the input. Moreover,
this latter task should be performed based on the pattern of function words in the input
sentence. These two considerations in particular led to the following model architecture:

• area STG processes the closed class (function) words, and area MTG the open class
(content) words, respectively.

• the content words are being forwarded from MTG to BA45, which stores the content
word currently under processing.

• BA45/47 stores all content words of an input sentence, in the order of their presen-
tation, therefore serving as a semantic working memory, particularly useful in case
reanalysis/thematic role reassignment is required.
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• BA47 is a recurrent network, which receives the function words from STG, and stores
their overall ordered pattern within the input sentence.

• BA44/6 stores the complete thematic role description of the input sentence (Predicate,
Agent, Object, Recipient). Note that the model can process sentences with only two
or three arguments.

• BA44/45 is the syntactic integration area, binding the contents of area BA45 (BA45/47)
to the thematic role representations in area BA44/6, during sentence comprehension.
This area also plays a role in acquisition, as it recognizes the role the content word in
area BA45’s referent is playing in the event represented in area BA44/6.

Each of these areas consists of neuron-like elements characterized, among others, by mem-
brane potential time constants and threshold firing rates (leaky integrator neurons). This,
as pointed out by the authors as well, allows one to measure the system’s processing times,
and to establish a correspondence between the processes taking place within the system,
and those revealed by neurophysiological experiments.

Processing proceeds as follows. The input words first undergo a process of lexical catego-
rization: function words are being processed in area STG, and content words in area MTG,
respectively. The closed class words are then forwarded to area BA47, which stores the
complete pattern of function words in the input sentence. Content words are forwarded to
area BA45 (BA45/47), which stores the content word currently under processing (all content
words in the input sentence, in their order of arrival within the system, respectively). The
pattern of closed class words represented in the recurrent cortical network BA47 in turn
activates a cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical circuit, which binds the active representation(s)
in area BA45 (BA45/47) to the overall representation of meaning in area BA44/6. This pro-
cessing path is assumed to be formed during language acquisition, through corticostriatal
plasticity. For more details, see [68].

The system was trained with the 9 sentence types (both canonical and non-canonical) origi-
nally used in Caplan’s sentence comprehension study with aphasic patients [36]. As a matter
of fact, the simulation protocol is identical to that used in Caplan’s study. After a period
of supervised training, in 4 out of 20 cases, the system performed flawlessly on the Caplan
task, both on the sentences used during training, as well as on new sentences of the same
grammatical type. It is not clear however, if and how the system can reproduce human per-
formance on this task, as the performance of the participants in Caplan’s study was more
impaired for non-canonical sentences than for canonical ones.
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4 Existing computational neural network models of sentence comprehension

4.8 Summary

The beginning of this Chapter was dedicated to a short review of the existing connectionist
(neural network) computational models for language processing. Then, in Section 4.1, prop-
erties of localist vs. distributed models have been contrasted. Sections 4.2 to 4.7 contain the
description of a number of neural network models of language comprehension and parsing,
which bear a certain degree of similarity to the model proposed in this work. Where needed,
certain parallels between these models and TRANNS have been drawn.
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

5.1 Introduction

The idea of using logical networks as a paradigm for the functioning of more sophisticated
artificial neural network architectures, in which cell assemblies constitute the fundamental
building blocks, is hardly novel (e.g., [223, 226, 229, 230]). This is not to say, of course,
that processing with threshold logic units of the McCulloch−Pitts type has much to do with
biological plausability. The more so, as nowadays there is a general agreement upon the
fact that all higher cognitive processes are being carried out by functional units above the
level of single neurons, as it was first pointed out by Hebb, in 1949 [110]. And language
processing is no exception. Nevertheless, most of the mechanisms operating at the single
neuron level can work just as well if higher order functional units (Hebbian cell assemblies)
are used instead.

Following this line of thought, we have designed and implemented TRANNS(I), which stands
for Thematic Role Assignment Neural Network System (first implementation). TRANNS(I)
is the first symbolic (localist) neural network system which can master the task of thematic
role assignment. The constituents of simple English sentences are consistently labeled with
respect to the role the entities denoted by them play in various events/situations/states,
irrespective of their order and syntactic function. As previously mentioned, the key factor
which we took into consideration is the fact that verbs and their semantic and syntactic
attributes play a crucial role in on-line sentence processing. Semantic, syntactic and interface
constraints are simultaneously taken into account, in deriving a meaningful interpretation
for a given sentence, which was believed to be a difficult task for the symbolic systems. As
an alternative to learning the contextual dependencies between verbs and their typical role
fillers, these were encoded in the weight configuration of our model, by using knowledge
extracted from a large-scale lexical database [148].
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

The proper functioning of the logical network served as a proof of concept for a later imple-
mentation (TRANNS(II)), which involved a more complex neuron model, and a large scale
neural network simulator [28].

More structural and functional details about TRANNS(I) will be provided throughout this
Chapter, which is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 we will briefly illustrate the structure
of the lexicon employed in the current implementation. Section 5.3 is dedicated to a general
description of the structural organization of TRANNS(I), to which we will come back in
more detail in Section 5.5. Section 5.4 contains the description of the neuron model we
used, while throughout Section 5.7 we will explain the reasoning behind the choice of the
network parameter configuration. In Sections 5.6 and 5.8, we illustrate the functional aspects
of TRANNS(I), both in the case of semantically and syntactically sound input sentences
(Section 5.6), as well as for sentences including thematic ambiguities, when we will also see
the disambiguation mechanism of our system at work (Section 5.8). We will then provide
the results of our simulations in Section 5.9. Finally, Section 5.10 summarizes the ideas set
forth throughout this Chapter, followed by a few concluding remarks.

5.2 The lexicon

In this first implementation, we used a small vocabulary comprising 30 common and proper
English nouns, 6 prepositions, and 12 verbs. These were chosen according to a frequency
criterion, as we assumed that they will fit a larger number of contexts. Therefore, adapting
the vocabulary to a more specific scenario should not pose any kind of problem to our model.

The 12 verbs have a minimum number of two and a maximum number of four arguments
(obligatory and/or optional). Moreover, they differ in at least one of their semantic and
syntactic attributes (number of complements, number and type of subcategorization and
thematic options). Pure transitive verbs, e.g., have one subcategorization [NP1 V NP2], and
one thematic option <R1, R2>, respectively. Obligatory three-place verbs allow for a single
subcategorization [N1 V NP2 PP1], and a single thematic option <R1, R2, R3> as well.
Nonalternating datives allow for two subcategorization [NP1 V NP2]/[NP1 V NP2 PP1],
and two thematic options: <R1, R2> and <R1, R2, R3>. Alternating datives have three
subcategorization [NP1 V NP2]/[NP1 V NP2 PP1]/[NP1 V NP2 NP3] and two thematic
options: <R1, R2> and <R1, R2, R3>, respectively. Here, R1, R2 and R3 denote different
thematic roles, without any reference to their type.
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5.2 The lexicon

In choosing the nouns to be included in the vocabulary, we preferred those which were more
likely to comply with the syntactic and semantic restrictions imposed by the verbs. The
30 selected nouns were further combined with a number of 6 prepositions, resulting in a
total of 90 phrases (noun phrases and prepositional phrases), which, together with the 12
verbs, represent the basic input units for the system (see Table 5.1). This is a reasonable
simplification, since the linguistic theory assumes phrases to be autonomous units in the
syntax of a sentence.

Item Lexical category Phrasal category
the/a house article + common noun noun phrase (NP)
Paris proper noun noun phrase (NP)
above the/a table preposition + article + common noun prepositional phrase (above−PP)
for John preposition + proper noun prepositional phrase (for−PP)
from the/a plate preposition + article + common noun prepositional phrase (from−PP)
on the/a floor preposition + article + common noun prepositional phrase (on−PP)
to Sarah preposition + proper noun prepositional phrase (to−PP)
with the/a stone preposition + article + common noun prepositional phrase (with−PP)
give verb (V) −

Table 5.1: Some of the items included in the lexicon

Noun phrases and prepositional phrases are generically referred to as phrasal categories. The
30 noun phrases included in our lexicon consist either of a proper name, or of a common
noun modified by an article (definite or indefinite). The 60 prepositional phrases are headed
by one of the 6 prepositions, and take a noun phrase from the noun phrase set as their
complement.

                          NP                                                                 PP

         Det                               N                               P                                 NP

           a                              stone                          with              Det                                N

                                                                                                     a                              stone

                                                                      

                                                                        

                                      

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of a noun phrase (left diagram), and of a prepositional
phrase (right diagram)
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

Here, ‘NP’ stands for noun phrase, ‘PP’ for prepositional phrase, ‘Det’ for determiner, ‘P’
for preposition, and ‘N’ for noun. The left diagram illustrates the structure of the noun
phrase ‘a stone’: the head noun ‘stone’ is premodified (i.e., the modifier is placed before
the noun) by the indefinite article ‘a’. On the right hand side, the organization of a typical
prepositional phrase is shown: the head preposition ‘with’ is complemented by the noun
phrase ‘a stone’.

The fact that, in the current implementation, we have only included NPs and PPs in the
lexicon, is another simplification we have made. Nevertheless, other phrasal categories (e.g.,
adjectival, adverbial, clauses) could be easily added, in a similar manner as described above.

5.3 The overall architecture

The structural organization, as well as the functional aspects of TRANNS(I) are mainly
inspired by neuroscientific and neuropsychologic research on the human language-processing
system. As a consequence, different areas in our network store different types of represen-
tations, and each of these areas serves a different functionality.

TRANNS(I) comprises a total number of 8 areas (A1−A8), and 4 additional units (a1−a4),
specialized in controlling the flow of activation in the network (see Fig. 5.2). Henceforth,
all these structural components of our model will be referred to as areas (units a1−a4 will
be identified with areas a1−a4), in order to emphasize the analogy with the organization
of the human “language cortex”.

The input to the system must be given in the following form:

[phrase1 ] (verb) [phrase2 ] [phrase3 ] [phrase4 ],

where phrase1−phrase4 can be either NPs or PPs (see Section 5.2). The output consists of
a complete thematic role description of the input sentence.

At this point, one might naturally ask the following question: Which are the exact com-
putations carried out in our network on the input string, in order to obtain the required
output information? Or, in other words, how is information propagated along the connec-
tions in the network? And most importantly, how can the specific subprocesses of sentence
comprehension be enforced computationally?
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5.4 The neuron model

  A1 A2

A3 A4 A5

A6

A7

A8

a1 a2 a3

a4

Figure 5.2: The overall architecture of TRANNS(I). There are 12 areas in the current im-
plementation. Areas A3−A7, a1 and a4 have feedback (recurrent) connections. At the
end of lines, arrow heads stand for excitatory, and bars for inhibitory inter-area connections.
Intra-area (excitatory and/or inhibitory) connections are not shown. The feedback connec-
tions subserve active memory processes. With few exceptions, the flow of activation in the
network is unidirectional, from the input areas A1, A2, a1, a2 and a3, to the output area
A8.

In the following four Sections, we will provide the reader with both a high level description
of our model, as well as with details at the computational level, for each of the individual
components.

5.4 The neuron model

TRANNS(I) is a symbolic (localist) system in that individual words, semantic and syntactic
features, and thematic roles correspond to individual neurons in the network.

The neuron model chosen for this first implementation is a variant of the well-known Thresh-
old Logic Unit (TLU), introduced by McCulloch and Pitts, in [182]. A neuron model of this
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

type has an elegant mathematical definition. As a consequence, the dynamics in a network
consisting of such computational devices can be described and analyzed based upon precise
mathematical calculations. For a more detailed description of the McCulloch−Pitts neuron
model, we refer the reader to, e.g. [182, 201].

Coming back to our model, we denote by ui,A the unit with index i in area A, where A
is one of the areas depicted in Fig. 5.2, and i ranges from 1 to nA, nA being the total
number of representations stored in A. Each unit in the network can, in principle, be
connected to itself, or to any other unit, in any of the areas, including the one to which it
belongs. These connections can be either excitatory or inhibitory. For A 6= B, each ordered
pair (ui,A, uj,B) has an associated weight (or strength, or efficacy) w(ui,A, uj,B), equal to
wA,B 6= 0, if there exists a unidirectional link between ui,A and uj,B, and to 0 otherwise.
Notice that all links between areas A and B (if any) have the same associated weight, wA,B.
For the sake of simplicity, the weights in the current implementation are assumed to take only
integer values. Positive values correspond to excitatory, and negative values to inhibitory
connections, respectively. Intra-area connections (A = B) can be of three types: recurrent,
excitatory, and inhibitory. Similarly, all intra-area links of a particular type in area A (if any)
are weighted by the same value: wrec(A), wexc(A) and winh(A), respectively. The nA × nB

connectivity matrix between areas A and B (CA,B) is then given by cA,Bij = w(ui,A, uj,B).

All units ui,A in area A have the same threshold ΘA > 0, again taking only integer values.

The network activity state is updated in discrete time steps. Assume unit ui,A receives a
number of binary inputs at time step t, which can be either excitatory or inhibitory (their
associated weight is either positive or negative). These can correspond to external input
(Iext), as it might be the case, in our model, for units in areas A1, A2, a1, a2 and a3, or
to incoming activation from other units in the network, connected to ui,A (their output at
time step t− 1); see Fig. 5.3 below.

The net input of unit ui,A at time step t is the weighted sum of these incoming signals. The
corresponding binary output y(ui,A, t) is set to 1 if the net input meets the threshold ΘA,
and to 0 otherwise:

y(ui,A, t) =


1 if

∑
B

∑
j

cB,Aji · y(uj,B, t− 1) + Iext(ui,A, t− 1) ≥ ΘA

0 otherwise
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5.5 Representations and connectivity

uj,A ui,A

uk,B

A

B

Figure 5.3: Different types of connectivity in our network. Unit ui,A receives excitatory
external input (down-pointing arrow), excitatory intra-area input from unit uj,A, and in-
hibitory inter-area input from unit uk,B , in area B. Furthermore, unit ui,A is recurrently
connected to itself.

The value of the output can later be propagated to other areas of the network, or it might
exit the system, as part of an output vector (see the description of area A8). It takes one
time step for a signal to pass over one connection link.

Of course, a TLU is nothing more than a mathematical abstraction, a crude simplification
of its biological counterpart. Yet, the apparent simplicity of this neuron model stands in
sharp contrast with the wide range of complicated behaviors that a network made out of
such computational devices can exhibit.

5.5 Representations and connectivity

Each item in the lexicon (see Section 5.2) corresponds to a unit in the input areas A1 and
A2. The representations in these areas contain information on both the meaning and the
syntactic category of the possible inputs: nouns (phrases) correspond to units in A1, and
verbs to units in A2, respectively.

For the noun representations, several alternatives have been proposed and implemented in
the existing models of language understanding: the use of a hierarchical set of features,
derived from WordNet [192, 193], as in [122] (this idea goes back to Sutcliffe et al. −
[283, 284]), as well as semantic microfeature arrays [243, 244, 245]. A slight adaptation of
one of the algorithms proposed by Sutcliffe et al. in [283, 284] will be employed in the second
implementation of our model, as described later in this work. Coming back to TRANNS(I),
our approach was based on the observation that only a small set of nominal features becomes
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

relevant in sentential context, namely those corresponding to the selectional restrictions
imposed by the verb, on its corresponding arguments. To illustrate this idea, consider the
following example:

The boy kicked the ball.

The concept corresponding to the first constituent of this sentence (‘the boy’) can, of course,
be characterized by means of its lexical definition; but solely its feature of being a human
(animate) entity makes it eligible for playing the AGENT role in the kicking event.

The projection from area A1 to area A3 can be thought of as the process of extracting
the relevant information in context, from a noun’s lexical definition. The units in area A3
correspond to the following 8 (sets of) semantic features: animate & human (sf1), animate
& non-human (sf2), organization/group (sf3), abstract (sf4), location (sf5), concrete &
solid & fragile/breakable (sf6), concrete & solid & unbreakable (sf7), and concrete & solid &
comestible/edible (sf8), respectively. As we shall see later, sf1−sf8 represent the minimal
sets of features that particular concepts have to possess, in order to be “good” role fillers.

All nouns included in the current implementation’s lexicon uniquely correspond to one of
these semantic descriptions. Accordingly, each of the possible noun inputs (i.e., representa-
tion in area A1) is connected to a unique representation in area A3. E.g., John (‘John’) in
area A1 projects to sf1 (animate & human), while window (‘the window’) is connected to
sf6 (concrete & solid & fragile/breakable) in area A3, respectively. Since prepositions play
an important role in defining the semantic features of the phrases they head, a noun might
project to different features in area A3, depending on the phrase to which it belongs. For
example, ‘the table’ (NP) denotes a concrete, solid (and breakable) physical object, while ‘on
the table’ (PP) most likely refers to a location.

One might argue that these semantic features merely correspond to the selectional restric-
tions imposed by the limited set of verbs which we included in the lexicon, on their corre-
sponding arguments. Nevertheless, we claim that even a substantial increase in the number
of verbs to be included in the lexicon would only slightly mount the number of such (sets of)
features. VerbNet’s [148] selectional restrictions ontology is organized as a hierarchy, with
multiple inheritance, and no cycles in the inheritance ordering. Now, assume one wants to
start with a set of nouns, and end up with a set of semantic descriptions, as the one which we
have just mentioned. Since each of the nouns has an associated path in this hierarchy (e.g.,
a dog is an animal−animate−natural−concrete entity), the desired set of features can simply
be the conjuction of the descriptions associated to each of the nodes in this path (i.e., ‘dog’
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5.5 Representations and connectivity

is animal & animate & natural & concrete). The 5,200 English verbs which currently have
a description in VerbNet correspond to a set of just 36 selectional restrictions, equivalent to
approximately the same number of sub-paths in the hierarchy. The semantic descriptions
derived in this way could, in principle, cover all English nouns.

Area A4 stores the syntactic information carried by the noun inputs. There are 8 units in
this area, encoding the following syntactic features: noun phrase (proper name or common
noun, preceded by an article), preposition absent, preposition = ‘above’, preposition = ‘for ’,
preposition = ‘from’, preposition = ‘on’, preposition = ‘to’, and preposition = ‘with’ (these
being the 6 prepositions which we have included in the lexicon). Each input phrase (repre-
sentation in area A1) corresponds to two of the above features: if NP, then noun phrase
and preposition absent, if PP, then noun phrase and preposition of the corresponding type.
E.g., food (‘the food’) in area A1 projects to NP (noun phrase) and prep_abs (preposition
absent), while on_floor (‘on the floor ’) is connected to NP (noun phrase) and prep=‘on’

(preposition = ‘on’) in area A4, respectively. The connectivity structure between areas A1
and A4 can be easily read off from Table 5.1.

Area A6, the “syntactic core” of the current model, implements the ordering constraints act-
ing on the nominal sentential constituents (the arguments of the verb). These are analyzed
with respect to their type, and order, relative to one another.

Remember that all the verbs that we included in the lexicon have a maximum number of
four arguments, out of which no more than three are being expressed by means of a NP, and
no more than two by means of a PP. This translates into 15 units in area A6, corresponding
to the same number of phrase types, labeled as follows:

• NP1, NP2, NP3 (first, second, and third noun phrase, respectively)

• above_PP1, for_PP1, from_PP1, on_PP1, to_PP1, with_PP1 (first prepositional phrase,
of the specified type)

• above_PP2, for_PP2, from_PP2, on_PP2, to_PP2, with_PP2 (second prepositional
phrase, of the specified type).

For example, if the input sentence is the following:

[John] (put) [the book] [on the table],

‘John’ will be identified as NP1 (first NP), since the proper name ‘John’ is not preceded by
any preposition, and no other constituent of the same type (NP) was previously present in
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

the input, ‘the book’ as NP2 (second NP, ‘John’ being the first), and ‘on the table’ as on_PP1

(first PP, headed by ‘on’).

There are 2 additional units in this area, encoding the same number of possible error
states (misplaced/ungrammatical phrase types): err_NP2 and err_NP3. The labels are
self-explanatory.

The sensitivity of units in area A6 to the type of the current phrase under processing
translates into the projection from area A4. The NP representation in area A4 is connected
to every unit in A6, prep_abs to all units corresponding to a NP (NP1, NP2, NP3, err_NP2

and err_NP3), and prep = ‘p’ to all units representing a PP of the corresponding type
(p_PP1 and p_PP2), where ‘p’ is one of the prepositions we have included in the lexicon.

As we have previously mentioned, the connectivity structure in A6 implements the ordering
constraints acting on the different arguments of the same verb. There are 3 types of valid
transitions in this area, as specified by the Grammaticality criterion below (see also
Fig. 5.4, as well as Section 2.6):

T1. from any NP (NP1, NP2 or NP3) to any PP1, i.e., noun phrases precede prepositional
phrases in the case different arguments are of different types:

[John]NP (gave)V [a book]NP [to Sarah]PP.

T2. from any PP1 to any PP2 of a different type, since multiple PP arguments are generally
freely ordered:

[John]NP (sent)V [the letter ]NP [from Paris]PP [to London]PP.

[John]NP (sent)V [the letter ]NP [to London]PP [from Paris]PP.

T3. from NP1 to NP2, and from NP2 to NP3. Additional constraints may act on the ordering
of multiple NP arguments; these are implemented in area A7, the syntax-semantics
interface component of our model.

[John]NP (gave)V [Sarah]NP [a book]NP.

[John]AGENT (gave)V [Sarah]RECIPIENT [a book]THEME.

Any other transition will trigger the system to jump into one of the error states (e.g., from
a PP−type argument to a NP−type argument):
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above_PP1

above_PP2

for_PP1

for_PP2

from_PP1 on_PP1 to_PP1 with_PP1

from_PP2 on_PP2 to_PP2 with_PP2

NP1 NP3NP2

Figure 5.4: Valid (grammatical) transitions in area A6

* [John]NP (gave)V [to Sarah]PP [a book]NP,

where * stands for ungrammaticality (err_NP).

Intra-area connections in A6 implement the Grammaticality criterion at the neural
level: a link is established between any two units ui,A6 and uj,A6, if ui,A6−to−uj,A6 is a
valid (grammatical) transition in this area.

Units in area A5 encode the argument structure properties of the possible verb inputs, both
semantic and syntactic: the thematic and subcategorization options, as well as the set of
selectional restrictions that each thematic role imposes on potential role fillers. Every verb in
the lexicon (unit inA2) is connected to its corresponding argument structure representation,
in area A5.

Each unit in area A7, the neural equivalent of the linguistic syntax-semantics interface in
our model, corresponds to a triplet consisting of a thematic role (tr), a set of semantic
features (sf ), and a phrase type (pt). tr can be any of the thematic roles corresponding to
the verbs in the lexicon, sf any of the sets of features encoded by units in A3, and pt any
of the valid (grammatical) phrase types encoded by units in area A6, respectively.

Units in area A7 are sensitive to the subcategorization and thematic options of the possible
verb inputs, as well as to the selectional restrictions these impose on their corresponding
arguments (through the projection from areaA5), and to the semantic and syntactic features
of the noun inputs (through the projections from areas A3 and A6, respectively).

Both the units in area A7, as well as the connectivity structure between A5 and A7 have
been derived from VerbNet [148]. In order to understand how this was done, one must
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know that most English verbs have an associated set of frames in the VerbNet database (see
Subsection 2.7.3). Let us consider, e.g., the verb ‘put’, and one of its frames:

� put

Thematic roles and selectional restrictions:

AGENT[+int_control]

THEME[+concrete]

DESTINATION[+location & −region]

Frames:

• NP V NP PP.DESTINATION

Syntax: AGENT V THEME {{+LOC}} DESTINATION

The complete set of frames, for all verbs included in the current implementation’s lexicon,
and which have been derived from VerbNet, can be found in Appendix A; see also Subsection
2.5.1.

What kind of information can one read out from this description? Firstly, when using the
verb ‘put’ in sentential context, one must necessarily specify an AGENT characterized by
internal control, a concrete THEME, and a DESTINATION, which is a location, but not a
region. Moreover, the AGENT always corresponds to NP1, the THEME to NP2, and the
DESTINATION to a locative PP1. How can we translate all of this in terms of neurons
and connections? Recall that there are 8 representations in area A3, encoding the relevant
semantic information in context of the possible noun inputs. Any of the first three (animate
& human, animate & non-human, organization/group) meet the expectations an AGENT
has from a particular noun, in order for it to be an appropriate role filler. In the very same
way, six out of the eight sets of semantic features (animate & human, animate & non-human,
organization/group, concrete & solid & fragile/breakable, concrete & solid & unbreakable,
concrete & solid & comestible/edible) match the selectional restrictions corresponding to the
THEME, and only nouns expressing a location qualify for the DESTINATION−role. This
brings us to the representations in area A7. For this particular frame, we obtain 11 units,
corresponding to the following triplets:

• 3 ‘AGENT’−units: (AGENT, animate & human, NP1), (AGENT, animate & non-
human, NP1), (AGENT, organization/group, NP1);
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• 6 ‘THEME’−units: (THEME, animate & human, NP2), (THEME, animate & non-
human, NP2), (THEME, organization/group, NP2), (THEME, concrete & solid &
fragile/breakable, NP2), (THEME, concrete & solid & unbreakable, NP2), (THEME,
concrete & solid & comestible/edible, NP2);

• 2 ‘DESTINATION’−units: (DESTINATION, location, above−PP1), (DESTINATION,
location, on−PP1); this is because ‘above’ and ‘on’ are the only locative prepositions
included in our lexicon.

In a first step, for each of these (tr, sf, pt)−triplets, we check whether a unit encoding
this type of information already exists in our network. If the answer is “no”, then a new
unit is added, and three links are established: from the sf−representation in A3, the
pt−representation in A6, and the representation in A5, corresponding to the argument
structure properties of the verb concerned, to this newly created unit. Otherwise, only the
last action is performed (a link is established between the argument structure representation
in A5, and the already-existing ‘thematic’ unit in A7). The degree of similarity between
two verbs with respect to their syntactic and semantic properties is thus proportional to the
number of units into which they both project in area A7.

The fairly small size of the lexicon used in the current implementation, and the fact that
we restricted ourselves only to NP− and PP−type arguments, enabled the manual design of
the units in A7, as well as the connectivity structure between areas A3, A5 and A6, and
area A7, respectively. Nevertheless, this translation between VerbNet and our system can
also be performed automatically.

In [260], Shapiro et al. suggested that a verb’s entry in the mental lexicon includes, along with
the specification of its syntactic (lexical) category, information about its argument structure:
the number of arguments required for a complete sentence−including the syntactic Subject
(the “a−structure”), and the number and type of thematic and subcategorization options,
respectively. In their view, the lexical entry of a two-place predicate such as ‘hit’ would look
in the following way:

� hit

• syntactic category: verb (V)

• a−structure: (x, y)

• subcategorization options: NP

• thematic options: (AGENT, PATIENT)
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

Hence, ‘hit’ has a unique subcategorization option (its only complement, y, corresponds
to a noun phrase), and a unique thematic option (the two arguments correspond to the
AGENT− and to the PATIENT−roles, respectively).

Our approach is only slightly different: we merged these four types of information into single
representation. In our view, the lexical entry for ‘hit’ looks in the following way:

� hitV: {AGENT(NP1, srAGENT), PATIENT(NP2, srPATIENT)}.

Note that we additionally included order information (the AGENT corresponds to the first
NP within the sentence, and the PATIENT to the second; not the other way around), and
the selectional restrictions the two thematic roles impose on potential role fillers (srAGENT

and srPATIENT, respectively). For verbs which subcategorize for prepositional phrases, we
also included information about which prepositions may head them.

Thematic role Definition
AGENT an active instigator of an action
BENEFICIARY entity benefiting from some action
DESTINATION end point of the motion expressed by the verb, or direction

towards which the motion is directed
INSTRUMENT a physical force or object that makes a change in some

thing, usually by coming into direct contact with it
LOCATION participant expressing a location
PATIENT participant undergoing a process or affected by an action
RECIPIENT participant that is target of the transfer of some concrete

or abstract entity
SOURCE starting point of the motion expressed by the verb
THEME participant in a location or undergoing a change of location

Table 5.2: The set of thematic roles used in the current implementation, and their definition

The units in the output area A8 correspond to the final thematic role assignment. In
the current implementation, we used a set of 9 labels, following the naming conventions of
theta-role theory (e.g., [103]): AGENT, BENEFICIARY, DESTINATION, INSTRUMENT, LOCATION,
PATIENT, RECIPIENT, SOURCE and THEME. The definitions of these thematic roles, slightly
adapted from [148], are given in Table 5.2 (see Subsection 2.4.2 for more details).

Since the same thematic role can correspond to multiple semantic/syntactic realizations and
hence to different representations inA7, all units of a particular type in this area project into
a single representation in A8. E.g., all ‘THEME’−units in A7 project into the THEME−unit
in A8. Accordingly, a sentential constituent such as ‘a letter ’ will be labeled as THEME,
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5.6 Thematic role assignment

both if it corresponds to NP1, as in A letter appeared on the table, or to NP2, as in John
sent a letter to Sarah.

Unit a4 enables the transitions in the syntax area A6. Unit a1 corresponds to the beginning
of a new sentence, a2 to the phonological boundary between two consecutive sentential
constituents, and a3 to the end of a sentence, respectively.

According to our model’s grammar, all sentences must start with the syntactic Subject,
which is necessarily expressed by means of a noun phrase. The bidirectional link between
unit a1, and the NP1−representation in area A6 (this being the only connection between
a1 and units in A6), translates into the expectation of a NP, as the first constituent of the
input sentence. In a similar manner, the link between units a2 and a4 translates into the
expectation of a transition in area A6 (see the connections between a4 and A6), as a new
noun input is about to enter the network for processing.

The remaining connections are either recurrent, or unspecific (i.e., all-to-all). A detailed
description of their influence on the dynamics of the network will be given in Section 5.7.

5.6 Thematic role assignment

Having described the types of representations and the connectivity structure, we can now
illustrate how they function together by working through a concrete example, the sentence

(1) John gave a book to Sarah.

It should be mentioned that the processing of this sentence is illustrated here only schemat-
ically. A more detailed description will be provided in Section 5.7, along with the reasoning
behind the choice of the network parameters.

The process of thematic role assignment proceeds step by step, with incoming (segmented)
sentential constituents. The input to the system must be given in the following form:

[John] (gave) [a book] [to Sarah].

This translates into the artificial (external) activation of the corresponding representations
in the input areas A1 (John, book, to_Sarah) and A2 (give), respectively. The activation
of the unit corresponding to the first constituent (‘John’) in area A1 is preceded by that of
unit a1, marking the beginning of a new sentence. Every phonological boundary encountered
within the input sentence translates into the activation of unit a2. The activation of the
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

unit corresponding to the last constituent (‘to Sarah’) in area A1 is followed by that of unit
a3, signaling the end of the sentence.

TRANNS(I) performs the complete analysis of this input sentence (as that of any other
one, which would include a three-place predicate such as ‘give’) in approximately 70 discrete
time steps. Each input unit must be presented to the system for 3 consecutive time steps
(except for a1 and a3, which require only 1 time step). Each presentation is followed by 5
time steps, in which activity spreads across the connections of the network, and settles into
a stable state (no further input is provided).

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8

a1 a2 a3 a4
a1

Figure 5.5: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 3. The activation of unit a1 translates into the
expectation of a noun phrase in the input. The active units in each of the areas are displayed.

Unit a1, activated at time step t = 3, will subsequently prime the representation correspond-
ing to NP1, in the syntax area A6. As we have mentioned, this priming effect translates
into the expectation of the syntactic Subject, which is necessarily expressed by means of a
noun phrase (therefore, NP1).

Soon after the first nominal constituent (‘John’) is encountered in the input, at time step
t = 8, its semantic and syntactic content is being forwarded for processing in areas A3 and
A4, respectively, through the projections from area A1. The unit corresponding to the
semantic features of the concept John (sf1, i.e. animate & human) becomes active in area
A3 at time step t = 10, as well as two of the units in A4, encoding its syntactic properties
(NP and prep_abs, i.e. noun phrase and preposition absent); see Fig. 5.6 below.

At this point, all NP−representations in area A6 (NP1, NP2, NP3 and err_NP) receive the
same amount of activation from area A4. Due to the additional positive input from unit a1,
the NP1−representation alone becomes active at time step t = 11, in a “winner-takes-all”
fashion. Since the activation of a1 was equivalent to the expectation of a noun phrase in the
input, and this expectation has been met, this unit is switched off at the next time step, due
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A1

John

A2 A3

sf1

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5 A6 A7 A8

a1 a2 a3 a4
a1

Figure 5.6: TRANNS(I), one time step after the first nominal constituent (‘John’) has entered
the network for processing

to the negative input it receives from the NP1−representation in A6 (see the connections
between areas A6 and a1).

A1 A2 A3

sf1

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5 A6

NP1

A7 A8

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.7: TRANNS(I), after finishing the processing of the first sentential constituent

TRANNS(I) has finished the processing of the first noun input (‘John’), but assigning a
thematic role to this constituent is not possible at the moment, as the main verb (the
element assigning these roles) is not yet known. Consequently, its semantic and syntactic
properties must be stored in the active memory, until they can be integrated within the
argument structure of the verb. Nevertheless, all ‘thematic’ units in area A7, sensitive to
this type of semantic and/or syntactic information (animate & human, NP1), are being
primed to varying degrees.

At time step t = 17, TRANNS(I) detects the first phonological boundary within the input
sentence (unit a2 is active). Immediately after this happens, our system is preparing to
perform a transition in the syntax area A6, as a new noun input might enter the network
for processing (unit a4 becomes active at time step t = 18).
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A1 A2 A3

sf1

A4 A5 A6

NP1

A7 A8

a1 a2 a3 a4
a2 a4

Figure 5.8: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 18. The system is expecting a transition in areaA6,
following the detection of a phonological boundary between two consecutive constituents.

Unit a4 stays active, until the next constituent is encountered in the input (at time step
t = 25). When this happens, and since this is a verb (‘give’), and not a noun, a4 is switched
off at the following time step (see the projection from area A2 to a4).

A1 A2

give

A3

sf1

A4 A5

give

A6

NP1

A7 A8

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.9: TRANNS(I), one time step after the second sentential constituent (‘give’) has
entered the network for processing

At time step t = 25, the unit corresponding to the meaning and grammatical category of
the second sentential constituent (‘give’) becomes active in area A2. One time step later,
the unit in A5 encoding its argument structure properties becomes active as well (see the
projection from area A2 to area A5), and stays active until the end of the sentence. At the
same time, all possible realizations of the argument structure are being primed in area A7.
This corresponds to the anticipation of upcoming arguments (e.g., RECIPIENT(animate &
human, to−PP1), RECIPIENT(animate & non-human, NP2), THEME(concrete & solid &
unbreakable, NP3), THEME(concrete & solid & fragile/breakable, NP2), etc). Furthermore,
the system has now all the information it needs to assign a thematic role to the first nominal
constituent: the representations corresponding to its semantic and syntactic features are still
active in areas A3 and A6, respectively, and a verb whose argument structure properties
stipulate the existence of a role player matching this description (animate & human, NP1)
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has been detected in the input. Consequently, an ‘AGENT’−unit (A01) becomes active in
area A7 at time step t = 27, and ‘John’ is labeled as AGENT in the giving event (unit
AGENT active in area A8 at t = 28; see Fig. 5.10).

A1 A2 A3

sf1

A4 A5

give

A6

NP1

A7

A01

A8

AGENT

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.10: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 28. John has been identified as the AGENT in
the giving event. The system is now waiting to assign the remaining thematic roles specified
in the lexical entry of ‘give’ (RECIPIENT and THEME) to upcoming nominal constituents.

The behavior of our system, following the detection of the second phonological boundary
within the input sentence is the same as described above: TRANNS(I) is preparing to
perform a transition in the syntax area A6 (unit a4 becomes active).

Soon after the second nominal constituent (‘a book’) is encountered in the input, at time
step t = 41, the units corresponding to its semantic and syntactic features become active
in areas A3 and A4, respectively. Since it corresponds to a noun phrase, NP1−to−NP2 is
a valid transition in area A6, as indicated by the Grammaticality criterion, and unit
a4 active enables this transition, the NP2−representation becomes active in A6 at t = 44
(Fig. 5.11).

A1 A2 A3

sf7

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5

give

A6

NP2

A7

A01

A8

AGENT

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.11: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 44. A transition from the NP1− to the
NP2−representation has been completed in the syntax area A6. The latter phrase type
corresponds to the second noun input (‘a book’).
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

Since a ‘THEME’−unit (T13), corresponding to the semantic and syntactic information
currently stored in areas A3 and A6, is already being primed by the argument structure
representation of ‘give’ in area A5, ‘a book’ is labeled accordingly as the THEME in the
giving event (see Fig. 5.12).

A1 A2 A3

sf7

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5

give

A6

NP2

A7

A01

T13

A8

AGENT

THEME

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.12: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 46. A book has been identified as the THEME in
the giving event.

From this point on, the process of thematic role assignment proceeds as illustrated above for
the second nominal constituent (‘a book’), and thereby ‘to Sarah’ receives the RECIPIENT
role label, at time step t = 62 (Fig. 5.13).

A1 A2 A3

sf1

A4

NP

prep='to'

A5

give

A6

to_PP1

A7

A01

T13

R01

A8

AGENT

THEME

RECIPIENT

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.13: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 62. Sarah has been identified as the RECIPIENT
in the giving event.

Unit a3, marking the end of the input sentence, becomes active at time step t = 65, and
subsequently erases the information currently stored in the active memory (i.e., in areas A3,
A4 and A6).

At the end of its processing, TRANNS(I) outputs a complete thematic role description of
the input sentence (the associated Predicate (area A5) Argument (area A8) Structure; see
Fig. 5.14).
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

give

A6 A7

A01

T13

R01

A8

AGENT

THEME

RECIPIENT

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.14: TRANNS(I) after processing the input sentence John gave a book to Sarah

A more detailed description of the entire process (the exact computations carried out in the
network), based on the same example, will be provided in the next Section.

5.7 The parameter configuration

The connectivity structure, as well as the weight configuration are a direct reflection of the
actual computations to be carried out in the network on the input string, in order to obtain
the required output information. The values of the parameters (weights and thresholds) were
set according to the functional principles, operating in the network. In the following, we
will explain the reasoning behind the choice of parameters, and we will review the example
introduced in the previous Section (the processing of the input sentence John gave a book
to Sarah), in the light of these decisions.

Let A be one of the input areas (A1, A2, a1, a2, or a3). As it can be seen from Figure 5.2,
the only source of input for units in these areas (ui,A) is external. By setting their threshold
at ΘA = 1, an external input Iext(ui,A, t − 1) = 1 will trigger the activation of these units
at time step t (i.e., y(ui,A, t) = 1).

The thresholds in the remaining areas (A3−A8 and a4) were set to the maximum number
of positive inputs that units in these areas can receive. Units in A3 and A4 can only
receive positive input from the noun representations in A1, those in A5 only from the verb
representations in A2, those in A8 only from the ‘thematic’ units in A7, and a4 only from
unit a2. Therefore, ΘA3, ΘA4, ΘA5, ΘA8 and Θa4 were all set to 1. Units in area A6,
on the other hand, have two possible sources of positive input: first, the representations
in A4 (each unit in A6 can receive a maximum of 2 inputs from area A4 at a time), and
secondly, unit a1 (NP1), and unit a4 (the other representations in this area), respectively.
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

More details will be provided later in this Section. Therefore, ΘA6 was set to 3. Similarly,
the ‘thematic’ units in A7 have three possible sources of positive input: the representations
corresponding to the semantic and syntactic properties of the nouns, in areas A3 and A6,
respectively, and the units in A5, encoding the argument structure properties of the verbs.
Accordingly, ΘA7 = 3.

The information propagation across the network (between the input areas and the output
area A8) is accomplished mainly through positive inter-area connections. Their associated
weights were set according to the operations that need to be carried out in the target
areas. The simplest example is represented by the projection from the verb representations
in A2, to the units in area A5, encoding their argument structure properties. Since the
representations in A5 have no other source of input, neither positive nor negative, except
their recurrent connections (whose functionality will be explained later in this Section), it
suffices to set w(A2,A5) = 1(= ΘA5), for this information to be propagated from area A2
to area A5. w(A7,A8) was also set to 1(= ΘA8), for a similar reason.

We will now explain, for each individual area, the reasoning behind the choice of the re-
maining parameters.

In some cases, certain types of information must be preserved in the network, as they are
needed for later processing. The corresponding representations are kept active by means
of recurrent (feedback) connections (see Fig. 5.2). E.g., once the unit corresponding to the
argument structure of a verb becomes active in area A5, the information it carries must
be stored in the active memory, as it is needed for assigning thematic role labels to further
upcoming nominal constituents (‘a book’ and ‘to Sarah’, in the case of sentence (1)). This is
accomplished if we set wrec(A5) = 1(= ΘA5). The unit give in area A5 stays active, even
if the the verb ‘give’ is no longer present in the input (Fig. 5.15).

Recall that each of the noun representations in A1 is connected to a single unit in A3,
encoding its most relevant semantic features in sentential context, and that units in this
latter area become active at a threshold ΘA3 = 1. A first condition which must be met is for
this information to be propagated from area A1 to area A3, through the specific positive
connections between the two, i.e.

w(A1,A3) ≥ ΘA3. (5.1)
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A1 A2 A3

sf7

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5

give

A6

NP2

A7

A01

A8

AGENT

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.15: TRANNS(I), soon after the second nominal constituent of sentence (1) (‘a
book’) has entered the network for processing. The unit encoding the argument structure
properties of ‘give’ is still active in area A5.

Secondly, once a particular unit in area A3 becomes active, the information it carries must
be preserved in the network, in order to be integrated within the argument structure of the
main verb. This is especially necessary after the system has finished the processing of the
first nominal constituent (at that point, the verb is unknown; see Fig. 5.16).

A1 A2 A3

sf1

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5 A6

NP1

A7 A8

a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.16: TRANNS(I), after finishing the processing of the first nominal constituent of
sentence (1). The unit in area A3, encoding its relevant semantic features in sentential
context, is still active.

As a consequence, the following additional condition must be met:

wrec(A3) ≥ ΘA3. (5.2)

If we would set w(A1,A3) and wrec(A3) to some values which satisfy both of the above
conditions (e.g., w(A1,A3) = wrec(A3) = 1), we would end up with the following problems.
Assume TRANNS(I) has finished the processing of the second constituent (the verb) of
sentence (1). The unit corresponding to the semantic features of ‘John’ (sf1) is still active
in area A3 (5.2). Soon after the second nominal constituent (‘a book’) is encountered in the
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input, the unit corresponding to its semantic features (sf7) in area A3 becomes active as
well (5.1); see Fig. 5.17.

A1

book

A2 A3

sf1

sf7

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5

give

A6

NP1

A7

A01

A8

AGENT

a1 a2 a3 a4
a4

Figure 5.17: TRANNS(I), soon after the second nominal constituent of sentence (1) has
entered the network for processing (t = 42). Two of the units in area A3 are active: that
corresponding to the previous, and to the current noun input under processing, respectively.

An additional mechanism, operating in this area, is required for two reasons. First, the
previous noun input (‘John’) has already been labeled with respect to the role it plays in
the event described by the verb (unit AGENT is active in the output area A8), so there is
no further need to keep its semantic features in the active memory. Secondly, unwanted
activation in A7 is possible at this point, as some of the units in this area might correspond
to a triplet of the form (R, concrete & solid & unbreakable, NP1), where R is one of the
thematic roles of ‘give’.

Unspecific (all-to-all) negative connections in area A3 provided one solution to these prob-
lems. Generally speaking, this mechanism prevents too many (more than one) units to be
active at a time, in a particular area. Let winh(A3) denote the strength of these connections.
We want the following things to happen:

• soon after the second nominal constituent (‘a book’) is encountered in the input, its
semantic content (concrete & solid & unbreakable, i.e. sf7) must be forwarded to area
A3 for processing, despite the inhibitory input coming from unit sf1, i.e.

w(A1,A3) + winh(A3) ≥ ΘA3. (5.3)

• if units sf1 and sf7 are simultaneously active in area A3 at time step t (Fig. 5.17),
then unit sf1 alone must be switched off at time step t+ 1 (Fig. 5.18), i.e.

sf7 : w(A1,A3) + wrec(A3) + winh(A3) ≥ ΘA3, (5.4)
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but
sf1 : wrec(A3) + winh(A3) < ΘA3. (5.5)

As winh(A3) < 0, condition (5.3) implies (5.1), and since wrec(A3) > 0, (5.3) also im-
plies (5.4). The remaining inequalities ((5.2), (5.3) and (5.5)) are satisfied by setting, e.g.,
wrec(A3) = −winh(A3) = 1, and w(A1,A3) = 2.

A1

book

A2 A3

sf7

A4

NP

prep_abs

A5

give

A6

NP1

NP2

A7

A01

A8

AGENT

a1 a2 a3 a4
a4

Figure 5.18: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 43. Only the unit corresponding to the current
noun input under processing (‘a book’) is active in area A3.

Let us now consider area A4, and the operations that need to be carried out therein. As
mentioned before, each noun representation in area A1 corresponds to two of the units in
A4. Soon after a noun input enters the network for processing, its syntactic content must
be forwarded to area A4, i.e. the following condition must be met:

w(A1,A4) ≥ ΘA4. (5.6)

Once active, units in this area must stay active until the processing of the current noun
input comes to an end. This is necessary in order to compute its correspoding phrase type,
in area A6. Once this is done, the information stored in area A4 becomes redundant to
that in area A6 (e.g., NP1 in A6 implies NP and prep_abs in A4, to_PP1 in A6 implies
NP and prep=‘to’ in A4 etc.). So we might as well erase this information from the active
memory, upon encountering the next phonological boundary within the input sentence (i.e.,
unit a2 active). Accordingly, the following two additional conditions must hold true:

wrec(A4) ≥ ΘA4, (5.7)

wrec(A4) + w(a2,A4) < ΘA4. (5.8)
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By setting, e.g., w(A1,A4) = wrec(A4) = −w(a2,A4) = 1, all these 3 conditions are met.

A1 A2 A3

sf1

A4 A5 A6

NP1

A7 A8

a1 a2 a3 a4
a2 a4

Figure 5.19: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 18. The syntatic features of the first nominal
constituent of sentence (1) have been erased from the active memory, once a phonological
boundary has been detected (unit a2 is active).

Activation of unit a1, occurring at time step t = 3, was said to be equivalent to the expec-
tation for the first constituent of the input sentence to be a noun phrase (therefore, NP1).
A first condition, in this case, is for unit a1 to stay active, until a first NP is encountered
in the input. This is accomplished again by means of a recurrent connection, for which

wrec(a1) ≥ Θa1. (5.9)

When the system identifies a first noun phrase, in area A6, unit a1 must be switched off,
since the expectation of a NP in the input has been met. This happens if we weight the link
between the NP1 unit in A6 and a1 by w(A6, a1) < 0, where

wrec(a1) + w(A6, a1) < Θa1. (5.10)

By choosing, e.g., wrec(a1) = −w(A6, a1) = 1, both the above inequalities ((5.9) and (5.10))
will be satisfied.

The processing of the first NP−constituent within a sentence (NP1) is different from those
corresponding to the other phrase types, represented in area A6. Recall that we assumed a
threshold ΘA6 = 3 for all units in this area. The NP1 representation in A6 has two possible
sources of positive input: one in area A4 (more precisely, 2 of the units in this area), and
the other in unit a1. A first condition that has to be met is that none of these sources
should provide enough positive input, to fully activate the units in area A6 (in particular,
NP1). Therefore,

2 · w(A4,A6) < ΘA6, (5.11)
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A1 A2 A3
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A5 A6
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A7 A8
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Figure 5.20: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 12. A first NP has been identified in the input
(unit NP1 is active in area A6). Unit a1, whose activation was equivalent to the expectation
of the syntactic Subject (corresponding to NP1), has been switched off.

w(a1,A6) < ΘA6, (5.12)

but
2 · w(A4,A6) + w(a1,A6) ≥ ΘA6. (5.13)

With ΘA6 = 3, the only possible choice of w(A4,A6) is w(A4,A6) = 1, and w(a1,A6) can
be either 1 or 2. We set w(a1,A6) to 1 as well.

As a consequence, when a first noun phrase is encountered in the input, the NP1 repre-
sentation will become active (5.13). At this point, the other NP−representations in A6
receive the same amount of activation as NP1 from area A4, i.e. 2 · w(A4,A6), and the
PP−representations, only half of it (from the NP unit). This would not be enough for any of
them to meet the threshold ΘA6, if we would leave aside the positive intra-area connections
in A6, implementing the Grammaticality criterion. To balance this positive input, an
additional mechanism is thus required, to prevent other units in A6 (apart from NP1) from
becoming active as well. Unspecific (all-to-all) negative intra-area connections, as in the
case of area A3, provided one solution to this problem, as we assumed

− winh(A6) ≥ wexc(A6), (5.14)

where winh(A6) is the associated weight of these inhibitory connections, and wexc(A6) of
those implementing the Grammaticality criterion, respectively.

This information must be kept in active memory for two reasons. First, thematic role as-
signment is not possible at this point, as the main verb is not yet known. The activation
of unit A01 in area A7, occurring at time step t = 27, depends critically on the NP1 repre-
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Figure 5.21: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 11. Assuming conditions (5.11)−(5.14) are met,
and since the first constituent of the input sentence (1) is indeed a noun phrase, the NP1
representation alone will become active in area A6.

sentation in A6, as it corresponds to the triplet (AGENT, animate & human, NP1). And
secondly, in order to decide whether ui,A6−to−uj,A6 is a valid transition in A6, according
to the Grammaticality criterion, the system must know which phrase type corresponds
to ui,A6, i.e. to the previous noun input, even though a new nominal constituent has already
been encountered in the input (that corresponding to uj,A6). Therefore, recurrent connec-
tions are required in this area as well, and their associated weight must satisfy the following
condition:

wrec(A6) ≥ ΘA6. (5.15)

Let us now see what happens, under these conditions, when the second nominal constituent
(‘a book’) of sentence (1) enters the network for processing. Immediately after this (say, at
time step t), two of the units in area A4, encoding its syntactic features, become simultane-
ously active (NP and prep_abs). Unit NP1 is still active in area A6, due to recurrent input.
One time step later, the input to unit NP1 sums up to 2 · w(A4,A6) + wrec(A6). This, ac-
cording to inequality (5.15), is enough for it to meet the threshold ΘA6 (as w(A4,A6) > 0).
The net input of unit NP2, on the other hand, is 2 ·w(A4,A6) +winh(A6) +wexc(A6) at this
point (winh(A6) + wexc(A6) from the NP1 representation, as this was active at time step t,
and NP1−to−NP2 is a grammatical transition, respectively).

Since ‘a book’ correponds to NP2, we must have

2 · w(A4,A6) + winh(A6) + wexc(A6) ≥ ΘA6, (5.16)

in order for the NP2 unit to become active in area A6, at time step t+ 1. The net input of
the other representations in A6, which, starting from NP1, lead to a grammatical transition
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(i.e., the PP1−representations), however, must be smaller than the threshold:

w(A4,A6) + winh(A6) + wexc(A6) < ΘA6. (5.17)

Assuming conditions (5.11)−(5.17) are all met, the active representations in A6 at time
step t+ 1 will be those corresponding to NP1 and NP2.

What we want now is for the NP1 representation to be switched off at time step t+ 2, while
NP2, the phrase type corresponding to the current nominal constituent under processing, to
stay active, i.e.

NP2 : 2 · w(A4,A6) + wrec(A6) + winh(A6) + wexc(A6) ≥ ΘA6, (5.18)

but
NP1 : 2 · w(A4,A6) + wrec(A6) + winh(A6) < ΘA6. (5.19)

From (5.11) and (5.16) we get

winh(A6) + wexc(A6) > 0, (5.20)

a condition that can never be true, due to inequality (5.14).

So, in order for the transitions specified by the Grammaticality criterion to take place
in A6, an additional mechanism, operating in this area, is required. In this way, we come
to the role of unit a4 in our network dynamics.

The idea of using unspecific excitatory input to trigger the transitions between the different
representations is related to the concept of “synfire graph” [311, 312, 313]. Unit a4, whose
activation is determined by the detection of a phonological boundary between two consec-
utive sentential constituents, enables the transitions in A6, through a positive boost to all
units in this area. We proceed by explaining in more detail how this process takes place.

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the activation of unit a4 is triggered by the de-
tection of a phonological boundary within the input sentence (i.e., unit a2 active). To this
end, the following condition must be met:

w(a2, a4) ≥ Θa4. (5.21)
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

Most importantly, one must keep in mind that the only role of unit a4 is to enable a possible
transition in the syntax areaA6, as a new noun input might enter the network for processing.
Therefore, at least until the next sentential constituent is encountered in the input, unit a4
must stay active. This is accomplished, again, by means of a recurrent connection, for which

wrec(a4) ≥ Θa4. (5.22)

If the constituent following the phonological boundary is indeed a phrase (case 1), unit a4
must be switched off soon after the completion of a transition in A6, to prevent additional
(unwanted) activations in this area. If, on the other hand, it is a verb (case 2), a4 must be
switched off as soon as this is encountered in the input (as no transition in A6 should take
place in this case). Therefore, we established inhibitory links between all units in areas A6
and A2, respectively, and unit a4 (w(A6, a4) < 0 and w(A2, a4) < 0).

As a transition in A6 essentially means having two representations in this area simultane-
ously active for one time step, followed by the deactivation of that corresponding to the
phrase type of the previous noun input, unit a4 must be switched off soon after (5.23), but
not before (5.24) this happens, i.e., we must have

wrec(a4) + 2 · w(A6, a4) < Θa4 (5.23)

and
wrec(a4) + w(A6, a4) ≥ Θa4 (5.24)

in case 1, and
wrec(a4) + w(A6, a4) + w(A2, a4) < Θa4 (5.25)

in case 2, as at least one representation is always active in area A6. For the same reason,
condition (5.21) must also be reevaluated, leading to

w(a2, a4) + w(A6, a4) ≥ Θa4. (5.26)

By choosing, e.g., w(A6, a4) = w(A2, a4) = −1, and w(a2, a4) = wrec(a4) = 2, conditions
(5.23)−(5.26) are all met ((5.24)⇒(5.22)), as we assumed Θa4 = 1.

Coming back to the processing of the second nominal constituent (‘a book’) of sentence
(1), we must rewrite the inequations (5.16)−(5.19), by taking into account the positive,
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unspecific input from unit a4 as well. Under this condition, we obtain:

2 · w(A4,A6) + winh(A6) + wexc(A6) + w(a4,A6) ≥ ΘA6, (5.27)

w(A4,A6) + winh(A6) + wexc(A6) + w(a4,A6) < ΘA6, (5.28)

2 · w(A4,A6) + wrec(A6) + winh(A6) + wexc(A6) + w(a4,A6) ≥ ΘA6, (5.29)

2 · w(A4,A6) + wrec(A6) + winh(A6) + w(a4,A6) < ΘA6. (5.30)

A1 A2 A3
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A4

NP
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A5

give

A6

NP2

A7
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A8
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a1 a2 a3 a4

Figure 5.22: TRANNS(I), 3 time steps after the second nominal constituent of sentence
(1) has been encountered in the input (t = 44). Following the simultaneous activation of
units NP1 and NP2 in area A6, at t = 43, only the NP2 representation remains active. The
completion of a grammatical transition in this area triggers the deactivation of unit a4.

By choosing, e.g., wrec(A6) = 3, wexc(A6) = −winh(A6) = 4, and w(a4,A6) = 1, all these
four inequations will be satisfied, along with the additional constraints (5.14) and (5.15), as
we assumed earlier that w(A4,A6) = 1 and ΘA6 = 3.

The syntactic processing of the last constituent (‘to Sarah’) of sentence (1), as well as that
of any other noun input, corresponding to a phrase type other than NP1 in area A6, unfolds
in the very same way as described above, for NP2.

As mentioned at the beginning of this Section, the ‘thematic’ units in area A7 have three
possible sources of positive input: the representations corresponding to the semantic and
syntactic properties of the nouns, in areas A3 and A6, respectively, and the units in A5,
encoding the argument structure properties of the verbs. As we assumed a threshold ΘA7 = 3
for units in this area, and as we want for the above mentioned types of information to
contribute equally to their activation, we set w(A3,A7) = w(A5,A7) = w(A6,A7) = 1.
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

Because the processing of a new noun input involves the simultaneous activation of two of
the units in areasA3 (Fig. 5.23) andA6 (Fig. 5.18), respectively, for one time step, thematic
role assignment must be halted when this happens, to prevent unwanted activations in area
A7. As unit a4 remains active, from the detection of a phonological boundary within the
input sentence, until the completion of the next grammatical transition in A6, and the
transitions in area A3 precede those in A6, unspecific inhibitory connections, from unit a4
to area A7, with w(a4,A7) = −1, provided one solution to this problem.

A1

book

A2 A3
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A4

NP
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A5

give
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A7

A01

A8

AGENT

a1 a2 a3 a4
a4

Figure 5.23: TRANNS(I), at time step t = 42. Two of the units in areaA3 are simultaneously
active: those corresponding to the previous, and to the current noun input under processing,
respectively. Unit a4 prevents unwanted activations in area A7 (see the main text for more
details).

Assume the system has already started the processing of the second nominal constituent
(‘a book’) of sentence (1). As explained earlier, the sf1 and sf7 units in area A3 will be
simultaneously active at time step t = 42, and unwanted activations could occur in area A7,
if this would include a ‘thematic’ representation, corresponding to the triplet (R, concrete
& solid & unbreakable, NP1), where R could be one of the thematic roles of ‘give’. But, by
taking into account the negative input from a4, this representation can not become active,
as its net input would sum up to w(A3,A7)+w(A5,A7)+w(A6,A7)+w(a4,A7) = 2 < ΘA7

at this point. The same thing happens when a transition takes place in the syntax area A6.

Recurrent connections in A7 will keep the representations in this area active, until the
processing of the input sentence comes to an end. This is accomplished if we set wrec(A7)
to a value for which

wrec(A7) + w(a4,A7) ≥ ΘA7 (5.31)

e.g., wrec(A7) = 5.

The role of the negative intra-area connections in A7 will be explained in the next Section.
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The recurrent connections in the output area A8 (with, e.g., wrec(A8) = 1 ≥ ΘA8) en-
sure that, once the processing of the input sentence comes to an end, we will have its
complete thematic role description (the thematic role labels, assigned to all of its nominal
constituents).

Unit a3, whose activation is equivalent to the end of the thematic role assignment process,
erases all the information currently stored in the active memory (i.e., in areas A3, A4 and
A6). This is accomplished by means of negative, unspecific connections to all units in these
areas, for which, e.g.,

w(a3,A3) = w(a3,A4) = w(a3,A6) = −max {wrec(A3), wrec(A4), wrec(A6)} = −3.

5.8 Thematic ambiguity resolution and fault tolerance

The parameter configuration outlined in the previous Section ensures correct labeling for
semantically and syntactically sound input sentences.

Due to an additional mechanism (specific inhibitory intra-area connectivity), implemented
in area A7, TRANNS(I) can also solve thematic role assignment ambiguities. These might
arise for arguments of the NP−type, following alternating dative verbs such as ‘bring’, ‘give’,
‘send’ or ‘write’ (John gave a book to Sarah vs. John gave Sarah a book). When both
arguments following the verb are expressed by means of noun phrases, their order is dictated
by their corresponding thematic roles, i.e. by a syntax-semantics interface constraint, which
can be stated in the following way:

(*) BENEFICIARY/DESTINATION/RECIPIENT precedes THEME.

Sentences like those in the previous paragraph do not raise such problems since, in both
cases, the second nominal constituent (that immediately following the verb) complies with
the semantic restrictions imposed by only one of the thematic roles concerned: ‘a book’
can only be the THEME, since it is not an animate entity, and ‘Sarah’ can only be the
RECIPIENT in a giving event.

Consider, in turn, the following sentence fragment:

John gave the dog ... .
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5 TRANNS(I): a proof of concept

As long as the rest of the sentence remains unknown, it is not possible to decide whether the
dog is the RECIPIENT or the THEME role player of give, as the complete sentence might
be either

(2) John gave the dog to Sarah,

in which case the dog is the THEME, or

(3) John gave the dog the food,

here the dog being the RECIPIENT.

Assigning a unique thematic role label to the second argument is impossible, in both cases,
until the third (‘to Sarah’/‘the food’) is being processed. Such sentences are therefore am-
biguous, both for TRANNS(I), as well as for human comprehenders.
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Figure 5.24: TRANNS(I), after processing the sentence fragment ‘John gave the dog’. The
second nominal constituent (‘the dog’) is assigned with two thematic role labels: RECIPI-
ENT and THEME.

Consequently, after completely analyzing the constituent concerned (‘the dog’), semantically
as well as syntactically, TRANNS(I) assigns it two thematic role labels: RECIPIENT and
THEME (see Fig. 5.24). The two active ‘thematic’ units in area A7 at this point (R05

and T10) are sensitive to NP2 as phrase type in A6, and animate & non-human as rel-
evant semantic features in sentential context in A3, i.e. they correspond to the triplets
(RECIPIENT, animate & non-human, NP2) and (THEME, animate & non-human, NP2),
respectively. Both alternatives are kept active in parallel, until subsequent disambiguating
material becomes available, due to the recurrent connections in this area (wrec(A7) ≥ ΘA7).

Assume the input sentence is sentence (3), i.e. the next constituent which enters the network
for processing is ‘the food’. This is, without question, the THEME in the giving event.
Consequently, another THEME−unit becomes active in area A7 (T20) at time step t = 61,
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namely that corresponding to the triplet (THEME, concrete & solid & comestible/edible,
NP3); see Fig. 5.25 below.
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Figure 5.25: TRANNS(I), after processing the third nominal constituent (‘the food’) of the
input sentence (3). A second THEME−unit becomes active in area A7 (T20).

Since the same thematic role label can not be assigned to more than one constituent within
the same sentence, unit T10, activated by ‘the dog’, must be switched off, since another noun
has just received the same label.

As it became apparent from the above example, and from others of the same type, the
problem in this case can be set up as follows. If the activation of a ‘thematic’ unit in area
A7, corresponding to a triplet of the form (R, sf, NP2) (type 1), is followed by that of
another, corresponding to the same thematic role R, but to a phrase type other than NP2 in
A6 (type 2), then the activation of the latter must trigger the deactivation of the former.
Here, R is one of the thematic roles in (*) (BENEFICIARY, DESTINATION, RECIPIENT
or THEME), and sf can be any of the sets of semantic features encoded by units in A3.

The solution to this problem was quite straightforward. We established inhibitory links
between all units in A7 of type 2, and all units of type 1, for which winh(A7) must satisfy
the following condition:

wrec(A7) + w(A3,A7) + w(A5,A7) + winh(A7) < ΘA7 (5.32)

e.g., winh(A7) = −5.

Coming back to our example, this means, in particular, that there exists such an inhibitory
unidirectional link between units T20 and T10 in A7. So, as soon as T20 becomes active,
the net input to T10 does not suffice anymore to meet the threshold ΘA7, and this later unit
is switched off at the next time step (t = 62).
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Figure 5.26: TRANNS(I) at time step t = 62. ‘The dog’ is unambiguously identified as being
the RECIPIENT in the giving event (unit T10 in area A7 is switched off).

Ungrammatical sentences (e.g., John gave to Sarah a book) can also be correctly labeled, by
allowing the error states representations in area A6 to project to the corresponding ‘the-
matic’ units in A7 (e.g., err_NP2 to project to all units in A7, which are normally sensitive
to NP2 as phrase type in A6). Another solution to this problem would be to lower the
threshold in area A7 to, e.g., ΘA7 = 2, which would allow for semantically malformed sen-
tences to be labeled as well. Unfortunatelly, this comes at the price of unwanted activations
in A7, if more than one role player in a particular event can be expressed by the same
phrase type, represented in A6, or correspond to the same semantic description in A3.

The fact that it can produce the thematic role description of both semantically and syntac-
tically malformed sentences is a feature which makes TRANNS(I) fault tolerant, at least up
to a certain degree.

5.9 Implementation and results

In order to evaluate the functionality and performance of TRANNS(I), we implemented our
model using Asymptote [1], a “vector graphics language”, which incorporates the benefits
provided both by a high-level programming language, and a graphics program, for producing
figures. The powerful C++-like syntax enabled fast and efficient computations, while the
graphical features were used to display, and thus to keep track of the flow of information in
the network, in a transparent manner.

TRANNS(I)’s performance was tested on a corpus of about 30 syntactically and semantically
sound English sentences, and it produced the correct thematic role description for all of
them. These sentences cover a wide range of interesting linguistic phenomena, such as
causative/inchoative alternation (S1−S4), dative alternation (S5−S6), multiple arguments
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of the PP−type, incorporating nouns with similar lexical meaning (S7−S8), and the fact
that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the position/syntactic phrasal type
expressing a certain constituent, and its associated thematic role (S9−S10); see Table 5.3
below.

Table 5.3: Sample sentences used to test our system
Sentence

S1. [John]NP (broke)V [the window]NP.
S2. [A stone]NP (broke)V [the window]NP.
S3. [The window]NP (broke)V.
S4. [John]NP (broke)V [the window]NP [with a stone]PP.
S5. [John]NP (gave)V [a book]NP [to Sarah]PP.
S6. [John]NP (gave)V [Sarah]NP [a book]NP.
S7. [John]NP (sent)V [the letter ]NP [from Paris]PP [to London]PP.
S8. [John]NP (sent)V [the letter ]NP [to London]PP [from Paris]PP.
S9. [A man]NP (appeared)V.
S10. [A man]NP (gave)V [the letter ]NP [to John]PP.

The distinct syntactic realization of the argument structure for verbs such as ‘break’ (sen-
tences S1−S4) is what is called causative/inchoative alternation. The fact that constituents
fulfilling the same syntactic function correspond to different thematic roles seems to origi-
nate, at least in these examples, from the meaning of the nouns expressing them. ‘John’ is
a human (animate) entity, and thus it can be the AGENT in any particular event requiring
this type of participant. ‘A stone’ is a concrete, solid and unbreakable object, which is the
necessary and sufficient condition for it to be the INSTRUMENT in the breaking event;
similar arguments apply for ‘the window’ as well (the PATIENT role filler). This idea has a
straightforward implementation in our model (see the description of area A3).

Sentences S5 and S6 have exactly the same constituents. The difference between S5 and
S6 stems from the order and the phrasal category of the last two of them. This distinct
syntactic realization of the argument structure for ditransitive verbs such as ‘bring’, ‘give’,
‘send’, and ‘write’ is called dative alternation. In sentence S5, the order of the constituents
concerned is dictated by a purely syntactic principle (neurally implemented in area A6),
while in S6, the order is given by a syntax-semantics interface constraint (implemented in
area A7).

Similarly, sentences S7 and S8 have exactly the same constituents, expressed by the same
type of phrasal categories; only the order of the last two of them is different (and there is no
syntactic violation involved, since multiple prepositional phrases within the same sentence
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are generally freely ordered). Moreover, the lexical meaning of these constituents (‘Paris’
and ‘London’) is very similar. In this case, the identity of the prepositions heading the
two prepositional phrases concerned turns out to be critical in establishing the meaning
(correct labeling) of sentences S7 and S8: ‘from Paris’ is the SOURCE, and ‘to London’ the
DESTINATION in the sending event (see the projection from A6 to A7).

Sentences S9 and S10 illustrate the fact that the same phrase, occupying the same position
within their structural configuration, can correspond to different roles, depending on the
verb expressing the predicate (the element assigning these roles).

To summarize, TRANNS(I) provides mechanisms for accurate labeling in all four situations
described above (i.e., it can handle variable argument structure frames; see Subsection 2.5.3),
which explains its high success rate in performing this task. Other sentences of the same
categorical structure as S1−S10, but incorporating different constituents, are being processed
in the same way, given the fact that words are just nodes, and connections are hand-crafted
in order to implement the syntactic analysis and semantic interpretation processes.

The thematic descriptions associated to sentences S1−S10 are given in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: The predicate argument structure associated to sentences S1−S10
Thematic description

S1. break( AGENT, PATIENT )
S2. break( INSTRUMENT, PATIENT )
S3. break( PATIENT )
S4. break( AGENT, PATIENT, INSTRUMENT )
S5. give( AGENT, THEME, RECIPIENT )
S6. give( AGENT, RECIPIENT, THEME )
S7. send( AGENT, THEME, SOURCE, DESTINATION )
S8. send( AGENT, THEME, DESTINATION, SOURCE )
S9. appear( THEME )
S10. give( AGENT, THEME, RECIPIENT )

Beside being able to detect syntactic errors (see the description of area A6), TRANNS(I)
can produce the thematic role description of both semantically and syntactically malformed
sentences, by lowering the threshold in A7, the area in which this process takes place.
Moreover, TRANNS(I) deals with thematic ambiguities in a manner that is plausible in terms
of human performance, as detailed in Section 5.8. However, due to the type of representation
adopted (localist) in the current implementation, TRANNS(I) can not correct ambiguities
on the single word level (lexical ambiguities).
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5.10 Summary and discussion

TRANNS(I) is the first neuro-symbolic network, which can successfully master the task of
thematic role assignment. Thematic role labels are assigned to constituent phrases, as a
function of their position within the structural configuration of the input sentences, as well
as their semantic content. Semantic, syntactic and interface constraints are simultaneously
taken into account, which was believed to be a difficult task for the symbolic systems. Even
though TRANNS(I) provides an essentially semantic description of the input sentences, it
also incorporates some, albeit simple, syntactic rules, governing the serial order of the sen-
tential constituents. In addition to syntactically and semantically sound English sentences,
TRANNS(I) is also able to “understand” ungrammatical constructs, this being a feature
which makes it fault tolerant, at least up to a certain degree.

The structural organization and the operating principles of our model are in line with linguis-
tic theories such as the Parallel Architecture [132], according to which syntax and semantics
are independent generative components, which contribute to sentence processing in a parallel
fashion, and communicate with each other by means of interface constraints.

TRANNS(I) is also compatible with a number of theoretical models of language processing.
These stipulate that thematic roles are accessed in the immediate temporal vicinity of the
verb, and assigned to its arguments, as they are encountered in real time [80, 85, 281,
291, 297]. Furthermore, the main assumption behind our model, namely that all possible
argument structure realizations are accessed in parallel immediately after the verb, during
sentence comprehension, is strongly supported by experimental data [21, 38, 235, 260, 261,
262, 264, 265]. The dichotomy proposed by Shetreet et al. [270] and Assadollahi et al. [10]
is also represented in TRANNS(I): the static part of the argument structure representation
is kept active in area A5, while the dynamic component is being processed in area A7.

As an alternative to learning the contextual dependencies between verbs and their typical
role fillers, these are encoded in the weight configuration of our model, by using knowledge
extracted from a large-scale lexical database [148]. Although we have not yet addressed
this problem, it would nonetheless be interesting to explore how the structural configura-
tion of TRANNS(I) might emerge, as a result of learning, perhaps in a more distributed
representation.

Even though, in the current implementation, our model can handle only NP− and PP−type
arguments, it could be easily extended to accomodate other phrasal types as well (e.g.,
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adjectival, adverbial, clauses), by simply adding further syntactic constraints (in area A6)
and thematic units (in A7), corresponding to these new phrasal categories. Scaling up
our model, in general, is a relatively straightforward endeavor. We expect that adding new
words, semantic and syntactic features, phrasal categories, and possibly other thematic roles
as well, would result in a merely linear change in the number of units in the network.

The main shortcoming of TRANNS(I) is that symbolic representations can not capture the
various degrees of semantic similarity between different concepts. The use of distributed
representations in large populations of neurons could surpass this drawback, and further
increase the fault tolerance of the system (see the next Chapter for a detailed description of
TRANNS(II), an extension of TRANNS(I) in this direction).
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system for thematic role assignment

6.1 Introduction

TRANNS(II) (which stands for Thematic Role Assignment Neural Network System (second
implementation)) is essentially a reimplementation of TRANNS(I), as a large network of
simple spiking (Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire) model neurons. The different areas of our model
are now implemented as (spiking) auto-associative memories, connected by uni- or bidirec-
tional hetero-association, while words and their linguistic and non-linguistic features, phrasal
categories and thematic roles are now neural patterns stored in these associative memories
(see, e.g., [201]). For this latter implementation, the large scale neural network simulator
developed by my university colleague David Bouchain was used.

Throughout this Chapter we will basically show that a distributed neural network archi-
tecture, based on the same theoretical model as TRANNS(I), can perform equally well the
challenging task of thematic role assignment.

Intentionally, the structure of the current Chapter is essentially the same as that of the
previous one (dedicated to the description of TRANNS(I)), in order to facilitate a potential
comparison between the two implementations of our model (see Section 5.1 for more details).

In addition to a number of features which are shared by both TRANNS(I) and TRANNS(II),
it will be shown that this second implementation of our model has a higher degree of fault
tolerance as compared to the first, while the use of distributed representations has also
allowed us to capture the different degrees of semantic and syntactic similarity between the
different entities represented in the network. The type of representation employed has the
additional advantage of making the current system more plausible from the neuroscience
standpoint, as compared to TRANNS(I).
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6.2 The lexicon

For this second implementation of our model we used the same items (noun phrases, prepo-
sitional phrases and verbs) as in TRANNS(I) (see Section 5.2). Additionally, another two
phrases (a noun phrase and a prepositional phrase) were included in the lexicon as well.
These were chosen in order to show the disambiguation mechanisms of our system at work
(for more details, see the forthcoming Section 6.7 of this Chapter).

6.3 The overall architecture

Before we pass to the description of the overall architecture of TRANNS(II), we must men-
tion that, in the course of this work, 11 sub-versions of the system were implemented.
However, because the latter implementations are nothing but slight refinements of the for-
mer, all of them being essentially similar, throughout this Chapter we will restrict ourselves
to the description of only the latest of these 11 sub-versions.

SEL_RESTR SUBCAT_OPT CK_VERBS SSI TEMP_TRA FINAL_TRA

NOUNS CK_NOUNS CPTINPUT CONTROL

T_NP3 T_PP1 T_PP2T_NP2T_NP1

Figure 6.1: The overall architecture of TRANNS(II). Each box represents an area (module)
in the network. Within each box, the names of the corresponding areas are displayed.
All areas are modeled as spiking associative memories. Lines ending in arrow heads stand
for long-range cortico-cortical hetero-associative inter-areal connections. Short-range auto-
associative and hetero-associative intra-areal connections are not shown.

TRANNS(II) comprises a number of 16 areas (or modules), which are implemented as spiking
associative memories (see Figure 6.1). A brief description of each of the areas in the network
is given in the second column of Table 6.1; for more details, see Section 6.5.
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6.4 A simple LIF population model

Area name Area description TRANNS(I) corresp.
INPUT input area A1, A2, a1, a2, a3
CONTROL control module; erases the content of

the previous noun input from active
memory

-

NOUNS linguistically relevant features of nouns
(semantic and syntactic)

A3, A4

CK_NOUNS conceptual knowledge about nouns A1
CPT phrase type currently under processing A6
SEL_RESTR selectional restrictions of verbs A5
SUBCAT_OPT subcategorization options of verbs A5
CK_VERBS conceptual knowledge about verbs A2
SSI syntax-semantics interface A7
TEMP_TRA temporary thematic role assignment A7
FINAL_TRA final thematic role assignment A8
T_NP1,...,T_PP2 control modules; enable the transitions

in area CPT
a1, a4

Table 6.1: A general description of TRANNS(II)

The functional aspects of TRANNS(I) and TRANNS(II) are maily the same (TRANNS(II)
additionally incorporates a number of disambiguation mechanisms which were lacking in the
first implementation). A similar statement holds true regarding their structural organization:
most of the areas of TRANNS(II) have one or more direct correspondents in TRANNS(I);
these correspondences are summarized in the third column of Table 6.1.

One of the major improvements from the former implementation is that TRANNS(II) is
based on a more biophysiologically realistic neuron model than TRANNS(I). We will now
pass to the description of the spiking neuron model we used for this second implementation
of our model.

6.4 A simple LIF population model

Each area (module) of TRANNS(II) is implemented as a spiking associative memory. For
simulating these spiking (sub)networks, we used a very simple form of Leaky-Integrate-and-
Fire (LIF) network model, with global activity control and individual threshold control.
Excitatory synapses are modeled as instantaneous changes in the postsynaptic neuron’s
membrane potential. The global activity control mechanism uses global feedback inhibition
in order to keep the total network activity within reasonable bounds.
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

As opposed to TRANNS(I), where each concept and/or linguistic feature was represented
by a single unit in the network, in TRANNS(II) the entities of interest correspond to sparse
patterns stored in associative memories. In this particular case, each pattern consists of a
number of 20 neurons, but other pattern-size choices are possible as well. Following [28],
we further assume that patterns can be subdivided into several aspects of equal size (or
sub-patterns; see [28] for the exact definition of an aspect) (4 in our particular case, i.e., 5
neurons per aspect). Following Bouchain and colleagues, we denote by

P[a1,a2,a3,a4]

pattern P consisting of the 4 aspects a1−a4 (where P and a1−a4 are often chosen in such a
way as to reflect the symbolic meaning of the represented entity).

Since all areas of TRANNS(II) are modeled in essentially the same way, we provide a more
detailed description for only one of the modules; let this be M . We denote by nM the total
number of neurons in M . The membrane potential ν of neuron i at time t is given by the
following equation:

τ · d
dt
ν(i, t) = −ν(i, t)− IMg (t) (6.1)

where i ∈ {1, ..., nM}, τ is the membrane time constant, and IMg (t) is the global inhibition
value in module M at time t (see below).

Neurons contain a simple threshold control mechanism. The threshold Θ converges against
a fixed value given by a model parameter (Θfire), and is calculated according to the following
equation:

τΘ ·
d

dt
Θ(i, t) = −Θ(i, t) + Θfire (6.2)

where i ∈ {1, ..., nM}, τΘ is the threshold time constant, and Θfire is the firing threshold,
respectively. Neuron i emits a spike at time t iff ν(i, t) ≥ Θ(i, t). When this happens,
its membrane potential is reset to νreset (reset potential), and its threshold is set to Θadpt

(adapted threshold). This type of threshold adaptation leads to a neuron being more sen-
sitive shortly after it has emitted a spike. This means that it is more likely to fire again,
which is useful when auto-associative activation is preferred to hetero-associative intra-area
activation.

Every time a neuron receives a presynaptic action potential through one of its external
connections, its membrane potential is increased by a constant amount wext > 0 (excitatory
efficacy external). Similarly for internal positive (excitatory) connections, the neuron’s
membrane potential is increased by wint > 0 (excitatory efficacy internal). If, on the other
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6.4 A simple LIF population model

hand, these connections are inhibitory, the neuron’s membrane potential is decreased by a
value equal to winh > 0 (inhibitory efficacy). External connections are hetero-associative
long-range connections, originating from other modules, and internal positive connections
are the connections stored in the module’s feedback matrix. The negative (inhibitory) input
comes from inhibitory interneurons.

The global inhibition value (e.g., [91, 92, 93, 311]) is derived from the total (sub)network
activity, and has the same value for all neurons i in module M , at any given time step t.
The total network activity AM (t) equals the number of active neurons within module M at
time t:

AM (t) =
nM∑
i=1

1[ν(i,t)≥Θ(i,t)] (6.3)

The global network inhibition IMg is then given by the following equation:

τAC ·
d

dt
IMg (t) = −IMg (t) +GAC ·AM (t) (6.4)

The total network activity value is therefore used to increase the global network inhibition,
using a positive scaling factor (the global activity control gain, GAC). Here, τAC denotes the
activity control time constant.

We consider the neuron model chosen for this second implementation of our model to be a
reasonable compromise between biological plausibility and computational tractability.

The dynamic equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4) were integrated using a first-order Euler
method, with integration step size dt.

Parameter name Notation Default value
integration time step dt 0.001
membrane time constant τ 0.02
reset potential νreset 0
firing threshold Θfire 1
excitatory efficacy internal wint 0.1
excitatory efficacy external wext 0.1
inhibitory efficacy winh 0.05
activity control time constant τAC 0.3
global activity control gain GAC 0.2
adapted threshold Θadpt 0.25
threshold time constant τΘ 0.02

Table 6.2: The network parameters and their default values
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

The complete list of the network parameters, as well as their default values, are given in
Table 6.2; note that the values of the time-constants are in arbitrary time units. The specific
parameter values, for all the modules of the thematic role assignment network TRANNS(II),
can be found in Appendix B.

6.5 Representations and connectivity

In this Section, we will consider each of the areas (modules) of TRANNS(II), and provide
a detailed description of the type of representations which are stored in each one of these
(Subsection 6.5.1), as well as that of the intra- and inter-areal connectivity within the system
(Subsection 6.5.2); see also Figure 6.1. The complete list of pattern specifications, as well
as the detailed connectivity structure of TRANNS(II) can be found in Appendix C.

6.5.1 The chosen representations

INPUT: Patterns in area INPUT can be thought of as representing the phonological (in the
case of spoken language) or written form (in the case of written language), respectively, of
the possible input units (both nouns/phrases and verbs, i.e., all items in the lexicon). Beside
these, there are 3 additional patterns stored in this area: begin_sentence, end_sentence

and inter_words. The names of the first two of them are self-explanatory; they become
active at the beginning and at the end of processing of an input sentence, respectively.
Activation of pattern inter_words corresponds to the detection of a phonological boundary
within the input sentence, if we assume that the input sentence is heard (i.e., is given to the
system in its phonological form). However, since we did not make any firm assumption about
the modality in which the input is being perceived by the system, no similarity measure was
implemented in this area (e.g., this might have reflected either the phonological similarity,
or the similarity between the written forms of the input items).

NOUNS: Patterns in area NOUNS code for the linguistically relevant features of the possible
noun inputs (both semantic and syntactic). A constituent such as ‘the woman’, for instance,
has the following representation in this area:

woman[sf1,NP,prep_abs,prop_woman].

Here, sf1 stands for the same set of semantic features as in the first implementation of our
model, i.e., animate & human (see the description of area A3 of TRANNS(I)), prop_woman
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for other semantic features of this concept which might become relevant in different sentence
contexts, and NP and prep_abs for noun phrase and prepositions absent (i.e., noun phrase
as phrasal category), respectively. As a matter of fact, all patterns in area NOUNS are of the
form

P[a1,a2,a3,a4],

where a1 corresponds to one of the (sets of) semantic features sf1−sf8, a2 is always NP (as
both noun phrases (NPs) and prepositional phrases (PPs) always include a noun phrase),
a3 can be either prep_abs (in the case of NPs), or one of the prepositions in the lexicon (in
the case of PPs), and a4 to a proper set of semantic features of each of the nouns/phrases.
Recall that, in the previous implementation of our model, each noun in the lexicon (each rep-
resentation in area A1) was connected to a unique representation in area A3 (r1 ), and two
of the representations in A4 (r2 and r3 ). In TRANNS(II), a1 is simply r1, a2 is r2, and a3

is r3, respectively. Aside from the 92 representations corresponding to the nouns in the lex-
icon, there are 2 more patterns in this area, namely noun_expected and no_further_noun.
Their influence on the network dynamics during the thematic role assignment process will
be explained later in this Chapter. To sum up, the degree of similarity between two nouns
(phrases) with respect to their linguistically relevant features (both semantic and syntactic)
is reflected in the overlap of the corresponding patterns in area NOUNS.

CK_NOUNS: Patterns in area CK_NOUNS code for the conceptual (or “world”) knowledge about
the nouns in the lexicon. The representations in this area have been derived from WordNet
[192, 193], and are all of the form

P[a1,a2,a3,a4],

where a1−a3 correspond to (sets of) features which can be extracted from the first 3 levels
in the WordNet hierarchy, respectively. a4 uniquely represents each of the nouns in the
lexicon: it corresponds to the features distinguishing a particular concept from the other
representatives of the class to which it belongs. If a noun corresponds to less than 3 hierar-
chical levels, its representation in this area is completed with a distinct sub-pattern for each
of the missing levels. E.g., since the noun ‘people’ corresponds to only one hierarchical level
(characterized by the set of features which we denote by sf26), its representation in area
CK_NOUNS will be

people[sf26,prop_people01,prop_people02,prop_people03],
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

where the neurons belonging to the sub-patterns prop_people01−prop_people03 uniquely
represent pattern people in this area. Note that, as a1−a3 represent the features of the
nouns (and not the phrases) in the lexicon, implies that all phrases which include the same
particular noun will have similar representations in area CK_NOUNS (aspects a1−a3 will be
common to all of them, i.e., they will have a 75% overlap, if the respective noun corresponds
to 3 or more hierarchical levels in the WordNet database).

The idea of using knowledge extracted from the WordNet database in deriving represen-
tations for the nouns is not new; it has been previously used, e.g., in the psycholinguistic
parsing model of Huyck [122], and it goes back to Sutcliffe et al. [283, 284]. We do ac-
knowledge, however, that the “algorithm” we propose is quite simplistic, but this is mainly
due to the syntactic constraints on the pattern specification. More precisely, it is required
that all patterns and aspects have the same size, respectively, and that all patterns include
the same number of aspects, in case such subdivisions exist. In other words, the following
formula applies:

pattern-size = number of aspects per pattern × number of neurons per aspect.

A more fine-grained similarity measure could be obtained, for instance, if we increase the
numer of hierarchical levels to be taken into consideration. We can further assume, following
Sutcliffe et al. [283, 284], that the influence that each set of features has on the final repre-
sentation is weighted by a factor which decreases with increasing distance of the hierarchical
level from which it is obtained, from the concept at the bottom of the hierarchy. To test
this hypothesis, we conducted the following experiment. For each of the 30 nouns included
in our first implementation’s lexicon, we looked at the first 10 levels in their corresponding
WordNet hierarchy (if less than 10 levels existed, we simply considered all levels in the hie-
rarchy). Then, we assumed that a disjoint set of features can be extracted from each of the
hierarchical levels. We then weighted these sets of features as follows: that extracted from
the bottom level has a weight equal to 1, that on the next hierarchical level a weight of
0.9, and so on; the set of features extracted from the 10th hierarchical level was weighted
by 0.1. Assume that our 30 nouns are covered by sets of features extracted from a total of
n hierarchical levels; let these be sf1−sfn. The desired noun representations can simply
be vectors in the n−dimensional space, which we initialize at zero. Then, assuming that a
particular set of features sfi (with i ranging from 1 to n) is representative for a particular
noun, we simply replace the i−th component of the noun’s corresponding vector with the
corresponding weight of the respective set of features. Finally, we normalize these represen-
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tations, as to obtain a similarity value of 1 between each noun’s corresponding vector and
itself (the norm of each of the 30 vectors in the n−dimensional space must be 1). What
we obtain for our 30 nouns is the following similarity matrix (where white stands for the
maximal similarity value of 1, black for the minimal similarity value of 0, and darker shades
of gray stand for decreasing similarity values, respectively):

Figure 6.2: Similarity matrix for the 30 nouns included in our first implementation’s lexicon

CPT: Area CPT (current phrase type, or phrase type currently under processing) is analogous
to area A6 of TRANNS(I): it stores the same number of representations, encoding the same
type of information (e.g., NP1, above_PP1, err_NP2, etc.); see Section 5.5 for more details.
No similarity measure has been defined in this area.
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

T_NP1,...,T_PP2: These 5 areas, which store a small number of non-overlapping patterns,
implement the Grammaticality criterion (see Section 5.5) in TRANNS(II); they essen-
tially play the same role as units a1 and a4 in TRANNS(I). For more details, see Appendix
C.

CONTROL: Only 2 patterns are stored in this area: noun_expected and no_further_noun.
The activation of the first one of them reads as “the system expects the next constituent of
the input sentence to be a noun”, while the activation of the second reads as “the system
expects no more nominal constituents for the sentence currently under processing”. More
details about the influence of these two patterns on the global dynamics of the network will
be provided later in this Chapter.

CK_VERBS: Patterns in area CK_VERBS code for the conceptual (or “world”) knowledge about
the 12 verbs in the lexicon. We did not implement any similarity measure within this area,
i.e., all patterns are disjoint from one another.

SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT: Patterns in areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT encode the
argument structure properties of the possible verb inputs (selectional restrictions and sub-
categorization options, combined with thematic role knowledge).

Most theoretical accounts of word representation at the cortical level assume this information
to be coded in a verb’s lexical entry. Let us look at a concrete example: consider the verbs
‘break’ and ‘put’. Beside the distinction arising from their lexical definition [192, 193] (break
= “become separated into pieces or fragments”; put = “put into a certain place or abstract
location”), they also differ in the subcategorization, selectional and thematic restrictions
they impose on their corresponding arguments. While the associated set of thematic roles for
‘break’ comprises an AGENT, a PATIENT and an INSTRUMENT, that for ‘put’ is (at least
partially) disjoint from the former: AGENT, THEME and DESTINATION. Furthermore,
even though both verbs imply the existence of an AGENT involved in the respective event,
some of the potential role fillers might comply to the selectional restrictions imposed by
just one of them on this thematic role. A human being, such as ‘the boy’, might play the
agentive role in both events (The boy broke the window vs. The boy put the book on the
table), while a natural force such as ‘the wind’ can be initiator of the action only in the
first case (The wind broke the window vs. *The wind put the book on the table). Moreover,
if ‘break’ is a verb for which causative-inchoative alternation is possible (The boy broke the
window vs. The window broke), ‘put’ is a representative for the class of verbs which do not
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have this property. Moreover, if for ‘put’ there is only one possible syntactic realization for
its argument structure

[AGENT = NP1] (put) [THEME = NP2] [DESTINATION = loc−PP1],

where NP1 stands for the first noun phrase within the sentence, NP2 for the second, and
loc−PP1 for a first prepositional phrase, headed by a locative preposition, for ‘break’ several
alternatives exist:

[AGENT = NP1] (broke) [PATIENT = NP2],

[AGENT = NP1] (broke) [PATIENT = NP2] [INSTRUMENT = with−PP1],

[PATIENT = NP1] (broke),

[INSTRUMENT = NP1] (broke) [PATIENT = NP2].

Turning back to our model, these differences are reflected in the corresponding representa-
tions in areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT.

Since all verbs in the current implementation’s lexicon have a maximum number of 4 argu-
ments, each of the 4 aspects of a pattern in these areas characterizes a single argument. A
verb such as ‘put’, for instance, has the following representations:

put[A_animate,D_location,T_concrete,no_4th_arg]

in area SEL_RESTR, i.e., it requires an AGENT which is animate, a DESTINATION which
is a location, and a THEME which is concrete in semantics, and has no fourth argument,
and

put[A_NP1,T_NP2,D_LOC_PP1,no_4th_arg]

in area SUBCAT_OPT, respectively, i.e., the AGENT corresponds to NP1 in syntax, the
THEME to NP2, and the DESTINATION to a loc−PP1. The representations in these
areas have been derived from VerbNet [148]; they are nothing but the neural implementa-
tion of the argument structure frames from Appendix A. The degree of similarity between
any two verbs with respect to their argument structure properties is reflected in the overlap
of the corresponding patterns in these 2 areas.

SSI: Patterns in area SSI (the syntax-semantics interface), the analogue of area A7 in
TRANNS(I), correspond, as before, to triplets consisting of a thematic role (tr), a set of
semantic features (sf ), and a phrase type (pt), as illustrated by the following example:

A01[n_sf1,n_NP1,A_sr1,A_NP1].
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In this particular case, tr=AGENT (A), sf=sf1=sr1 and pt=NP1, respectively. Patterns
in this area become fully active iff a matching (noun, verb)−pair is detected in the input.
For instance, pattern A01 becomes fully active iff a noun which corresponds to animate &
human (sf1) in semantics and NP1 in syntax and a verb requiring an AGENT role player
with these characteristics are encountered within the input sentence. Representations in
this area have been derived from those in areas NOUNS, CPT, SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT.
We will now explain how this is done. First, we looked at all possible combinations between
one of the sets of semantic features sf1−sf8 of the noun representations in area NOUNS, and
one of the grammatical phrase types represented in area CPT (e.g., (sf1,NP1)); let us call
this first pair set PS1. Then, for each of the verbs in the lexicon, we proceed as follows. For
each of the thematic roles associated to each of the verbs (tr), we looked at all its possible
semantic and syntactic realizations, as captured by the representations in areas SEL_RESTR

and SUBCAT_OPT, respectively. Then, we checked which of the sets of semantic features (sf )
sf1−sf8 matches the semantic expectations that each particular verb has for each particular
thematic role’s potential fillers (e.g., sf1 matches the semantic description A_animate), and
which of the grammatical phrase types (pt) represented in area CPT matches the syntactic ex-
pectations of the same verb from the same thematic role’s potential fillers (e.g., NP1 matches
the syntactic description A_NP1). A second pair set PS2 is simply obtained by considering
all possible combinations between tr(sf) and tr(pt) found in this way (e.g., (A_sr1,A_NP1),
where here, as before, sf=sf1=sr1). Patterns in area SSI are simply conjunctions of match-
ing pairs from the two pair sets PS1 and PS2 (e.g., A01[n_sf1,n_NP1,A_sr1,A_NP1] is an
‘AGENT’−representation in this area). The index 01 is to be interpreted as “a particular
type of AGENT” (there can be more than one type; e.g., A02[n_sf2,n_NP1,A_sr2,A_NP1]).
There are two additional aspects stored in this area (no_noun_sr and no_noun_pt). Their
neurons become active if no noun representation is currently active in area NOUNS (and, con-
sequently, no phrase type representation is active in area CPT). Note that any two patterns
which correspond to the same semantic and/or syntactic description share neurons in this
area (e.g., pattern A01 and pattern T01[n_sf1,n_NP1,T_sr1,T_NP1] share 50% of their
neurons).

TEMP_TRA: Area TEMP_TRA (temporary thematic role assignment) stores essentially the same
representations as area SSI, with the only difference that patterns in this area are orthogonal
(do not overlap). Adding this area to our model was required in order to solve lexical
ambiguities (ambiguities at the single word level), as described later in this work.
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FINAL_TRA: The 9 patterns in area FINAL_TRA (final thematic role assignment) correspond
to the set of 9 thematic roles, covering the arguments of all the verbs we have included in
our model’s lexicon (see Subsection 2.4.2 and Table 5.2).

Table 6.3 below summarizes the structural description of TRANNS(II), provided so far
throughout this Section.

Area name Example pattern Overlap
INPUT woman no
NOUNS woman[sf1,NP,prep_abs,prop_woman] yes
CK_NOUNS woman[sf20,sf44,sf43,prop_woman] yes
CPT NP1 no
T_NP1,...,T_PP2 NP1_expected no
CONTROL noun_expected no
CK_VERBS put no
SEL_RESTR put[A_animate,D_location,T_concrete,no_4th_arg] yes
SUBCAT_OPT put[A_NP1,T_NP2,D_LOC_PP1,no_4th_arg] yes
SSI A01[n_sf1,n_NP1,A_sr1,A_NP1] yes
TEMP_TRA A01 no
FINAL_TRA Agent no

Table 6.3: Example patterns for each area in the network

6.5.2 The connectivity structure

There are three types of connections in TRANNS(II), the second implementation of our
theoretical model: short-range auto-associative and hetero-associative intra-areal connec-
tions, as well as long-range cortico-cortical hetero-associative inter-areal connections. As
each area (module) of TRANNS(II) is implemented as a spiking associative memory, this
implies, in particular, that every pattern in the overall network (i.e., in each of the 16 areas)
is auto-associatively connected to itself, and this first type of connections are stored in each
module’s feedback matrix. On the other hand, hetero-associative intra-areal connections
exist in only 4 of the areas of the network (T_NP2, T_NP3, T_PP1 and T_PP2). For instance,
in area T_NP2 there are 3 such connections:

• t_NP2_possible − t_NP2_ok,

• t_NP2_possible − t_NP2_not_realized and

• t_NP2_not_realized − err_NP2,
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where here and elsewhere throughout this Subsection, symbol “−” separating the names of
two patterns /areas reads as “is hetero-associatively connected to”; “A.p” is the syntax we
use to denote a pattern p stored in area A.

Pattern t_NP2_possible is hetero-associatively connected both to pattern t_NP2_ok, as well
as t_NP2_not_realized. This comes from the fact that, whenever pattern NP1 is active in
area CPT (i.e., a first noun phrase has been detected within the input sentence; this is the only
situation when, according to the Grammaticality criterion, a transition to the NP2−state
is possible), there are two possibilities. First, a second noun phrase can be detected by the
system, in which case a transition to NP2 can safely be performed (pattern t_NP2_ok should
subsequently become active in area T_NP2). Second, if the next phrase to enter the system
is of another type (i.e., a prepositional phrase), this means that a different transition will be
performed in area CPT, other than that to NP2 (in which case pattern t_NP2_not_realized

should subsequently become active in area T_NP2). If the latter is the case, then a transition
to a grammatical NP2 is no longer possible, even if a second noun phrase enters the system for
processing (according to the Grammaticality criterion, it is not possible for an argument
expressed by means of a noun phrase to follow another, expressed by means of a prepositional
phrase); the err_NP2 pattern should become active in area T_NP2 (see the third connection
above). Similar intra-area hetero-associative connections exist in the other 3 areas we have
mentioned above as well (T_NP3, T_PP1 and T_PP2).

We will now pass to the description of the third type of connections in our network,
namely the long-range cortico-cortical hetero-associative inter-areal connections. For each
two hetero-associatively connected areas (see Figure 6.1), we will provide both the detailed
connectivity structure, as well as the “meaning” for which these connections stand.

INPUT − NOUNS: Each “noun” pattern in area INPUT (i.e, each noun (phrase) in the lex-
icon’s representation in area INPUT) projects (i.e., it is hetero-associatively connected) to
the corresponding representation in area NOUNS (this latter pattern has an identical label
as that in area INPUT); pattern book from area INPUT, for instance, projects onto pattern
book from area NOUNS. This translates into immediate access to the semantic and syntactic
(linguistic) properties of a particular phrase, soon after its recognition (this phase includes
phrase-building operations as well).

INPUT − CK_VERBS: Similar connections, with a similar interpretation, exist between areas
INPUT and CK_VERBS as well: each verb’s representation in area INPUT projects onto the
corresponding representation in area CK_VERBS; e.g., pattern break from area INPUT projects
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onto pattern break from area CK_VERBS. This latter area is assumed to store some equivalent
of lexical definition for the verbs in the lexicon, and the projection from area INPUT to area
CK_VERBS can be interpreted as the immediate access to this definition, soon after a verb
has been recognized.

CK_VERBS − SEL_RESTR and CK_VERBS − SUBCAT_OPT: Each verbal representation in area
CK_VERBS (equivalent to a particular verb’s lexical definition) projects onto a corresponding
representation, both in area SEL_RESTR (which encodes the selectional restrictions on each of
the verb’s arguments), as well as in area SUBCAT_OPT (encoding the verb’s subcategorization
options), respectively. This translates into immediate access to the verb’s argument structure
properties, an assumption which is stongly supported by experimental evidence (see Chapter
3). Pattern put from area CK_VERBS, for instance, projects onto pattern put from area
SEL_RESTR, as well as onto pattern put from area SUBCAT_OPT.

INPUT − T_NP1: As mentioned before, in the simplified grammar we use all sentences must
start with the syntactic Subject, which is necessarily expressed by means of a noun phrase.
Consequently, at the beginning of each input sentence, the system expects the first of its
constituents to be a noun phrase (i.e., NP1). This translates into the projection from pattern
begin_sentence from area INPUT onto pattern NP1_expected from area T_NP1.

NOUNS − CPT: One of the conditions which necessarily must be met for a pattern to become
active in area CPT is that a phrase of the corresponding type must be currently under
processing (e.g., for NP3 to become active, the system must, among other things, identify
the current phrase under processing as being a noun phrase, which translates into having
sub-patterns NP and prep_abs active in area NOUNS). Accordingly, each of the patterns in
area CPT corresponds to two incoming projections from two of the aspects in area NOUNS, as
follows:

• aspects NP and prep_abs project onto the NP−type representations (i.e., NP1, NP2,
NP3, err_NP2 and err_NP3, respectively)

• aspects NP and above project onto the above−PP−type representations (i.e., above_PP1

and above_PP2, respectively)

• aspects NP and for project onto the for−PP−type representations (i.e., for_PP1 and
for_PP2, respectively)

• aspects NP and from project onto the from−PP−type representations (i.e., from_PP1

and from_PP2, respectively)
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• aspects NP and on project onto the on−PP−type representations (i.e., on_PP1 and
on_PP2, respectively)

• aspects NP and to project onto the to−PP−type representations (i.e., to_PP1 and
to_PP2, respectively)

• aspects NP and with project onto the with−PP−type representations (i.e., with_PP1

and with_PP2, respectively).

SEL_RESTR − SSI and SUBCAT_OPT − SSI: At this point, it is important to remember
how we derived the representations in area SSI (see Subsection 6.5.1). In short, patterns
in this area correspond to (particular types of) potential thematic role fillers, and become
active in response to matching noun−verb pairs. The first two aspects of the patterns in SSI

correspond to the semantic and syntactic features of the noun, and the last two aspects to the
semantic and syntactic expectations of the verb, respectively. The sensitivity to the features
of the noun currently under processing translates into the projections from areas NOUNS

and CPT, and that to the features of the verb into the projections from areas SEL_RESTR

and SUBCAT_OPT, respectively. Now, it is important to note that the semantic and syntactic
features of the verbs, encoded by patterns in areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT, respectively,
are more general than those encoded by patterns in area SSI. Therefore, each semantic aspect
from area SEL_RESTR can project onto more than one aspect from area SSI (e.g., aspect
A_animate from area SEL_RESTR projects onto three aspects in area SSI: A_sr1, A_sr2 and
A_sr3, as a verb requiring an AGENT which is animate can contribute to the activation
of an AGENT−pattern in area SSI, sensitive to each of the sets of semantic features sf1,
sf2 or sf3). A similar statement holds true for the projection from area SUBCAT_OPT onto
area SSI. For those sub-patterns refering to prepositional phrases, the VerbNet preposition
hierarchy [148] was used in establishing the corresponding connections. The complete list
of mappings from areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT to area SSI, respectively, can be found
in Appendix C.

NOUNS − SSI and CPT − SSI: As we have mentioned in the previous paragraph as well,
the full activation of patterns in area SSI is equally dependent on the information (semantic
and syntactic) carried by both the noun and the verb currently under processing. The
sensitivity to the semantic features of the noun translates into the projection from area
NOUNS, while that to the syntactic features of the noun translates into the projection from
area CPT. Basically, every semantic aspect of the type sf from area NOUNS projects onto the
corresponding semantic aspect of the type n_sf from area SSI (here, sf can be any of the
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sets of features sf1 to sf8). Similarly, every pattern of the type pt from area CPT projects
onto the corresponding syntactic aspect of the type n_pt from area SSI (here, pt can be any
of the 15 grammatical phrase types represented in area CPT). Aspect sf5 from area NOUNS,
for instance, projects onto aspect n_sf5 from area SSI, while pattern NP2 from area CPT

projects onto aspect n_NP2 from the same target area SSI.

Additionally, the special pattern noun_expected from area NOUNS projects onto aspects
no_noun_sr and no_noun_pt from area SSI, respectively. These connections read as “since
there is no noun currently under processing, there is no semantic and syntactic information
to be taken into account in the process of thematic role assignment at this point (except
that carried by the verb)”.

T_NP1 − CPT: The activation of pattern NP1_expected in area T_NP1 was assumed to be
equivalent to the expectation of a noun phrase as first constituent of the input sentence.
This pattern in turn, while active, primes the representation corresponding to NP1 in area
CPT (NP1), through the positive link between the two, and pattern NP1 from area CPT sub-
sequently becomes active in a winner-takes-all fashion, if the first sentence constituent is
indeed a noun phrase.

CPT − T_NP1: The projection from pattern NP1 in area CPT to pattern t_NP1_ok in area
T_NP1 reads as “a transition to NP1 can successfully be performed, as soon as pattern NP1

becomes active in area CPT”.

INPUT − CONTROL: Patterns inter_words and end_sentence from area INPUT are con-
nected to the two patterns in area CONTROL, noun_expected and no_further_noun, re-
spectively. The first connection (from inter_words to noun_expected) has the following
interpretation: when the system detects a (phonological) boundary within the input sen-
tence, it must prepare itself to erase the semantic and syntactic features of the previous noun
input from the active memory, as the next input item can be of the same lexical category
(i.e., a noun/phrase), and the information carried by the former is no longer needed (see the
projection from area CONTROL to area NOUNS). The second connection (from end_sentence

to no_further_noun) is to be seen by the system as a clear indication for the end of the
input sentence, in which case, again, the information carried by the previous noun input is
no longer needed (the processing of the input sentence is complete).

SEL_RESTR − CONTROL and SUBCAT_OPT − CONTROL: In order for TRANNS(II) to erase
the semantic and syntactic features of the previous noun input from the active memory, an
additional condition must be met: the main verb of the input sentence has to be known,
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and consequently, information about its selectional restrictions and subcategorization op-
tions must already be in the system. More precisely, the corresponding patterns in areas
SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT must already be active. The positive links between every repre-
sentation in these areas and the two patterns in area CONTROL, respectively, ensure that the
latter can become active iff the system has just detected a (phonological) boundary within
the input sentence, and the main verb is already known.

SSI − TEMP_TRA: Recall that areas SSI and TEMP_TRA store exactly the same patterns,
with the only difference that patterns in the latter area do not overlap. Every pattern in
area SSI is connected to the one identically named pattern in area TEMP_TRA.

CONTROL − NOUNS: Patterns noun_expected and no_further_noun from area CONTROL are
connected to patterns noun_expected and no_further_noun from area NOUNS, respectively.
Note that patterns noun_expected and no_further_noun from area NOUNS are interpreted
by the system as an indication that there is no noun currently under processing, and con-
sequently, no information relevant to the process of thematic role assignment stored in this
area.

NOUNS − T_NP2: No noun currently under processing (i.e., pattern noun_expected active
in area NOUNS) means that a transition to any of the grammatical phrase types represented
in area CPT, except NP1, is theoretically possible (recall that the first sentence constituent
was assumed to be NP1), in particular to NP2. Accordingly, pattern noun_expected from
area NOUNS is connected to pattern t_NP2_possible from area T_NP2.

In the case the system has detected the end of the input sentence (pattern no_further_noun

is active in area NOUNS), the connection between this pattern and all patterns of the type
t_pt_not_realized from their corresponding areas T_pt contributes to the activation of
the latter, if a transition to pt was at that point possible (pt can be NP2, NP3, PP1 or
PP2). In particular, pattern no_further_noun from area NOUNS is connected to pattern
t_NP2_not_realized from area T_NP2.

CPT − T_NP2: Every pattern pt1 from area CPT is connected to all patterns of the type
t_pt2_possible from their corresponding areas T_pt2, if pt1−to−pt2 is a grammatical
transition, according to the Grammaticality criterion (pt1 and pt2 can be any of the
grammatical phrase types represented in area CPT). In particular, pattern NP1 from area
CPT is connected to pattern t_NP2_possible from area T_NP2, as NP1−to−NP2 is such a
grammatical transition. As a matter of fact, for every grammatical transition pt1−to−pt2,
pattern pt2 from area CPT is connected to the corresponding pattern t_pt2_ok from area
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T_pt2. In particular, pattern NP2 from area CPT is connected to pattern t_NP2_ok from
area T_NP2. If, for a starting state pt1, multiple transitions are possible (including to pt2),
patterns representing all the other phrase types which lead to such grammatical transitions
from area CPT are all connected to pattern t_pt2_not_realized from area T_pt2. In
particular, patterns above_PP1, for_PP1, from_PP1, on_PP1, to_PP1 and with_PP1 from
area CPT are all connected to pattern t_NP2_not_realized from area T_NP2.

Activation of pattern err_NP2 in area CPT increases the likelihood of pattern err_NP2 from
area T_NP2 to become active as well. This translates into a positive unidirectional link
between the two.

T_NP2 − CPT: Every pattern of the type t_pt_possible from its corresponding area T_pt

is connected to pattern pt from area CPT (pt can be any of the grammatical phrase types
represented in area CPT). While active, pattern t_pt_possible will increase the chances of
pattern pt to become active, if the next noun input to enter the system for processing is
of a matching syntactic type. In particular, pattern t_NP2_possible from area T_NP2 is
connected to pattern NP2 from area CPT.

If, on the other hand, pattern t_NP2_not_realized is active in area T_NP2 (a transition to
NP2 has not been realized), this implies that the current noun input is a prepositional phrase.
Pattern t_NP2_not_realized active in area T_NP2 will therefore increase the chances of
pattern err_NP2 from area CPT to become active as well, if one of the next noun inputs is
a second noun phrase (NP2), since this would lead to an ungrammatical transition. This
translates into a positive link between pattern t_NP2_not_realized from area T_NP2 and
pattern err_NP2 from area CPT.

NOUNS − T_NP3: Pattern noun_expected from area NOUNS is connected to pattern t_NP3_-
possible from area T_NP3, and pattern no_further_noun from area NOUNS is connected to
pattern t_NP3_not_realized from area T_NP3 (see the case NOUNS − T_NP2 above).

CPT − T_NP3: Pattern NP2 from area CPT is connected to pattern t_NP3_possible from
area T_NP3, as NP2−to−NP3 is a grammatical transition, pattern NP3 from area CPT is
connected to pattern t_NP3_ok from area T_NP3, patterns above_PP1, for_PP1, from_PP1,
on_PP1, to_PP1 and with_PP1 from area CPT are all connected to pattern t_NP3_not_rea-
lized from area T_NP3, and pattern err_NP3 from area CPT is connected to pattern err_NP3

from area T_NP3 (see the case CPT − T_NP2 above).
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T_NP3 − CPT: Pattern t_NP3_possible from area T_NP3 is connected to pattern NP3

from area CPT, and pattern t_NP3_not_realized from area T_NP3 is connected to pattern
err_NP3 from area CPT (see the case T_NP2 − CPT above).

NOUNS − T_PP1: Pattern noun_expected from area NOUNS is connected to pattern t_PP1_-
possible from area T_PP1, and pattern no_further_noun from area NOUNS is connected to
pattern t_PP1_not_realized from area T_PP1 (see the case NOUNS − T_NP2 above).

CPT − T_PP1: Patterns NP1, NP2 and NP3 from area CPT are all connected to pattern
t_PP1_possible from area T_PP1, as NP1−to−PP1, NP2−to−PP1 and NP3−to−PP1 are all
grammatical transitions, and patterns above_PP1, for_PP1, from_PP1, on_PP1, to_PP1 and
with_PP1 from area CPT are all connected to pattern t_PP1_ok from area T_PP1 (see the
case CPT − T_NP2 above).

T_PP1 − CPT: Pattern t_PP1_possible from area T_PP1 is connected to patterns above_PP1,
for_PP1, from_PP1, on_PP1, to_PP1 and with_PP1 from area CPT, respectively (see the case
T_NP2 − CPT above).

NOUNS − T_PP2: Pattern noun_expected from area NOUNS is connected to pattern t_PP2_-
possible from area T_PP2, and pattern no_further_noun from area NOUNS is connected to
pattern t_PP2_not_realized from area T_PP2 (see the case NOUNS − T_NP2 above).

CPT − T_PP2: Patterns above_PP1, for_PP1, from_PP1, on_PP1, to_PP1 and with_PP1

from area CPT are all connected to pattern t_PP2_possible from area T_PP2, as above_PP1−
to−PP2, for_PP1−to−PP2, from_PP1−to−PP2, on_PP1−to−PP2, to_PP1−to−PP2 and with_-
PP1−to−PP2 are all grammatical transitions, and patterns above_PP2, for_PP2, from_PP2,
on_PP2, to_PP2 and with_PP2 from area CPT are all connected to pattern t_PP2_ok from
area T_PP2 (see the case CPT − T_NP2 above).

T_PP2 − CPT: Pattern t_PP2_possible from area T_PP2 is connected to patterns above_PP2,
for_PP2, from_PP2, on_PP2, to_PP2 and with_PP2 from area CPT, respectively (see the case
T_NP2 − CPT above).

TEMP_TRA − FINAL_TRA: As we have mentioned before as well, the same thematic role can
correspond to multiple semantic and/or syntactic realizations. In the current implementa-
tion, for instance, there are 3 types of Agents, i.e., 3 AGENT−patterns in areas SSI and
TEMP_TRA, respectively (A01, A02 and A03, respectively). Consequently, all patterns of a
particular type from area TEMP_TRA are connected to the one pattern of the same type from
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area FINAL_TRA (e.g., patterns A01, A02 and A03 from area TEMP_TRA are all connected to
pattern AGENT from area FINAL_TRA).

NOUNS − CK_NOUNS: Recall that the linguistic features of the nouns in the lexicon are repre-
sented in area NOUNS, while the non-linguistic features (the conceptual or “world” knowledge)
are represented in area CK_NOUNS. Every pattern in area NOUNS is connected to the one iden-
tically named pattern in area CK_NOUNS. This translates into immediate access to a noun’s
non-linguistic features, soon after its recognition.

CK_NOUNS − NOUNS: Also recall that, for every pattern in area CK_NOUNS, at least one of
its four aspects corresponds to the features distinguishing that particular concept from the
other representatives of the same WordNet class (e.g., aspect prop_book of pattern book).
Similarly, one of the four aspects of patterns in area NOUNS, which stands for the set of
semantic features other than sf1 to sf8 which might become relevant in sentence context,
uniquely identifies each of the nouns represented in this area (e.g., aspect prop_table of
pattern table). For a particular noun, if there is a unique such aspect in area CK_NOUNS,
then this has the same name as that in area NOUNS; if, on the other hand, multiple such
aspects exist, these have the same name as the corresponding aspect in area NOUNS, followed
by an index ranging from 01 to 03. Every such aspect from area CK_NOUNS is connected to
the identically named aspect in area NOUNS. In this way, conceptual knowledge can be used
to solve lexical ambiguities, as we shall see later in this Chapter.

TEMP_TRA − NOUNS: Notice that every pattern in area TEMP_TRA corresponds to a unique
pair of the type (sf,pt), where sf can be any of the sets of features sf1 to sf8, and pt any
of the grammatical phrase types represented in area CPT. Every pattern in area TEMP_TRA

projects onto three of the aspects from area NOUNS: to the one semantic aspect which cor-
responds to sf, and to the two syntactic aspects which correspond to pt. Pattern A01, for
instance, is sensitive to sf1 as semantic information, and to NP1 as syntactic information,
respectively. This translates into having three connections originating in A01: one to aspect
sf1 and two to aspects NP and prep_abs from area NOUNS, respectively. As it will be shown
later in this work, thematic knowledge too can be used to solve ambiguities, and we shall see
how these connections play a role in the process (these connections between areas TEMP_TRA

and NOUNS are used for solving ambiguities involving nouns/phrases).

The detailed connectivity structure between areas TEMP_TRA and NOUNS can be found in
Appendix C.2.
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SSI − CK_VERBS: In a similar fashion, every semantic and syntactic aspect corresponding to
the nouns in area SSI (every aspect of the type n_sf and n_pt, respectively) is connected to
those verbs’ representations in area CK_VERBS for which these features match the semantic
and/or syntactic expectations they have from potential thematic role fillers (e.g., aspect
n_sf1 is connected to pattern appear in area CK_VERBS, since an animate and human entity
can play at least one of the thematic roles associated to this verb). Additionally, the two
special aspects no_noun_sr and no_noun_pt project onto all patterns in area CK_VERBS.
These connections are used for solving ambiguities involving verbs.

The detailed connectivity structure between areas SSI and CK_VERBS can be found in Ap-
pendix C.2.

6.6 Processing an input sentence

We will now describe in detail, step by step, the process of thematic role assignment in
TRANNS(II). For the ease of exposure, we will illustrate processing on the same input
sentence as that we used in Sections 5.6 and 5.7, which we will repeat here for convenience:

(1) John gave a book to Sarah.

In this way, a comparison between the functional aspects of our two systems (TRANNS(I)
and TRANNS(II)) becomes even more straightforward.

As before, the input to the system is of the form:

[John] (gave) [a book] [to Sarah].

The processing of sentence (1), as that of any other one, incorporating a three-place predi-
cate such as give, is accomplished in approximately 1725 discrete (arbitrary) time steps. The
auditory or visual perception of the input sentence is simulated in the network by artificially
invoking the spike generation mechanism for the neurons belonging to the 4 patterns rep-
resenting the sentence constituents in area INPUT: John, give, book and to_Sarah, respec-
tively, for 75 consecutive time steps, as well as those belonging to patterns begin_sentence,
inter_words and end_sentence, respectively, for 25 time steps, as follows:

1. begin_sentence: from time step t = 0 to time step t = 24

2. John: from time step t = 125 to time step t = 199

3. inter_words: from time step t = 400 to time step t = 424
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4. give: from time step t = 525 to time step t = 599

5. inter_words: from time step t = 800 to time step t = 824

6. book: from time step t = 925 to time step t = 999

7. inter_words: from time step t = 1200 to time step t = 1224

8. to_Sarah: from time step t = 1325 to time step t = 1399

9. end_sentence: from time step t = 1600 to time step t = 1624

As one can easily notice, the activation of pattern John (representing the first constituent of
the input sentence) is preceded by that of pattern begin_sentence, marking, as the name
suggests, the beginning of a new input sentence; each (phonological) boundary encountered
within the input sentence translates into the activation of pattern inter_words, and activa-
tion of pattern to_Sarah (representing the last constituent of the input sentence) is followed
by that of pattern end_sentence, marking the end of the input sentence. Basically, the acti-
vation of any of the 4 “word” patterns (John, give, book and to_Sarah, respectively) is fol-
lowed by 200 time steps, and that of the 3 special patterns (begin_sentence, inter_words

and end_sentence, respectively) is followed by 100 time steps, in which activity spreads
across the connections of the network, and settles into a stable state (no further input is
provided).

Remark: We denote by A.p (A.a) pattern (aspect) p (a) from area A of TRANNS(II).

Activation of pattern INPUT.begin_sentence will subsequently trigger the activation of
pattern T_NP1.NP1_expected, through the positive link between the two (see Figure 6.3). As
we have mentioned several times before, the system expects for the first sentence constituent
to be a noun phrase (hence, NP1), as, in the currently implemented grammar, all sentences
start with the syntactic Subject, which is necessarily expressed by means of a noun phrase.

Pattern T_NP1.NP1_expected remains active until the system is presented with the first
sentence constituent (John), even after pattern begin_sentence has ceased to be active in
area INPUT, due to the auto-associative input it receives from itself.

Pattern NOUNS.John[sf1,NP,prep_abs,prop_John] becomes active at time step t = 134,
due to the hetero-associative positive input it receives from pattern INPUT.John. Notice
that, in case a pattern is subdivided into multiple aspects (as it is the case for patterns
in area NOUNS), both the names of the pattern and those of the composing aspects will be
displayed in the corresponding area. As with pattern T_NP1.NP1_expected, NOUNS.John
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Figure 6.3: TRANNS(II) at time step t = 15. The name of the patterns (aspects) which
have more than 80% of their neurons active are displayed in their corresponding areas

remains active, even after pattern John is no longer active in area INPUT. Meanwhile, the
semantic features relevant in sentence context of this first sentence constituent (i.e., animate
& human) are being extracted from the more general description in area NOUNS (i.e., sub-
pattern n_sf1 becomes active in area SSI); see the projection from area NOUNS to area SSI.
Moreover, as the system was expecting for the first constituent to be a noun phrase (pattern
NP1_expected is still active in area T_NP1), and this is indeed the case (aspects prep_abs

and NP are active in area NOUNS), the combined positive input from T_NP1.NP1_expected,
NOUNS.prep_abs and NOUNS.NP lead to the activation of pattern CPT.NP1, at time step
t = 163; see the projections from areas NOUNS and T_NP1 to area CPT, respectively. This
information too is being forwarded to area SSI, due to its relevance in the thematic role
assignment process (aspect n_NP1 subsequently becomes active in area SSI, at time step
t = 173); see the projection from area CPT to area SSI. Notice that, at this point, thematic
role assignment is not possible, as the main verb of the input sentence (the constituent
assigning the roles) is not yet known. Consequently, no pattern is yet fully active in area
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SSI; patterns sensitive to the semantic and/or syntactic information currently stored in areas
NOUNS and CPT are nonetheless being primed.

At time step t = 184 pattern CK_NOUNS.John[sf32,sf33,sf44,prop_John] becomes active
as well, due to the hetero-associative input it receives from NOUNS.John, and stays active as
long as this latter pattern does not change its state (see the projection from area NOUNS to
area CK_NOUNS).

Figure 6.4: TRANNS(II), after finishing the processing of the first sentence constituent

At a later point in time (t = 213), as a transition to the NP1−state was expected in area
CPT (pattern T_NP1.NP1_expected is active), and this has been successfully performed at
t = 163 (pattern NP1 too is still active in area CPT), this implies that the system can now
safely switch to the t_NP1_ok−state in area T_NP1; no other nominal constituent can from
now on lead to the activation of the same pattern NP1 in area CPT (see the projection from
area CPT to area T_NP1). Consequently, for one time step (t = 213), two of the patterns
in area T_NP1 are simultaneously active (T_NP1.NP1_expected and T_NP1.t_NP1_ok). The
global inhibition control mechanism in this area, however, will cause the deactivation of
the former pattern at the next time step, as this no longer receives hetero-associative input
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from area INPUT. Pattern T_NP1.t_NP1_ok, on the other hand, still receives support from
CPT.NP1, and remains active, in a winner-takes-all fashion. As a matter of fact, the global
inhibition control mechanism’s role in the dynamics of the network is precisely this: if more
than one pattern is active in one area, it will only keep active the pattern receiving the
greatest amount of hetero-associative support, while silencing the others.

At this point, the processing of the first nominal constituent has come to an end; no further
changes will occur in the network, until the system will detect a (phonological) boundary
within the input sentence, or it will be presented with the next sentential constituent. For
an overview of the current state of the network, see Figure 6.4 above.

At time step t = 401, TRANNS(II) detects a first (phonological) boundary within the input
sentence (pattern inter_words becomes active in area INPUT). This, however, does not have
any other consequences on the previous network state. Recall that INPUT.inter_words is
only connected to pattern CONTROL.noun_expected, but the latter needs to receive input
both from pattern INPUT.inter_words, as well as from other two patterns, one from area
SEL_RESTR, and the other from area SUBCAT_OPT, in order to become active (since the main
verb in still unknown, no pattern is currently active in areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT,
respectively).

The main verb give (the second constituent) of the input sentence enters the system for pro-
cessing at time step t = 526 (pattern give becomes active in area INPUT). Soon after this hap-
pens, pattern CK_VERBS.give, encoding the conceptual knowledge about this verb, becomes
active as well (at time step t = 534; see the projection from area INPUT to area CK_VERBS),
and information about its argument structure properties are being forwarded to areas
SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT, respectively (patterns SEL_RESTR.give[A_animate,R_animate,

T_concrete,no_4th_arg] and SUBCAT_OPT.give[A_NP1,T_NP2_or_NP3,R_NP2_or_to_PP1,

no_4th_arg] become active at time step t = 544, and will remain in this state until the end
of the thematic role assignment process; see the projections from area CK_VERBS to areas
SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT, respectively). Twelve time steps later, at t = 556, the seman-
tic and syntactic information carried by the verb representations currently active in areas
SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT reach the syntax-semantics interface module of TRANNS(II)
(i.e., SSI), and several aspects become active in this area (e.g., A_NP1, R_sr2, T_NP3, etc.);
see the projections from areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT to area SSI, respectively. How-
ever, only one pattern becomes fully active (namely SSI.A01), as it corresponds to the only
match found by the system, between the semantic and syntactic information carried by both
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the noun and the verb currently stored in the active memory (give requires an AGENT−role
filler, which is animate & human (sf1 ) in semantics and corresponds to NP1 in syntax, and
John is a noun with both these characteristics).

Pattern TEMP_TRA.A01 becomes active for the first time at t = 593, due to the hetero-
associative input it receives from pattern SSI.A01, still active at this point; see the projection
from area SSI to area TEMP_TRA. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for John to
receive the AGENT thematic role in the giving event (i.e., a pattern of the corresponding
type is active in area TEMP_TRA). Hence, pattern FINAL_TRA.Agent becomes active, and
remains in this state until the end of the thematic role assignment process, due to the
auto-associative input it receives from itself; see Figure 6.5 below. At the same time, while
active, pattern TEMP_TRA.A01 will contribute to the activation of all patterns in area NOUNS,
which match its own semantic and syntactic description (i.e., animate & human, and noun
phrase, respectively), NOUNS.John being one of these. More precisely, pattern TEMP_TRA.A01

projects onto aspects sf1, NP and prep_abs from area NOUNS, respectively.

Figure 6.5: TRANNS(II) at time step t = 608. The first noun constituent of the input
sentence (John) has been identified as the AGENT in the giving event.
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At time step t = 801 the system detects the second (phonological) boundary within the
input sentence (that between the main verb give and the second noun constituent, book).
This, as before, translates into the activation of pattern INPUT.inter_words. The current
situation, however, is different from the one before (following the detection of the first
boundary). Since the system now knows the identity of the main verb, and has access to
its argument structure properties, it has been able to assign a thematic role label to the
previously encountered nominal constituent (i.e., John; see above). Hence, the semantic
and syntactic information carried by it is no longer needed in the system, and TRANNS(II)
has to prepare itself for the processing of a new noun (phrase), by erasing the information
carried by the former from the active memory.

The combined hetero-associative input from patterns INPUT.inter_words, SEL_RESTR.give

and SUBCAT_OPT.give is sufficient for pattern noun_expected to become active in the
CONTROL module, at time step t = 828. This, in turn, causes the activation of the spe-
cial pattern noun_expected in area NOUNS, ten time steps later; see the projection from
area CONTROL to area NOUNS. Consequently, both patterns John and noun_expected will be
simultaneously active in area NOUNS, for several time steps, since both receive inter-areal
hetero-associative support: three of the aspects of pattern John from pattern TEMP_TRA.A01

(see above), and the fourth from aspect CK_NOUNS.prop_John, and noun_expected from
pattern CONTROL.noun_expected, respectively. However, since the hetero-associative input
received by pattern NOUNS.noun_expected is stronger than that received by NOUNS.John,
only the former will remain active in this area, starting from time step t = 874 (due to the
global activation control mechanism active in area NOUNS).

Subsequently, the information according to which there is no noun currently under pro-
cessing, and therefore no semantic and syntactic features to be taken into account in the
thematic role assignment process, aside from those of the main verb, is being forwarded
to the syntax-semantics interface (aspects no_noun_sr and no_noun_pt become active in
area SSI). At the same time, soon after pattern John is no longer active in area NOUNS,
aspects SSI.n_sf1 and SSI.n_NP1 are being switched off as well (this being their only pos-
sible source of positive input). Similarly for pattern CPT.NP1, the auto-associative input it
receives from itself does not any longer suffice to keep it active. Lacking the full support
from pattern SSI.A01 (only two of its aspects are still active), pattern TEMP_TRA.A01 too is
switched off at time step t = 864.
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6.6 Processing an input sentence

Since the system must prepare itself for the processing of a new noun input, this implies,
in particular, that it must check the Grammaticality criterion at a later point in time.
Accordingly, patterns T_NP2.t_NP2_possible and T_PP1.t_PP1_possible become active
at time step t = 855, and remain in this state until additional information is provided (as
NP1−to−NP2 and NP1−to−PP1 are both grammatical transitions).

Lacking the support it was receiving from INPUT.inter_words, pattern CONTROL.noun_ex-
pected is switched off at time step t = 882, as the auto-assocative input from itself and the
hetero-associative input from patterns SEL_RESTR.give and SUBCAT_OPT.give are no longer
sufficient for keeping it active. This operation was required in order to prevent unwanted
activations in area NOUNS. Pattern NOUNS.noun_expected however remains active, due to
the auto-associative input it receives from itself.

Figure 6.6: TRANNS(II), following the detection of the second (phonological) boundary
within the input sentence

To sum up, the following patterns and aspects are active at time step t = 884, most of them
due to the auto-associative input they receive from themselves (see also Figure 6.6):

• NOUNS.noun_expected, i.e., there is no noun currently under processing
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• CK_VERBS.give, SEL_RESTR.give and SUBCAT_OPT.give, i.e., information about the
main verb and its argument structure properties

• SSI.A_NP1,...,SSI.T_sr8, i.e., all aspects which match the semantic and syntactic
argument structure properties currently stored in areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT

• SSI.no_noun_sr and SSI.no_noun_pt, i.e., there is no noun currently under process-
ing, whose semantic and syntactic properties are to be taken into consideration in the
thematic role assignment process

• FINAL_TRA.Agent, i.e., the first nominal constituent of the input sentence (1) has been
identified as the AGENT in the giving event

• T_NP1.t_NP1_ok, i.e., a transition to NP1 has successfully been performed by the
system

• T_NP2.t_NP2_possible, i.e., a transition to the NP2−state is currently possible in the
syntax area CPT

• T_PP1.t_PP1_possible, i.e., a transition to a PP1−state is currently possible in the
syntax area CPT

The second nominal constituent enters the system for processing at time step t = 926 (pat-
tern book becomes active in area INPUT). As with the the first constituent of the same lexical
category, its semantic and syntactic properties, relevant in sentence context, are being for-
warded to area NOUNS for processing (pattern NOUNS.book[sf7,NP,prep_abs,prop_book]

becomes active at time step t = 934). Recall that pattern noun_expected is at this point
still active in area NOUNS. The global activation control mechanism in this area comes into
play for a second time, and causes the deactivation of pattern NOUNS.noun_expected at time
step t = 939, as this receives only auto-associative input from itself; pattern NOUNS.book,
on the other hand, additionally benefits from the hetero-associative input from INPUT.book.
From this point on, processing continues analogously as illustrated for the first nominal
constituent. As a transition to the NP2−state is currently possible in area CPT (pattern
t_NP2_possible is still active in area T_NP2), and the noun currently under processing cor-
responds to a noun phrase in syntax, pattern CPT.NP2 will subsequently become active, at
time step t = 963. Next, the semantic and syntactic features currently stored in areas NOUNS

and CPT are being forwarded to the syntax-semantics interface: aspects n_sf7 and n_NP2

become active in this area, at time steps t = 946 and t = 974, respectively. Accordingly, the
only pattern which is fully active in area SSI at this point is T13. This, in turn, activates
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pattern TEMP_TRA.T13 at time step t = 1001, and consequently, book receives the THEME
thematic role label (pattern Theme becomes active in area FINAL_TRA ten time steps later,
and remains in this state until the end of the thematic role assignment process); see Fig-
ure 6.7. At the same time, pattern book[sf50,sf66,sf48,prop_book], which corresponds
to the conceptual knowledge about this noun, becomes active in area CK_NOUNS (see the
projection from area NOUNS to area CK_NOUNS).

Figure 6.7: TRANNS(II) at time step t = 1011. The second noun constituent of the input
sentence (book) has been identified as the THEME in the giving event.

The behavior of TRANNS(II) is the same for every (phonological) boundary encountered
within the input sentence: it erases the semantic and syntactic properties of the previous
noun input from active memory, preparing it for the next. Processing proceeds in essentially
the same way for the third nominal constituent (to Sarah), which receives the RECIPIENT
thematic role label, at time step t = 1411.

At the end of the input sentence (i.e., immediately after pattern end_sentence becomes ac-
tive in area INPUT), the special pattern no_further_noun becomes active in area NOUNS. This
pattern plays a similar role in the network’s dynamics as pattern NOUNS.noun_expected:
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

it erases the semantic and syntactic properties of the last noun input from active memory
(pattern no_further_noun, lacking any semantic and syntactic content, will from now on
be the only one active in area NOUNS). The system completes the thematic role assignment
process at time step t = 1682 (from this point on, no further changes will occur in the net-
work); see Figure 6.8. The thematic role description of the input sentence (1) is represented
in area FINAL_TRA. Information about which concept played which role is preserved by and
can be extracted from the activation order of patterns in this area (John was the first noun
input, and Agent was the first pattern to become active in area FINAL_TRA, hence John is
the AGENT in the giving event, and so on), this being our solution to the binding problem
we have mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 4.

Figure 6.8: TRANNS(II) at the end of processing of input sentence (1)
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6.7 Processing of lexical ambiguities in TRANNS(II)

One aspect we have not yet addressed in this Chapter is the way in which (lexical) ambi-
guities are being dealt with in TRANNS(II). Sentence (S1) below, for instance, is a good
example of the type of ambiguities which can be handled by our system:

(S1) John broke the cup/the cat.

As one can easily notice, the third constituent of sentence (S1) (the second nominal con-
stituent) is ambiguous between the ‘cup’ and ‘cat’ readings; this situation might be the
result of the high degree of phonological similarity between the two nouns concerned. In the
following, we will describe in detail how the processing of sentence (S1) is accomplished by
TRANNS(II), and how does disambiguation take place.

The processing of the first two sentence constituents proceeds as illustrated in the previous
Section (no ambiguity detected).

Figure 6.9: TRANNS(II), soon after the second phonological boundary has been detected
within the input sentence (S1). The system has finished the processing of the first two
sentence constituents, and John has been identified as the AGENT in the breaking−event.
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

Let us look more closely at the state of the network at this point (see Figure 6.9), more pre-
cisely at the active patterns/aspects in each of the areas. The fact that pattern noun_expected

is active in area NOUNS is due to the fact that the processing of the previous noun input has
come to an end (i.e., it has already received a thematic role label, namely AGENT; pattern
Agent is active in area FINAL_TRA), and the system must prepare itself for the processing
of a new noun. Consequently, aspects SSI.no_noun_sr and SSI.no_noun_pt are active as
well, meaning that there is no noun currently under processing whose semantic and syntac-
tic features are to be taken into account in the process of thematic role assignment. The
argument structure properties of the main verb have meanwhile been forwarded from areas
SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT to area SSI, respectively. The remaining 10 aspects, active in
area SSI (those corresponding to the verb), read as follows:

• A_sr1,A_sr2,A_sr3: break is a verb which requires an AGENT which is animate
in semantics, i.e., it corresponds to one of the sets of semantic features sf1 to sf3 ;
this information has already been used in assigning a thematic role to the first noun
constituent of sentence (S1) (John)

• A_NP1: break is a verb which requires an AGENT role filler, which necessarily must be
expressed as NP1 in syntax; this information too has already been used in assigning a
thematic role to the first noun constituent of sentence (S1)

• P_sr6: break is a verb which requires a PATIENT which is breakable in semantics, i.e.,
it corresponds to the set of semantic features sf6

• P_NP1,P_NP2: break is a verb which requires a PATIENT role filler, which can be
expressed either as NP1 or NP2 in syntax

• I_sr7: break is a verb which requires an INSTRUMENT which is unbreakable in
semantics, i.e., it corresponds to the set of semantic features sf7

• I_NP1,I_with_PP1: break is a verb which requires an INSTRUMENT role filler, which
can be expresssed as NP1 or with−PP1 in syntax

Pattern T_NP1.t_NP1_ok is active because a transition to the NP1−state has been success-
fully performed in area CPT. Similarly, patterns T_NP2.t_NP2_possible and T_PP1.t_PP1_-
possible are active as well, since NP1−to−NP2 and NP1−to−PP1 are the two grammatical
transitions in area CPT, with NP1 as starting state.
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At time step t = 926, the ambiguous constituent enters the system for processing (a super-
position between the two alternative readings cup and cat is activated in area INPUT); see
Figure 6.10 below.

Figure 6.10: TRANNS(II) at time step t = 926. The ambiguous input item cup/cat enters
the system for processing.

Immediately after this happens, the semantic and syntactic features relevant in sentence
context of both of these nouns are being forwarded to area NOUNS; consequently, both pat-
terns NOUNS.cup and NOUNS.cat become active at time step t = 934. The syntactic aspects
NOUNS.NP and NOUNS.prep_abs receive support from both INPUT.cup and INPUT.cat, which
means that the two nouns/phrases which caused the ambiguous situation are essentially sim-
ilar with respect to their syntactic properties relevant in sentence context (they are both
noun phrases). At the same time, the semantic aspects NOUNS.sf6 and NOUNS.prop_cup on
one hand, and NOUNS.sf2 and NOUNS.prop_cat on the other, receive support from only one
side (INPUT.cup and INPUT.cat, respectively), which means that cup and cat are nonethe-
less different with respect to their semantic properties relevant in sentence context, and the
system now knows and can make use of this information. However, the hetero-associative
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

input from area INPUT suffices for all these aspects we have just mentioned to become active
in area NOUNS, at t = 934. This, in turn, will increase the total network activity value in
this area, and due to the active activity control mechanism, pattern NOUNS.noun_expected

will be switched off in the next few time steps, as it is no longer supported by pattern
CONTROL.noun_expected.

Subsequently, the information encoded by both semantic aspects sf6 and sf2, active in area
NOUNS, is forwarded to the syntax-semantics interface (aspects n_sf6 and n_sf2 become
active in area SSI at time step t = 946). However, no pattern is yet fully active in this latter
area.

As a transition to the NP2−state is possible at this point (recall that pattern t_NP2_possible

is still active in area T_NP2), and the system has undoubtedly identified the ambiguous
input as being a nouns phrase, pattern CPT.NP2 becomes active at time step t = 963. This
information too is being forwarded to area SSI (aspect SSI.n_NP2 becomes active ten time
steps later). Now, since two semantic aspects corresponding to the nouns are simultaneously
active in area SSI, this implies that, at least theoretically, two of the patterns in this area
can become fully active: one of the type [n_sf6,n_NP2,va1,va2], and the other of the type
[n_sf2,n_NP2,va3,va4], where va1 to va4 can be any of the aspects corresponding to the
verb, currently active in area SSI. However, since only one such pattern is stored in this
area, namely P01[n_sf6,n_NP2,P_sr6,P_NP2], this will be the only one to become fully
active. This comes from the fact that there is a unique thematic role associated to the main
verb break (i.e., PATIENT), whose selectional restrictions and possible syntactic realization
match the description (sf6,NP2), and none such role matching the alternative description
(sf2,NP2). Accordingly, the ambiguous input item receives the PATIENT thematic role
label (pattern FINAL_TRA.Patient becomes active at time step t = 1011, due to the hetero-
associative input it receives from SSI.P01, via TEMP_TRA.P01), but the system has not yet
decided between the two alternative readings cup and cat (a superposition is still active in
area NOUNS).

As soon as pattern TEMP_TRA.P01 becomes active, the positive links between the patterns
in this area and those in area NOUNS come into play. Recall that P01, as well as all other
patterns in area TEMP_TRA are connected, and hence contribute to the activation of the
three aspects in area NOUNS, matching their semantic and syntactic description (sf6, NP

and prep_abs in this particular case). Therefore, the semantic aspect NOUNS.sf6, but
not NOUNS.sf2, receives support from pattern TEMP_TRA.P01, and the latter is switched
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off in the next time steps, due to the global activation control mechanism, active in this
area. Note that the value of the corresponding parameters was chosen in such a way as to
ensure survival of only those patterns which receive support from a fully activated pattern
from area TEMP_TRA; incoming activation from a partially activated pattern in this area is
not sufficient to the same end. Meanwhile, patterns cup[sf14,sf60,sf63,prop_cup] and
cat[sf19,sf07,sf47,prop_cat], which correspond to the “world” knowledge about these
two concepts, become active in area CK_NOUNS due to the hetero-associative input from the
active patterns in area NOUNS; see Figure 6.11, for an overview of the state of the global
network at time step t = 1011.

Figure 6.11: TRANNS(II) at time step t = 1011. The ambiguous situation has not yet come
to an end.

As one can easily notice, only a maximum of 75% of the neurons of pattern NOUNS.cat

are still active at this point. Now recall that every fourth aspect of patterns in area
NOUNS receives support from the corresponding aspect in area CK_NOUNS: in this partic-
ular case, aspect NOUNS.prop_cup from CK_NOUNS.prop_cup, and NOUNS.prop_cat from
aspect CK_NOUNS.prop_cat, respectively. The amount of positive input received by aspect
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NOUNS.prop_cup, however, is greater than that received by aspect NOUNS.prop_cat (pattern
CK_NOUNS.cat is not as strongly active as pattern CK_NOUNS.cup, since the activation of pat-
terns in this area is fully dependent on the amount of hetero-associative input they receive
from patterns in area NOUNS, and the amount received by the latter pattern is greater than
that received by the former). The global activity control mechanism comes into play for a
second time in area NOUNS, and aspect NOUNS.prop_cat is switched off at time step t = 1029.
In other words, the only active pattern at this point in area NOUNS is cup: TRANNS(II) has
decided, based upon thematic and conceptual knowledge, that cup is the only possible filler
for the PATIENT thematic role; see Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.12: TRANNS(II) at time step t = 1029. In addition to having identified the second
noun input of sentence (S1) as the PATIENT in the breaking−event, our system was also
able to solve the ambiguity between ‘cup’ and ‘cat’ to the only possible reading for sentence
(S1), namely ‘John broke the cup’.

TRANNS(II) can use the same disambiguation mechanism to solve ambiguities between
nouns of different phrasal categories, other than noun phrases, as illustrated by the example
sentence (S2) below:

(S2) John gave the food to the cup/to the cat.
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disambiguated to the only possible reading ‘John gave the food to the cat’, as well as am-
biguities arising in the case of nouns with multiple meanings (i.e., in the case of sentences
including polysemous nouns).

Not only ambiguities involving nouns are being correctly handled by our system, but also
those involving verbs (see sentence (S3)), as well as combinations of the two (see sentence
(S4) below):

(S3) The dog ate/sat the food.

(S4) The dog ate/sat the food/the stone.

Consider, for instance, sentence (S3). The processing of the first sentence constituent (the
syntactic Subject) proceeds as illustrated in the case of sentence (1), from the previous
Section, as well as that of sentence (S1) above; see also Figure 6.13 below.

Figure 6.13: TRANNS(II), following the detection of the first (phonological) boundary within
the input sentence (S3)

At time step t = 526, the ambiguous input item enters the system for processing (a super-
position between eat and sit is activated in area INPUT). This ambiguity, again, might be
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the result of a high degree of phonological similarity between the two verbs concerned. Soon
after this happens, TRANNS(II) identifies it as being a verb, and two of the patterns in
area CK_VERBS (eat and sit) become simultaneously active, at t = 534. From this point
on, as in the case of ambiguities involving nouns, the two alternative interpretations will be
followed in parallel, until the ambiguous situation will come to an end. Ten time steps later,
the argument structure properties of these both verbs are being forwarded first to areas
SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT, and from there on to the syntax-semantics interface; a number
of aspects subsequently become active in these areas. As both argument structure represen-
tations stipulate the existence of an AGENT role player, animate & non-human (i.e., sf2 )
in semantics, and NP1 in syntax, pattern A02[n_sf2,n_NP1,A_sr2,A_NP1] is the only one
which becomes fully active in area SSI, and subsequently in area TEMP_TRA. Accordingly,
the dog is identified as being the AGENT in the event/situation/state conveyed by sentence
(S3), be it an eating− or a siting−event/situation/state (the system does not yet have the
required disambiguating information); see Figure 6.14 below.

Figure 6.14: TRANNS(II), one time step before the second noun constituent of sentence
(S3) enters the system for processing. The ambiguity between eat and sit is still reflected
in areas CK_VERBS, SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT.
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The second noun constituent (food) enters the system for processing at time step t = 926, and
its semantic and syntactic features, relevant in sentence context, are being forwarded to the
syntax-semantics interface, via areas NOUNS and CPT, respectively. Recall that the semantic
and syntactic aspects from area SSI crucially contribute to the activation of patterns in area
CK_VERBS. If more than one pattern is active in this latter area, the global activation control
mechanism will only keep active the pattern which receives the greatest amount of hetero-
associative support from area SSI. As the semantic information carried by this second noun
input reaches the syntax-semantics interface first (before the syntactic information does),
this already suffices to decide which of the two active patterns in area CK_VERBS will maintain
its activation level above the threshold, namely eat (the verb sit has no associated thematic
role with these selectional restrictions).

Figure 6.15: TRANNS(II), after finishing the processing of the second noun input of sentence
(S3), which receives the PATIENT thematic role label

Consequently, pattern CK_VERBS.eat alone will continue being active in this area, and since
the system now knows which is the proper verb in the context of sentence (S3), the aspects
corresponding to the argument structure properties of sit will be switched off in the next time
steps as well (the activation of patterns in areas SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT, respectively,
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is crucially dependent on the hetero-associative input they receive from patterns in area
CK_VERBS).

Soon after the syntactic information carried by the noun input currently under processing
reaches the syntax-semantics interface as well, pattern P03[n_sf8,n_NP2,P_sr8,P_NP2]

becomes fully active in this area, and, accordingly, food receives the PATIENT thematic
role label from the main verb eat; see Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.16: TRANNS(II), after finishing the processing of the second noun input of sentence
(S4). This has been successfully disambiguated to the only possible reading ‘The dog ate
the food’; food has received the PATIENT thematic role label from the main verb eat.

In the case of example sentence (S4), TRANNS(II) tries to find all possible matches between
the semantic and syntactic information carried by both of the nouns concerned (food and
stone), and that stipulated in the argument structure representation of both verbs eat and sit.
In other words, it pursues all 4 possible alternatives in parallel, residing to the disambiguation
mechanisms illustrated for sentences (S1) and (S3), simultaneously (both the connections
from areas TEMP_TRA and CK_NOUNS to area NOUNS, and from area SSI to area CK_VERBS,
respectively, simultaneously come into play). And since the only such match is between
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food as a potential filler for the PATIENT thematic role of eat, the system successfully
disambiguates this sentence to the only possible reading ‘The dog ate the food’.

6.8 Pattern interaction and parameter estimation

We begin this Section by first providing the reader with a number of useful definitions:

Definition 1: We call a pattern p active at time step t if more than 80% of its neurons
(i.e., more than 16 for a pattern size of 20) are active at time step t.

Here and elsewhere throughout this work we call a neuron i active at time step t iff neuron
i emits a spike at time t iff ν(i, t) ≥ Θ(i, t) (see Section 6.4 for more details).

Definition 2: Similarly, we call an aspect a active at time step t if more than 80% of its
neurons (i.e., more than 4 for an aspect size of 5) are active at time step t.

The same criterion was used in designing the graphical interface with the neural network
simulator: only the names of the active patterns/aspects are displayed in their corresponding
areas at each time step.

Definition 3: We define the activation flag ηp(t) of pattern p at time step t as:

ηp(t) =

1 if p is active at time step t

0 otherwise

Definition 4: Similarly, we define the activation flag ηa(t) of aspect a at time step t as:

ηa(t) =

1 if a is active at time step t

0 otherwise

Next, it is important to note that, as in the case of TRANNS(I), the values of the parameters
governing the dynamics of the network were chosen based upon the functionality that we
want to be accomplished by TRANNS(II), more precisely, the types of pattern and aspect
interactions illustrated in the previous two Sections of this Chapter. Also note that the
values of the 11 network parameters are not the same for all areas of the network: the
dynamics in the different areas is oftentimes characterized by different parameter value sets.
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However, the value of a particular parameter is the same for all neurons in a particular
area, and the strength of the inter-areal hetero-associative input to a particular neuron in
a particular area (governed by the network parameter wext) is the same, irrespective of its
source (i.e., irrespective of the area to which the neuron sending the activation belongs to).

In order to understand how we chose the values of the network parameters, it is also impor-
tant to note that we first tried to keep as many of them as possible at their default values;
dt, τ , νreset, Θfire, winh and τΘ, for instance, are set to their default values in all areas of the
network. As for the remaining parameters, we applied the following general rule: we kept
the parameters which do not influence directly the dynamics of the network at their default
values, and we set the values of the parameters which do according to the operations which
must be carried in each of the areas of the network.

In the following, for each area of the network we will lay out the conditions which must be
met in order to obtain the desired functionality, and explain the reasoning behind the choice
of the parameter values, in each particular case.

INPUT: The only condition which must be met in this case is for patterns in this area to be
active for a sufficiently long period of time and for their neurons to fire at a sufficiently high
rate, as to allow propagation of activation to the patterns in the connected areas. This is
accomplished by setting wint = 0.05, wext = 0, GAC = 0 and Θadpt = 1, while keeping the
remaining 7 parameters at their default values in this area.

CONTROL: Let p1 = INPUT.inter_words, p2 = INPUT.end_sentence, p3 = any of the pat-
terns in area SEL_RESTR, p4 = any of the patterns in area SUBCAT_OPT, p5 = CONTROL.noun_-
expected, p6 = CONTROL.no_further_noun, p7 = NOUNS.noun_expected, p8 = NOUNS.no_-
further_noun, and a = any of the “noun” aspects in area NOUNS. The following conditions
must be met:

(C1) If ηp1(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), but ηp3(t) = 0 and/or ηp4(t) = 0 for every
t ∈ [t1, t2] and for every p3 and p4, then we must have ηp5(t) = 0 for every t ∈ [t1, t2].

(C2) If ηp2(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), but ηp3(t) = 0 and/or ηp4(t) = 0 for every
t ∈ [t1, t2] and for every p3 and p4, then we must have ηp6(t) = 0 for every t ∈ [t1, t2].

This comes from the fact that the system should not erase the semantic and syntactic
information carried by the previous noun input from the active memory, as long as this has
not yet received a thematic role label (i.e., as long as the main verb, the element assigning
these roles, is not yet known).
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(C3) If ηp3(t) = 1 and/or ηp4(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1) and some p3 and/or p4,
but ηp1(t) = 0 for every t ∈ [t1, t2], then we must have ηp5(t) = 0 for every t ∈ [t1, t2].

(C4) If ηp3(t) = 1 and/or ηp4(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1) and some p3 and/or p4,
but ηp2(t) = 0 for every t ∈ [t1, t2], then we must have ηp6(t) = 0 for every t ∈ [t1, t2].

In other words, knowledge about the properties of the main verb (pattern p3 and/or p4

active) is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the system to erase the semantic
and syntactic information carried by a noun input from the active memory: TRANNS(II)
must also make sure that the processing of this noun has come to an end (i.e., it must
wait until the detection of the (phonological) boundary following this constituent − pattern
INPUT.inter_words active, or until the end of the input sentence − pattern INPUT.end_sen-
tence active).

(C5) If ηp3(t) = 1 and ηp4(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1) and some p3 and p4, and
ηp1(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2], then we must have ηp5(t3) = 1 for some t3 ≥ t1 and t3
as close as possible to t1.

(C6) If ηp3(t) = 1 and ηp4(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1) and some p3 and p4, and
ηp2(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2], then we must have ηp6(t3) = 1 for some t3 ≥ t1 and t3
as close as possible to t1.

In order for the system to erase the semantic and syntactic information carried by the previ-
ous noun input from the active memory, the following two conditions must be simultaneously
met: TRANNS(II) must first detect the (phonological) boundary following this constituent,
or the end of the input sentence, and secondly, information about the argument structure
properties of the main verb must already be in the active memory.

(C7) If ηp5(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp5(t) = 1 for every t ∈ (t1, t2), where t2 =
min {t ≥ t1 : ηp7(t) = 1 and ηa(t3) = 0,∀a and ∀t3 ∈ [t, t4] , for some t4 > t}, even if
ηp1(t) = 0.

(C8) If ηp6(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp6(t) = 1 for every t ∈ (t1, t2), where t2 =
min {t ≥ t1 : ηp8(t) = 1 and ηa(t3) = 0,∀a and ∀t3 ∈ [t, t4] , for some t4 > t}, even if
ηp2(t) = 0.

Patterns in area CONTROL must remain active as long as the semantic and syntactic informa-
tion carried by the previous noun input has not yet been fully erased from the active memory,
and must be switched off as soon as this happens, in order to prevent unwanted operations
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

in area NOUNS (e.g., deletion of the semantic and syntactic features of a subsequent noun
input from active memory, before it receives a thematic role label).

In other words, incoming activation from three of the patterns in the connected areas
(INPUT, SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT) is required in order to activate the two patterns in
area CONTROL, and this hetero-associative support should be strong enough to accomplish
this ((C5) and (C6)); incoming activation from less than three patterns does not suffice to
this same end ((C1), (C2), (C3) and (C4)). Moreover, the strength of the auto-associative
couplings should be strong enough as to allow patterns in area CONTROL, once they become
active, to continue being active for a certain period of time, even if they no longer receive
external support. Additionally, the global inhibition should come into play only at a latter
point in time, following their activation, in order to allow the required operations in area
NOUNS ((C7) and (C8)).

Conditions (C1)−(C8) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0.2, wext = 0.001 and
τAC = 0.02, while keeping the remaining 8 parameters at their default values in this area.

NOUNS: Let p1 = any of the “noun” patterns in area INPUT, p2 = the identically named
pattern in area NOUNS, p3 = CONTROL.noun_expected, p4 = CONTROL.no_further_noun,
p5 = NOUNS.noun_expected and p6 = NOUNS.no_further_noun. The following conditions
must be met:

(C1) If ηp1(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp2(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1, even if ηp5(t3) = 1.

The linguistic (semantic and syntactic) properties of a noun must be forwarded for processing
to area NOUNS, soon upon its recognition.

(C2) If ηp3(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp5(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1, even if ηp2(t3) = 1.

(C3) If ηp4(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp6(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1, even if ηp2(t3) = 1.

The system must erase the semantic and syntactic content of the previous noun input as soon
as it receives the required signal from the CONTROL module (pattern CONTROL.noun_expected

or CONTROL.no_further_noun active).

(C4) If ηp2(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), where
t2 = min {t ≥ t1 : ηp3(t) = 1 or ηp4(t) = 1}, even if ηp1(t) = 0, and ηp5(t) = 1 for some
t ∈ [t1, t2].
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(C5) If ηp5(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp5(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), where
t2 = min {t ≥ t1 : ηp1(t) = 1}, even if ηp3(t) = 0, and ηp2(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2].

(C6) If ηp6(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp6(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, even if ηp4(t) = 0, and
ηp2(t) = 1 for some t ≥ t1.

(C7) If ηp2(t1) = 1, ηp5(t1) = 1 and ηp1(t) = 1 for some t ≥ t1, then we must have ηp5(t) = 0
for every t ∈ [t2, t3], where t2 > t1 and t3 = min {t ≥ t1 : ηp3(t) = 1}.

(C8) If ηp5(t1) = 1, ηp2(t1) = 1 and ηp3(t) = 1 for some t ≥ t1, then we must have ηp2(t) = 0
for every t ∈ [t2, t3], where t2 > t1 and t3 = min {t ≥ t1 : ηp1(t) = 1}.

(C9) If ηp6(t1) = 1, ηp2(t1) = 1 and ηp4(t) = 1 for some t ≥ t1, then we must have ηp2(t) = 0
for every t ≥ t2, where t2 > t1.

The semantic and syntactic content of a noun input, once forwarded to area NOUNS, must be
kept in the active memory as long as it is required (i.e., until this receives a thematic role
label).

In other words, incoming activation from one of the patterns in the connected areas (INPUT

and CONTROL) is required to activate any of the patterns in area NOUNS. Moreover, this
external support should be strong enough as to overcome the global inhibition, in the case
another pattern is already active in this area ((C1)−(C3)). Additionally, the strength of the
auto-associative couplings should be strong enough as to allow patterns in area NOUNS, once
they become active, to continue being active, even if they no longer receive external support,
as long as no other pattern is active in this area (i.e., the global inhibition should be weak
enough to allow this) ((C4)−(C6)). If two patterns are simultaneously active in area NOUNS

at a particular time step, then the global inhibition should be strong enough as to restrict
activation to the pattern which receives the greatest amount of (external) support in the
subsequent time steps ((C4)−(C9)).

Conditions (C1)−(C9) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0.003, wext = 0.1, τAC =
0.011, GAC = 0.004 and Θadpt = −0.05, while keeping the remaining 6 parameters at their
default values in this area.

CK_NOUNS: Let p1 = any of the “noun” patterns in area NOUNS and p2 = the identically
named pattern in area CK_NOUNS. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp1(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp2(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

The conceptual knowledge about a particular noun must be brought to the active memory,
soon upon its recognition.

(C2) If ηp2(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, at least as long as
ηp1(t) = 1.

Conceptual knowledge about a particular noun must be kept in the active memory as long
as the system has not yet finished its processing.

In other words, incoming activation from the corresponding pattern in area NOUNS is required
for any of the patterns in area CK_NOUNS to become active, and this hetero-associative
support should be strong enough to accomplish this (C1). Moreover, these should stay
active only as long as they receive external support from area NOUNS (C2).

Conditions (C1) and (C2) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0, wext = 0.003, GAC = 0
and Θadpt = 0, while keeping the remaining 7 parameters at their default values in this area.

CPT: Let p1 = any of the patterns in area CPT, a1 and a2 = the two aspects in area NOUNS

connected to p1, and p2 = any of the patterns in areas T_NP1/T_NP2/T_NP3/T_PP1/T_PP2

connected to p1. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) We must have ηp1(t2) = 1 iff ηa1(t1) = 1, ηa2(t1) = 1 and ηp2(t1) = 1 for some t1, with
t1 ≤ t2.

The system should perform a transition in area CPT iff a noun with the corresponding syn-
tactic description is currently under processing in area NOUNS, and that particular transition
is at that point grammatical, according to the Grammaticality criterion.

(C2) If ηp1(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp1(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, even if ηp2(t) = 0, but
only as long as ηa1(t) = 1 and ηa2(t) = 1.

The syntactic information carried by a particular noun input must be kept in the active
memory as long as the system has not yet finished its processing.

In other words, patterns in area CPT should become active iff they simultaneously receive
activation from the two corresponding aspects in area NOUNS and one of the connected
patterns in areas T_NP1/T_NP2/T_NP3/T_PP1/T_PP2, and this hetero-associative support is
strong enough to accomplish this (C1). Additionally, the strength of the auto-associative
couplings should be strong enough as to allow patterns in area CPT, once they become
active, to continue being active, even if they no longer receive external support from the
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two aspects in area NOUNS (however, incoming activation from one of the patterns in areas
T_NP1/T_NP2/T_NP3/T_PP1/T_PP2 is nonetheless still required to this same end) (C2).

Conditions (C1) and (C2) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0.0145, wext = 0.002
and GAC = 0, while keeping the remaining 8 parameters at their default values in this area.

SEL_RESTR: Let p1 = any of the patterns in area CK_VERBS and p2 = the identically named
pattern in area SEL_RESTR. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp1(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp2(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

Information about the argument structure properties of the main verb (the selectional re-
strictions on each of its thematic roles in this particular case) must be brought to the active
memory, soon upon its recognition.

(C2) If ηp2(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, as long as ηp1(t) = 1.

Information about the argument structure properties of the main verb (the selectional re-
strictions on each of its thematic roles in this particular case) must be kept in the active
memory until the end of the thematic role assignment process/the end of the input sentence.

In other words, incoming activation from the corresponding pattern in area CK_VERBS is
required for any of the patterns in area SEL_RESTR to become active, and this hetero-
associative support should be strong enough to accomplish this (C1). Moreover, these
patterns should stay active as long as they receive external support from area CK_VERBS

(C2).

Conditions (C1) and (C2) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0 and GAC = 0, while
keeping the remaining 9 parameters at their default values in this area.

SUBCAT_OPT: Let p1 = any of the patterns in area CK_VERBS and p2 = the identically named
pattern in area SUBCAT_OPT. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp1(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp2(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

Information about the argument structure properties of the main verb (the subcategoriza-
tion options in this particular case) must be brought to the active memory, soon upon its
recognition.

(C2) If ηp2(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, as long as ηp1(t) = 1.
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

Information about the argument structure properties of the main verb (the subcategorization
options in this particular case) must be kept in the active memory until the end of the
thematic role assignment process/the end of the input sentence.

In other words, incoming activation from the corresponding pattern in area CK_VERBS is
required for any of the patterns in area SUBCAT_OPT to become active, and this hetero-
associative support should be strong enough to accomplish this (C1). Moreover, these
patterns should stay active as long as they receive external support from area CK_VERBS

(C2).

Conditions (C1) and (C2) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0 and GAC = 0, while
keeping the remaining 9 parameters at their default values in this area.

CK_VERBS: Let p1 = any of the “verb” patterns in area INPUT and p2 = the identically
named pattern in area CK_VERBS. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp1(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp2(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

The conceptual knowledge about a particular verb must be brought to the active memory,
soon upon its recognition.

(C2) If ηp2(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, even if ηp1(t) = 0.

The conceptual knowledge about the main verb must be kept in the active memory until
the end of the thematic role assignment process/the end of the input sentence.

In other words, incoming activation from the corresponding pattern in area INPUT is required
for any of the patterns in area CK_VERBS to become active, and this hetero-associative
support should be strong enough to accomplish this (C1). Additionally, the strength of the
auto-associative couplings should be strong enough as to allow patterns in area CK_VERBS,
once they become active, to continue being active, even if they no longer receive external
support from area INPUT (C2).

Conditions (C1) and (C2) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0.003, wext = 0.005,
τAC = 0.0105, GAC = 0.004 and Θadpt = −0.05, while keeping the remaining 6 parameters
at their default values in this area.

SSI: Let p1 = any of the patterns in area SSI (where p1[a1,a2,a3,a4]), a5 = any of
the aspects in area NOUNS connected to a1, p2 = the pattern in area CPT connected to a2,
a6 = any of the aspects in area SEL_RESTR connected to a3, a7 = any of the aspects in
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area SUBCAT_OPT connected to a4, a8 = SSI.no_noun_sr, a9 = SSI.no_noun_pt and p3 =
NOUNS.noun_expected. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηa5(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηa1(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

(C2) If ηa1(t1) = 1, then we must have ηa1(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, at least as long as
ηa5(t) = 1.

(C3) If ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηa2(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

(C4) If ηa2(t1) = 1, then we must have ηa2(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, at least as long as
ηp2(t) = 1.

Information about the semantic and syntactic content of a particular noun, relevent in
sentence context, must be forwarded to the syntax-semantics interface, and kept in the
active memory until the end of its processing.

(C5) If ηp3(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηa8(t3) = 1 and
ηa9(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1 and t3 as close as possible to t1.

(C6) If ηa8(t1) = 1 and/or ηa9(t1) = 1, then we must have ηa8(t) = 1 and/or ηa9(t) = 1 for
every t ≥ t1, at least as long as ηp3(t) = 1.

If there is no noun currently under processing, whose semantic and syntactic features relevant
in sentence context are to be taken into account in the thematic role assignment process,
then this information too must be forwarded to the syntax-semantics interface.

(C7) If ηa6(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηa3(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

(C8) If ηa3(t1) = 1, then we must have ηa3(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, at least as long as
ηa6(t) = 1.

(C9) If ηa7(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηa4(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

(C10) If ηa4(t1) = 1, then we must have ηa4(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, at least as long as
ηa7(t) = 1.
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

Information about the argument structure properties of the main verb must be forwarded to
the syntax-semantics interface, and kept in the active memory until the end of the thematic
role assignment process/the end of the input sentence.

In other words, incoming activation from one of the corresponding aspects in area NOUNS/pa-
ttern NOUNS.noun_expected/one of the patterns in area CPT/one of the aspects in area
SEL_RESTR/one of the aspects in area SUBCAT_OPT is required to activate any of the aspects
in area SSI, and incoming activation from all these four source-areas (NOUNS, CPT, SEL_RESTR

and SUBCAT_OPT) is required to activate any of the patterns in this same area. Additionally,
this hetero-associative support should be strong enough to accomplish this ((C1), (C3),
(C5), (C7) and (C9)). Moreover, the aspects/patterns in area SSI should stay active as long
as they receive this external support ((C2), (C4), (C6), (C8) and (C10)).

Conditions (C1)−(C10) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0 and GAC = 0, while
keeping the remaining 9 parameters at their default values in this area.

TEMP_TRA: Let p1 = any of the patterns in area TEMP_TRA and p2 = the identically named
pattern in area SSI. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp1(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

(C2) If ηp1(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp1(t) = 1 for some but not every t ≥ t1, at least as
long as ηp2(t) = 1.

In other words, incoming activation from the corresponding pattern in area SSI is required
for any of the patterns in area TEMP_TRA to become active, and this hetero-associative
support should be strong enough to accomplish this (C1). Moreover, these should stay
active as long as they receive external support from area SSI, while their neurons should
fire at a sufficiently low rate as to allow disambiguation in area NOUNS (C2).

Conditions (C1) and (C2) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0, wext = 0.003, GAC = 0
and Θadpt = 0.04, while keeping the remaining 7 parameters at their default values in this
area.

FINAL_TRA: Let p1 = any of the patterns in area FINAL_TRA and p2 = any of the patterns
of the corresponding type in area TEMP_TRA. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp2(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp1(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.
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This comes from the fact that the same thematic role can correspond to different seman-
tic/syntactic realizations.

(C2) If ηp1(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp1(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1, even if ηp2(t) = 0.

The thematic role received by a particular constituent must be kept in the active memory
until the end of the thematic role assignment process/the end of the input sentence.

In other words, incoming activation from one of the corresponding patterns in area TEMP_TRA

is required for any of the patterns in area FINAL_TRA to become active, and this hetero-
associative support should be strong enough to accomplish this (C1). Additionally, the
strength of the auto-associative couplings should be strong enough as to allow patterns
in area FINAL_TRA, once they become active, to continue being active until the end of the
thematic role assignment process/the end of the input sentence, even if they no longer receive
external support (C2).

Conditions (C1) and (C2) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0, GAC = 0 and Θadpt =
−0.5, while keeping the remaining 8 parameters at their default values in this area.

T_NP1: Let p1 = INPUT.begin_sentence, p2 = CPT.NP1, p3 = T_NP1.NP1_expected and
p4 = T_NP1.t_NP1_ok. The following conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp1(t) = 1 for some t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp3(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1.

This comes from the fact that, at the beginning of processing of an input sentence (i.e.,
pattern INPUT.begin_sentence active), the system is expecting for the first constituent to
be a noun phrase (i.e., NP1), which is equivalent to having pattern NP1_expected active in
area T_NP1.

(C2) If ηp3(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp3(t) = 1 for every t ≥ t1 as long as ηp4(t) = 0,
even if ηp1(t) = 0.

Pattern T_NP1.NP1_expected must remain active as long as a transition to the NP1−state
has not yet been completed in area CPT (i.e., as long as pattern NP1 is not yet active in this
area), even if the system has already started the processing of the first sentence constituent.

(C3) If ηp2(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp4(t2) = 1, with t2 ≥ t1 and t2 as close as possible
to t1, even if ηp3(t2) = 1.

(C4) If ηp2(t1) = 1, ηp3(t1) = 1 and ηp4(t1) = 1, but ηp1(t1) = 0, then we must have
ηp3(t) = 0 and ηp4(t) = 1 for every t > t1.
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As soon as a transition to the NP1−state has safely been performed by the system (i.e.,
pattern CPT.NP1 active), this must switch to the t_NP1_ok−state in area T_NP1, which will
prevent any subsequent transition to the NP1−state in area CPT.

In other words, incoming activation from a single pattern from any of the connected areas
(INPUT and CPT) alone should suffice to activate any of the patterns in area T_NP1 ((C1) and
(C3)). Moreover, this external support should be strong enough as to overcome the global
inhibition, in the case another pattern is already active in this area (C3). Additionally,
the strength of the auto-associative couplings should be strong enough as to allow patterns
in area T_NP1, once they become active, to continue being active, even if they no longer
receive external support, as long as no other pattern is active in this area (i.e., the global
inhibition should be weak enough to allow this) ((C2) and (C4)). If two patterns are simul-
taneously active in area T_NP1 at a particular time step, then the global inhibition should
be strong enough as to restrict activation to the pattern which receives the greatest amount
of (external) support in the subsequent time steps (C4).

Conditions (C1)−(C4) are simultaneously met by setting τAC = 0.01 and GAC = 0.179,
while keeping the remaining 9 parameters at their default values in this area.

T_NP2: Let p1 = NOUNS.noun_expected, p2 = NOUNS.no_further_noun, p3 = CPT.NP1, p4

= CPT.NP2, p5 = any of the PP1−patterns in area CPT (above_PP1, for_PP1, from_PP1,
on_PP1, to_PP1 or with_PP1), p6 = CPT.err_NP2, p7 = T_NP2.t_NP2_possible, p8 =
T_NP2.t_NP2_ok, p9 = T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized and p10 = T_NP2.err_NP2. The fol-
lowing conditions must be met:

(C1) If ηp3(t1) = 1, but ηp1(t) = 0 for every t < t1, then we must have ηp7(t1) = 0.

Pattern T_NP2.t_NP2_possible must not become active as long as the system has not
yet finished the processing of the previous noun constituent (its semantic and syntactic
features relevant in sentence context are still kept in the active memory), i.e., as long as
pattern NOUNS.noun_expected has not yet become active, even if this constituent has been
identified as NP1 (pattern CPT.NP1 active) and NP1−to−NP2 is a grammatical transition in
area CPT, according to theGrammaticality criterion. In other words, incoming activation
from pattern CPT.NP1 alone must not suffice for pattern T_NP2.t_NP2_possible to become
active as well.

(C2) If ηp3(t) = 1 and ηp1(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t1 < t2), then we must have
ηp7(t3) = 1 for t3 > t2, even if ηp3(t) = 0 for every t ∈ (t2, t3].
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In other words, pattern T_NP2.t_NP2_possible should become active soon after the system
finishes the processing of the constituent identified as being NP1.

(C3) If ηp7(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp7(t2) = 1 for every t2 ≥ t1 as long as ηp8(t2) = 0
and ηp9(t2) = 0, even if ηp1(t2) = 0 and/or ηp3(t2) = 0.

Pattern T_NP2.t_NP2_possible must remain active, at least until the system begins the
processing of the next noun constituent of the input sentence, following NP1.

(C4) If ηp7(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp8(t2) = 0 for every t2 ≥ t1 as long as ηp4(t2) = 0.

(C5) If ηp7(t1) = 1, then we must have ηp9(t2) = 0 for every t2 ≥ t1 as long as ηp5(t2) = 0.

Pattern T_NP2.t_NP2_possible must be the only one active in this area, at least until the
system identifies the next noun constituent of the input sentence following NP1 as being
NP2 or PP1 (these being the two grammatical transitions from the NP1−state in area CPT).

(C6) If ηp4(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp8(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1, even if ηp7(t3) = 1.

(C7) If ηp4(t1) = 1, ηp7(t1) = 1, ηp8(t1) = 1, but ηp1(t1) = 0 and ηp3(t1) = 0, then we must
have ηp7(t) = 0 and ηp8(t) = 1 for every t > t1.

As soon as a transition to the NP2−state has safely been performed by the system (i.e.,
pattern CPT.NP2 active), this must switch to the t_NP2_ok−state in area T_NP2, which will
prevent any subsequent transition to the NP2−state in area CPT.

(C8) If ηp5(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp9(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1, even if ηp7(t3) = 1.

(C9) If ηp5(t1) = 1, ηp7(t1) = 1, ηp9(t1) = 1, but ηp1(t1) = 0 and ηp3(t1) = 0, then we must
have ηp7(t) = 0 and ηp9(t) = 1 for every t > t1.

As soon as a transition to a PP1−state has safely been performed by the system (i.e., pattern
CPT.above_PP1, CPT.for_PP1, CPT.from_PP1, CPT.on_PP1, CPT.to_PP1 or CPT.with_PP1

active), this must switch to the t_NP2_not_realized−state in area T_NP2, which will pre-
vent any subsequent transition to the NP2−state in area CPT.

(C10) If ηp2(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp9(t3) = 1, with t3 ≥ t1
and t3 as close as possible to t1, even if ηp7(t3) = 1.

(C11) If ηp2(t1) = 1, ηp7(t1) = 1, ηp9(t1) = 1, but ηp1(t1) = 0 and ηp3(t1) = 0, then we must
have ηp7(t) = 0 and ηp9(t) = 1 for every t > t1.
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

At the end of processing of an input sentence (pattern NOUNS.no_further_noun active),
if the system is in the t_NP2_possible−state in area T_NP2, then it must switch to the
t_NP2_not_realized−state, as a transition to the NP2−state is no longer possible in area
CPT (there are no more noun constituents to enter the system for processing).

(C12) If ηp6(t) = 1 for every t ∈ [t1, t2] (t2 ≥ t1), then we must have ηp10(t3) = 1, with
t3 ≥ t1 and t3 as close as possible to t1, even if ηp9(t3) = 1.

(C13) If ηp6(t1) = 1, ηp9(t1) = 1, ηp10(t1) = 1, but ηp2(t1) = 0 and ηp5(t1) = 0, then we must
have ηp9(t) = 0 and ηp10(t) = 1 for every t > t1.

If a transition to the NP2−state is no longer possible in area CPT (pattern T_NP2.t_NP2_not_-
realized active), but the system nonetheless detects a second noun phrase within the input
sentence (pattern CPT.err_NP2 active), then it must switch to the err_NP2−state in area
T_NP2 as well, as this information must be kept in the system until the end of processing of
the input sentence.

In other words, incoming activation from both of the connected patterns (CPT.NP1 and
NOUNS.noun_expected) is required in order to activate pattern T_NP2.t_NP2_possible (in-
coming activation from only one of these patterns does not suffice to this same end) (C1).
Moreover, the strength of these external connections should be strong enough as to allow
this pattern to become active, even if one of its two possible (external) sources of activation
has ceased to be active shortly before this happens (C2). As for the other patterns in area
T_NP2, these require both intra-area and inter-areal hetero-associative support from one of
the patterns in the connected areas in order to become active, and this should be strong
enough as to overcome the global inhibition, in the case another pattern is already active
in this same area ((C6), (C8), (C10) and (C12)). Moreover, none of these two possible
sources of activation (internal and external, respectively) alone should suffice to accomplish
this ((C4) and (C5)). Additionally, the strength of the auto-associative couplings should be
strong enough as to allow patterns in area T_NP2, once they become active, to continue being
active, even if they no longer receive external support, as long as no other pattern is active
in this area (i.e., the global inhibition should be weak enough to allow this) (C3). If two
patterns are simultaneously active in area T_NP2 at a particular time step, then the global
inhibition should be strong enough as to restrict activation to the pattern which receives
the greatest amount of (internal and external) support in the subsequent time steps ((C7),
(C9), (C11) and (C13)).
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6.9 Results

Conditions (C1)−(C13) are simultaneously met by setting wint = 0.0015, wext = 0.002,
τAC = 0.006, GAC = 0.003 and Θadpt = 0.04, while keeping the remaining 6 parameters at
their default values in this area.

T_NP3, T_PP1 and T_PP2: analogously to area T_NP2 (see above). As a matter of fact, the
values of all parameters in all these 3 areas are the same as those of the parameters in area
T_NP2, as the operations that must be carried therein are essentially the same in all 4 cases.

The values of the network parameters were fine-tuned as to allow not only the successful
processing of grammatical (unambiguous) sentences (see the conditions above), but also as
to allow disambiguation in several of the areas of the network (e.g., NOUNS, CK_VERBS). This
was accomplished by manipulating the global activation control parameters (τAC and GAC),
as to restrict activation to the one pattern/aspect which receives the greatest amount of
external (hetero-associative) support, in the case several patterns are simultaneously active
(see the previous Section 6.7 for more details).

The complete list of the network parameters and their values can be found in Appendix B.

6.9 Results

TRANNS(II)’s performance was tested on the same corpus of grammatical sentences which
was used in the case of our first implementation (see Table 5.3, Section 5.9), with the same
good results. Due to the disambiguation mechanisms we have described in detail in Section
6.7 of this Chapter, TRANNS(II) can additionally correct ambiguities at the single word
level (in particular, lexical ambiguities), as illustrated by sentences (S1)−(S4) from Section
6.7 (a feature which TRANNS(I) was lacking), and detect syntactic errors (see the descrip-
tion of area CPT). In the latter case, TRANNS(II) can still produce the correct thematic role
description of the respective sentences, by creating two additional connections: from pattern
CPT.err_NP2 to aspect SSI.n_NP2, and from pattern CPT.err_NP3 to aspect SSI.n_NP3,
respectively. In the case of ambiguities on the single word level, both the semantic and the
syntactic fit of a noun in a particular context were used in order to settle upon an accurate
interpretation. This idea has previously been used in the probabilistic model of McRae and
colleagues [185]. They have also argued that both the semantic (i.e., thematic roles and
selectional restrictions) as well as the syntactic (i.e., subcategorization options) argument
structure properties of the main verb are simultaneoulsy employed in the process of disam-
biguation. This latter viewpoint found a straightforward implementation in TRANNS(II),
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

since areas SSI and TEMP_TRA store and process these both types of information. In addition
to this, the disambiguation mechanisms also make use of conceptual knowledge about the
nouns concerned (see the projection from area CK_NOUNS to area NOUNS).

Therefore, it should not be too difficult to notice that the use of distributed instead of
localist representation has significantly increased the fault tolerance of our system.

6.10 Summary and discussion

Taking into consideration the fact that the structural organization of TRANNS(II) is analo-
gous to that of TRANNS(I), and that the functional aspects are essentially the same for the
two systems, it should not come as a surprise that most of the statements from Section 5.10,
concerning TRANNS(I), hold true for the second implementation of our model as well. A
number of distinctions, however, are worth mentioning.

The main differences between the two implementations, mentioned at the beginning of this
Chapter as well, stem from the fact that the latter has a higher degree of fault tolerance
as compared to the former (e.g., TRANNS(II) can correct ambiguities on the single word
level, while TRANNS(I) cannot). Furthermore, the use of distributed representations has
allowed us to capture the different degrees of semantic and syntactic similarity between the
different entities represented in the network, and has made the system described throughout
this Chapter more plausible from the neuroscience standpoint, as compared to TRANNS(I).

If in the former implementation we used a single unit to represent both the linguistic as
well as the non-linguistic features of the items in the lexicon (see areas A1 and A2), in
the latter we chose to split the noun/verb representations according to their relevance in
linguistic context: we assumed that the conceptual (world) knowledge that language users
might possess about particular nouns/verbs (see areas CK_NOUNS and CK_VERBS) is stored
separately from the linguistic knowledge (see areas NOUNS, SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT).

Furthermore, in this second implementation of our model we follow the lead of Pulvermüller
and colleagues [223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 230, 231, 232] (see also [303]), in assuming
that words, whether they are nouns or verbs, are represented in the cortex not by single
units (neurons), but by widely distributed cell assemblies (e.g., [29, 110, 201, 312]). These
comprise neurons scattered over the left perisylvian language cortex, representing the words’
form, and an even more widely distributed sub-network, comprising neurons in both hemi-
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spheres, representing the words’ meaning (see [91, 92, 93, 311] for a computational model
of word-related cell assembly learning, as a result of correlated activity in auditory and
motor cortical areas, during early stages of language acquisition. The same representational
substrate was assumed in the model of Pulvermüller [223, 230], which was used to explain a
wide range of deficits manifested by aphasic patients. See also the work of Arbib (e.g., [9]),
who argues for the involvement of mirror neurons in encoding knowledge of action words
with sensory associations at the cortical level). Conceptual knowledge is assumed to have
its neural counterpart in action-perception circuits. Lesion (category-specific processing de-
ficits following lesions to modality-specific cortical areas), as well as neuroanatomical and
neurophysiological studies (see, e.g., [15, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 231, 232, 303, 317] and
the references therein) strongly support this account of concept representation. Neurons
belonging to assemblies representing words with strong motor associations, for instance, are
assumed to be distributed over motor, premotor and/or prefrontal cortical areas, while those
corresponding to the representations of words with strong visual associations are scattered
over inferior temporal and/or occipital areas [224, 225, 226, 227, 231]. We can therefore
safely assume that the representations of nouns in areas INPUT, NOUNS and CK_NOUNS, for
instance, do not correspond to different assemblies, but to a single global assembly, with
different parts scattered over different cortical areas, depending on the type of information
that they represent.

Another important assumption behind our model, namely the near-simultaneity of lexical,
semantic and syntactic information access (i.e., access to a word’s form, meaning, and syn-
tactic properties, respectively), is also shared by Pulvermüller and colleagues [225, 226, 228,
231, 232]; see the projections from area INPUT to areas CK_NOUNS via NOUNS, and SEL_RESTR

and SUBCAT_OPT via CK_VERBS, respectively. In the aforementioned studies, this operation
(which corresponds to cell assembly ignition) is assumed to take place at around 100-250 ms
after stimulus onset, followed by a period of reverberatory activity (which corresponds to a
process of active memory for words); recall that, within our model, the neuron ensembles
representing the items in the lexicon, once active, continue being in this state, for at least
as long as the information they carry is needed by the system.

In the spirit of Pulvermüller’s work, we can furthermore assume that the different phrase
types represented in area CPT of TRANNS(II) correspond to the so-called discrete combina-
torial neuronal assemblies (or DCNAs) (aggregates of more elementary sequence detectors)
[225, 226, 227], which are, according to their definition, higher order neuron ensembles in
charge of processing the serial order of sentence constituents; see also [229] for a computa-
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6 TRANNS(II): a distributed connectionist system for thematic role assignment

tional model which shows the emergence of such DCNAs in a brain-inspired neural network
architecture, as a result of Hebbian learning. It is noteworthy, however, that the DCNAs
proposed in the aforementioned studies were initially assumed to be sensitive to syntactic
information alone. We wish to extend this concept, by postulating the existence of similar
neural entities, sensitive both to syntactic, as well as semantic information (see the ‘thematic’
units/patterns in areas A7/SSI of TRANNS(I)/TRANNS(II), respectively), in charge of
processing the syntactic and semantic dependencies between the main verb of a sentence
and its syntactic arguments; see [228] and [229], for similar suggestions.

In our model, thematic role assignment is driven mainly by syntactic factors, such as the
position of the respective phrase within a certain subcategorization frame, and a restricted
set of semantic features (those corresponding to the selectional restrictions that the main
verb imposes on its arguments); these we refer to as “linguistically relevant” (syntactic
and semantic) features of the nouns in the lexicon. Conceptual (world) knowledge in this
latter implementation is used to solve ambiguities on the single word level, and to check the
accuracy of thematic role assignment, without influencing this process in any direct way (cf.
[183]).

The disambiguation mechanism described in Section 6.7 was inspired by a number of ex-
perimental results [285, 286, 293]. The authors of these studies claim that all possible
interpretations of a polysemous word (be it a noun or a verb) are activated in parallel,
in its immediate temporal vicinity, during on-line sentence comprehension. Furthermore,
they suggest that as soon as enough contextual information becomes available, only the
appropriate representation remains active. These findings could extend straightforwardly to
ambiguities on the single word level, due to phonological similarity.
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7 General discussion and concluding remarks

Within the realm of natural language processing (NLP) modeling, the use of symbolic and
distributed representations are considered to be two fundamentally different approaches to
this problem. Connectionist or artificial neural network NLP models are no exception. Sym-
bolic and distributed artificial neural network systems are based on different strategies for
encoding linguistic knowledge. Whereas in the former case individual units code for indivi-
dual words and semantic/syntactic properties, in subsymbolic (distributed) systems linguis-
tic structures can be learned and represented in the configuration of weights distributed
across several units (see also Section 4.1, where these two approaches are contrasted in more
detail).

In the current work, we have shown that both a localist (TRANNS(I)) and a distributed
(TRANNS(II)) neural network system can master the task of thematic role assignment (cf.
Miikkulainen [188]). TRANNS(I) is, for that matter, the first symbolic (localist) neural
network model, which can successfully solve this task.

In the following, we will return to the main goals of the current project (set forth in the
introductory chapter of this work), and we will explain why we believe that these have been
achieved.

The idea that predicate (verb) argument structure plays a key role in sentence processing is
not new, and there is a general agreement upon it (e.g., [270]). Some researchers went even
further, arguing for its importance in the historical evolution of modern natural languages
[119].

Since the aspect of interest was the interplay between syntax and semantics during on-line
sentence comprehension, one might naturally ask how do verb argument structure and the-
matic role assignment contribute to the study of their interaction. We see at least two major
reasons for this being so. First, verbs place both syntactic as well as semantic constraints
on their arguments (see [21, 168, 297] and Chapter 2). As a matter of fact, the relationship
between the syntactic and semantic arguments of the main verb is one of the primary inter-
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face rules between the syntax and semantics of a sentence (e.g., [129]). Secondly and most
importantly, thematic roles contribute both to sentence meaning and structure: to meaning,
by providing an approximate description of the event/situation/state expressed by the main
verb (in terms of “who did what to whom”), and to structure, by specifying the number and
type of participants needed for the complete description of that event/situation/state.

As thematic role assignment is a key aspect in any theory of sentence comprehension [7, 183],
a number of other neural network models rely on this notion (e.g., [120, 122, 242, 243, 244,
245, 246]). Although TRANNS is similar in spirit to these models, our approach is essentially
different, for a number of reasons (most of which have been outlined in more detail in Chapter
4).

In TRANNS, thematic role labels are assigned to constituent phrases, as a function of
their position within the structural configuration of the input sentences, as well as their
semantic features, based on the algorithm described in Subsection 2.5.1. Semantic, syntactic
and syntax-semantics interface constraints are simultaneously taken into account in the
comprehension process, which was believed to be a difficult task, at least for the symbolic
systems [188]. In doing so, our model is in line with the linguistic processing principles,
proposed by Ray Jackendoff in his Parallel Architecture [58, 123, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132],
according to which syntax and semantics are independent generative components, which
contribute to sentence processing in a parallel fashion, and communicate with each other by
means of interface constraints. Words are part of these interface rules, governing the proper
linkage of particular pieces of phonological, syntactic and semantic information stored in
the mental lexicon.

Even though our model provides an essentially semantic description of the input sentences,
it also incorporates some, albeit simple, syntactic rules, governing the serial order of the
sentential constituents. In addition to grammatical (syntactically and semantically sound)
English sentences, and similar to human performance [188], TRANNS is also able to “un-
derstand” ungrammatical (syntactically and/or semantically malformed) input sentences (a
feature which makes our system fault tolerant, at least up to a certain degree), and can
detect syntactic errors. In particular, TRANNS can handle sentences incorporating verbs
with multiple argument structure frames, whose processing is considered to be the biggest
challenge for any model of thematic role assignment. Additionally, TRANNS(I) deals with
thematic ambiguities in a manner that is plausible in terms of human performance (see
also [290] for a theoretical account of thematic role ambiguity resolution, supported by ex-
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perimental evidence), while TRANNS(II) can solve ambiguities on the single word level
(in particular, lexical ambiguities), even for two constituents embedded within the same
sentence simultaneously (noun−verb pairs).

As an alternative to learning the contextual dependencies between verbs and their typical
role fillers (arguments), these are encoded in the connectivity structure of our model, by using
knowledge extracted from a large-scale lexical database (VerbNet; e.g., [148]). Although we
have not yet addressed this problem, it would nonetheless be interesting to explore how the
structural organization of TRANNS might emerge, as a result of learning.

Another important feature distinguishing our model from related proposals is the fact that
TRANNS is one of the few models of language understanding, which proposes a link be-
tween its own structural organization and functionality, and those of the human sentence
processing system. The basic assumptions behind the model are strongly supported by ex-
perimental data, coming from aphasiology (studies involving patients with lesions to the
language relevant brain regions), brain imaging and electrophysiology. While ERP (event
related potential) studies provide important insights on the temporal dynamics of compre-
hension, PET (positron emission tomography) and fMRI (functional magnetic resonance
imaging) studies indicate the localization of the brain areas believed to be involved in the
process of interest.

For instance, a considerable range of neuroimaging and lesion studies suggest that distinct
neural mechanisms are involved in the processing of nouns and verbs (cf. [226, 232, 295,
303, 317] and the references therein). This dichotomy is reflected by the distinct processing
pathways associated to nouns and verbs in our model: A1 to A8 via A3, A4, A6 and
A7, and A2 to A7 via A5, respectively, in TRANNS(I), and INPUT to FINAL_TRA via
NOUNS, CK_NOUNS, CPT, SSI and TEMP_TRA, and INPUT to SSI via CK_VERBS, SEL_RESTR and
SUBCAT_OPT, respectively, in TRANNS(II).

Regarding the processing of verbs, recall that our main assumption was that all possible
argument structure realizations of a verb (in particular, all thematic options) are accessed
in parallel immediately after the recognition point (see the projection from area A2 to
A5 in TRANNS(I), and that from area CK_VERBS to SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT, respec-
tively, in TRANNS(II)). In the human brain, this process is believed to take place over
posterior regions of the perisylvian language network (for experimental evidence see, e.g.,
[21, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 290, 295]). In our model, the detection of a verb in the input
sentence is followed almost immediately by the activation of the associated representation(s)
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in areas A5/SEL_RESTR and SUBCAT_OPT, respectively. The argument structure frames are
held in active memory until the end of the sentence, which corresponds to anticipating up-
coming arguments [22]. Such priming effects have been confirmed by behavioral exper-
imental data (see, e.g., [7] and the references therein), which suggest that, at the verb,
participants in these studies anticipate which entities are most likely to be role players in
particular events/situations/states. The available thematic roles are then assigned to the
verbal arguments, as they are encountered in real time [38, 262, 290]. Similar effects were
noted in the opposite direction as well, i.e., from nouns to verbs whose argument struc-
ture properties stipulate the existence of particular role players matching the (syntactic and
semantic) properties of the nouns concerned (recall that the ‘thematic’ units/patterns in
areas A7/SSI of our two systems are being primed both following the detection of a noun,
in the absence of the main verb, and conversely, following the detection of the main verb, in
the absence of a noun, but become fully active only following the detection of a matching
noun−verb pair); see also the sentence comprehension model of MacDonald et al. [168], for
a similar account of argument structure information processing.

With respect to the verb argument structure cortical representation, we share the viewpoint
expressed by Assadollahi et al. [10, 11] and Shetreet et al. [270], in assuming that this has
two components: one static (corresponding to the left middle temporal gyrus (lMTG) and
superior temporal gyrus (lSTG), i.e., to Wernicke’s area), and the other dynamic (corre-
sponding to the left inferior frontal gyrus (lIFG), i.e., to Broca’s area), respectively. Accord-
ingly, argument structure information retrieval is assumed to take place at around 250-300
ms after stimulus onset, over BAs (Brodmann’s areas) 21/22, whereas argument structure
processing (more precisely, selection of one out of multiple possible alternatives) takes place
between 350-450 ms, over BAs 45/47. This might explain why access to verb argument
structure information appears unimpaired in patients with Broca’s aphasia, whereas these
same patients exhibit difficulties in holding this information in active memory, and subse-
quently in integrating it at the sentence level (see, e.g., [162, 261, 262] and the references
therein). Furthermore, a cortical projection from the lIFG to the lMTG presumably enables
the sequential processing of the sentence constituents [10, 11]. The dichotomy proposed
by the aforementioned authors too is represented in TRANNS: the static part of the ar-
gument structure representation is kept active in areas A5 of TRANNS(I)/SEL_RESTR and
SUBCAT_OPT of TRANNS(II), while the dynamic component is being processed in area A7
of TRANNS(I)/SSI of TRANNS(II), respectively.
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The idea according to which the lexical entry of verbs incorporates argument structure
information, in addition to being supported by experimental evidence (see, e.g., [10, 11, 162,
260, 261, 262, 270, 295] and the references therein), it is also embraced in most linguistic
theories (e.g., [38, 128, 132, 168, 290]). Moreover, this information is assumed to become
available to and to be used by the sentence processing system soon after verb recognition
(see, e.g., [38, 290], and [297], for experimental evidence concerning the immediate use
of subcategorization information in syntactic ambiguity resolution, during on-line sentence
comprehension).

As for the process of thematic role assignment per se, our model is consistent with the
eADM (extended Argument Dependency Model) neurocognitive model of on-line sentence
comprehension [25], which deals specifically with the processing of verbs and their syntactic
arguments. According to Bornkessel and Schlesewsky, verb argument structure processing is
carried out within three hierarchically organized stages, all of which have a straightforward
correspondence in TRANNS: (1) phrase structure building operations without relational
interpretation; (2) thematic role assignment, based upon a restricted set of linguistically
relevant syntactic and semantic features; and (3) thematic role assignment accuracy check,
based upon information from non-linguistic sources, followed (eventually) by re-analysis
and repair. Phase 1 of eADM is analogous to the operations taking place in areas A6 of
TRANNS(I)/CPT of TRANNS(II), respectively; see also the projection from A1 to A3 in
TRANNS(I). Phase 2 has its counterpart in TRANNS(I)’s area A7/TRANNS(II)’s area
SSI, and their respective incoming projections. Last but not least, for Phase 3 of eADM, see
the projection from area CK_NOUNS to area NOUNS of TRANNS(II), since world knowledge is
the only non-linguistic knowledge source which we took into consideration when designing
our model. See also [25] and the references therein, for the neurophysiological and neu-
roanatomical correlates of each of these three processing stages, which, at least indirectly,
have implications for our model as well.

Regarding the overall thematic role description of the input sentences (see areas A8 of
TRANNS(I) and FINAL_TRA of TRANNS(II), respectively) we may assume, following Domi-
ney et al. [68], that this is represented over BA44/6 (lIFG) in the human brain.

This bring us to a more general problem: As sentences unfold over time, a critical test for any
model of sentence comprehension is to incorporate time in the dynamical equation describing
their behavior in performing this task [197]. Although some of the models (e.g., [242, 243,
244, 245, 246]) use word order information, this does not provide any indication on the
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temporal dynamics in these networks. By contrast, TRANNS passes this test successfully,
as it was shown in Sections 5.6 and 6.6.

Another limitation of (most of) the existing artificial neural network models comes from the
fact that their grammar does not include prepositions (e.g., [174, 175]). As illustrated in
Sections 5.9 and 6.9, the information provided by prepositions can turn out to be critical
in establishing the correct labeling for arguments of the PP−type (see also [168]). This is
not the case in our model, the more so as we incorporated syntactic properties for the verb
representations (i.e., subcategorization options), and this would not have made much sense
anyway, if we had not also included prepositions in the lexicon.

Before we conclude this Chapter, a few remarks on possible future extensions of our model.
Although at present this can handle only arguments of the NP− and PP−type, it can
be easily modified to accommodate other phrasal types as well (e.g., adjectival, adverbial,
clauses), by simply adding further units in areas A4 and A6, syntactic constraints in area
A6, and thematic units in area A7, corresponding to these new phrasal categories, in the
case of TRANNS(I), and by storing more patterns in areas NOUNS, CPT, SSI and TEMP_TRA,
and adding further control modules, in the case of TRANNS(II), respectively. Scaling up
our model, in general, is a relatively straightforward endeavor. We expect that adding
new words, semantic and syntactic features, phrasal categories, and possibly other the-
matic roles as well, would result in a merely linear change in the number of units in the
TRANNS(I)−network. As for TRANNS(II), associative memories have been proven to be
very efficient in terms of storage capacity (e.g., [175, 202, 203, 204, 273]). TRANNS can also
be modified as to process sentences incorporating adjuncts in addition to verbal arguments,
and as to label the arguments of predicates belonging to other lexical categories, in addition
to verbs. A further extension would be to modify the current architecture as to allow the
processing of sentences incorporating multiple verbs.

Coming back to the primary intent of this project (i.e., to contribute to the understanding
of the complex relationship between language and the brain), we believe that TRANNS’
main contribution stems from bridging an obvious gap between the existing computational
neural network models of sentence comprehension, and adjacent sciences, such as cognitive
psychology, cognitive neuroscience and linguistics.
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A The verb-argument structure frames

As we have mentioned in Sections 5.2 and 6.2, our model’s lexicon comprises a number of
12 verbs. The argument structure frames for these verbs, as introduced in Subsection 2.5.1,
and whose derivation process from the VerbNet database [148] has been described in more
detail in Subsection 2.7.3, is given below. For the sake of simplicity, we have restricted
ourselves only to those frames whose elements correspond to NPs (noun phrases) and/or
PPs (prepositional phrases) in syntax.

Within the argument structure frame representations, each thematic role should be regarded
as a function of two arguments: the first one of them is the phrasal category allowed to
express the corresponding argument in syntax (pt), and the second, the selectional (semantic)
restrictions that the respective thematic role imposes on potential role fillers (sr). The values
allowed for these variables are given below the argument structure frame itself, as well as
an illustrative example for each particular frame.

� appear

Thematic roles: THEME, LOCATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {THEME V}

ptTHEME=NP1

srTHEME=none

Example: “A man appeared.”

• Frame 2: {THEME V LOCATION}

ptTHEME=NP1

ptLOCATION=loc−PP1

srTHEME=none
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A The verb-argument structure frames

srLOCATION=none

Example: “A book appeared on the table.”

� break

Thematic roles: AGENT, PATIENT, INSTRUMENT

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V PATIENT}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptPATIENT=NP2

srAGENT=internal control

srPATIENT=solid

Example: “John broke the window.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V PATIENT INSTRUMENT}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptPATIENT=NP2

ptINSTRUMENT=with−PP1

srAGENT=internal control

srPATIENT=solid

srINSTRUMENT=solid

Example: “John broke the window with a stone.”

• Frame 3: {PATIENT V}

ptPATIENT=NP1

srPATIENT=solid

Example: “The window broke.”

• Frame 4: {INSTRUMENT V PATIENT}
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ptINSTRUMENT=NP1

ptPATIENT=NP2

srINSTRUMENT=solid

srPATIENT=solid

Example: “The stone broke the window.”

� bring

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, SOURCE, DESTINATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

srAGENT=internal control

srTHEME=concrete

Example: “The man brought the car.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V THEME DESTINATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptDESTINATION=against/before/into/on/to/onto−PP1

srAGENT=internal control

srTHEME=concrete

srDESTINATION=animate or location that is not a region

Example: “The man brought the car to Paris.”

• Frame 3: {AGENT V THEME SOURCE}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2
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A The verb-argument structure frames

ptSOURCE=src−PP1

srAGENT=internal control

srTHEME=concrete

srSOURCE=location

Example: “The man brought the car from London.”

• Frame 4: {AGENT V THEME SOURCE DESTINATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptSOURCE=src−PP1

ptDESTINATION=to−PP2

srAGENT=internal control

srTHEME=concrete

srSOURCE=location

srDESTINATION=animate or location that is not a region

Example: “The man brought the car from London to Paris.”

• Frame 5: {AGENT V DESTINATION THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptDESTINATION=NP2

ptTHEME=NP3

srAGENT=internal control

srDESTINATION=animate

srTHEME=concrete

Example: “John brought Sarah the car.”

� eat

Thematic roles: AGENT, PATIENT

Argument structure frames:
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• Frame 1: {AGENT V PATIENT}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptPATIENT=NP2

srAGENT=animate

srPATIENT=comestible and solid

Example: “The dog ate the food.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V}

ptAGENT=NP1

srAGENT=animate

Example: “The dog ate.”

� fill

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, DESTINATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V DESTINATION THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptDESTINATION=NP2

ptTHEME=with−PP1

srAGENT=animate

srDESTINATION=location that is not a region

srTHEME=concrete

Example: “John filled the house with people.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V DESTINATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptDESTINATION=NP2

srAGENT=animate
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A The verb-argument structure frames

srDESTINATION=location that is not a region

Example: “John filled the house.”

� give

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, RECIPIENT

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V THEME RECIPIENT}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptRECIPIENT=to−PP1

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=concrete

srRECIPIENT=animate or organization

Example: “John gave a book to Sarah.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V RECIPIENT THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptRECIPIENT=NP2

ptTHEME=NP3

srAGENT= animate or organization

srRECIPIENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=concrete

Example: “John gave Sarah a book.”

� keep

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, LOCATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V THEME LOCATION}
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ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptLOCATION=loc−PP1

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=none

srLOCATION=location that is not a region

Example: “The woman kept the food on the table.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=none

Example: “The man kept the dog.”

� lift

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, LOCATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

srAGENT=animate

srTHEME=concrete

Example: “The man lifted the table.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V THEME LOCATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2
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ptLOCATION=spatial−PP1

srAGENT=animate

srTHEME=concrete

srLOCATION=location that is not a region

Example: “The man lifted the book on the table.”

� put

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, DESTINATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V THEME DESTINATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptDESTINATION=loc−PP1

srAGENT=animate

srTHEME=concrete

srDESTINATION=location that is not a region

Example: “The woman put the plate on the table.”

� send

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, SOURCE, DESTINATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=concrete

Example: “Sarah sent the letter.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V THEME SOURCE}
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ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptSOURCE=src−PP1

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=concrete

srSOURCE=location

Example: “Sarah sent the letter from Paris.”

• Frame 3: {AGENT V THEME DESTINATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptDESTINATION=to−PP1

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=concrete

srDESTINATION=animate or location that is not a region

Example: “Sarah sent the letter to London.”

• Frame 4: {AGENT V THEME SOURCE DESTINATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptSOURCE=src−PP1

ptDESTINATION=to−PP2

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=concrete

srSOURCE=location

srDESTINATION=animate or location that is not a region

Example: “Sarah sent the letter from Paris to London.”
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• Frame 5: {AGENT V THEME DESTINATION SOURCE}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptDESTINATION=to−PP1

ptSOURCE=src−PP2

srAGENT=animate or organization

srTHEME=concrete

srDESTINATION=animate or location that is not a region

srSOURCE=location

Example: “Sarah sent the letter to London from Paris.”

• Frame 6: {AGENT V DESTINATION THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptDESTINATION=NP2

ptTHEME=NP3

srAGENT=animate or organization

srDESTINATION=animate

srTHEME=concrete

Example: “Sarah sent John the letter.”

� sit

Thematic roles: AGENT, LOCATION

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V}

ptAGENT=NP1

srAGENT=animate

Example: “The dog sat.”
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• Frame 2: {AGENT V LOCATION}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptLOCATION=loc−PP1

srAGENT=animate

srLOCATION=location that is not a region

Example: “The dog sat on the floor.”

� write

Thematic roles: AGENT, THEME, BENEFICIARY

Argument structure frames:

• Frame 1: {AGENT V THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

srAGENT=animate

srTHEME=none

Example: “Sarah wrote a letter.”

• Frame 2: {AGENT V}

ptAGENT=NP1

srAGENT=animate

Example: “Sarah wrote.”

• Frame 3: {AGENT V THEME BENEFICIARY}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptBENEFICIARY=to−PP1

srAGENT=animate

srTHEME=none
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srBENEFICIARY=animate

Example: “Sarah wrote a letter to John.”

• Frame 4: {AGENT V THEME BENEFICIARY}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptTHEME=NP2

ptBENEFICIARY=for−PP1

srAGENT=animate

srTHEME=none

srBENEFICIARY=animate

Example: “Sarah wrote a letter for John.”

• Frame 5: {AGENT V BENEFICIARY THEME}

ptAGENT=NP1

ptBENEFICIARY=NP2

ptTHEME=NP3

srAGENT=animate

srBENEFICIARY=animate

srTHEME=none

Example: “Sarah wrote John a letter.”
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B The network parameter values

Table B.1 below contains the complete list of parameter values, for all modules of TRANNS(II).

Area name dt τ νreset Θfire wint wext winh τAC GAC Θadpt τΘ
INPUT 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.05 0 0.05 0.3 0 1 0.02
CONTROL 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.2 0.001 0.05 0.02 0.2 0.25 0.02
NOUNS 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.003 0.1 0.05 0.011 0.004 -0.05 0.02
CK_NOUNS 0.001 0.02 0 1 0 0.003 0.05 0.3 0 0 0.02
CPT 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.0145 0.002 0.05 0.3 0 0.25 0.02
SEL_RESTR 0.001 0.02 0 1 0 0.1 0.05 0.3 0 0.25 0.02
SUBCAT_OPT 0.001 0.02 0 1 0 0.1 0.05 0.3 0 0.25 0.02
CK_VERBS 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.003 0.005 0.05 0.0105 0.004 -0.05 0.02
SSI 0.001 0.02 0 1 0 0.1 0.05 0.3 0 0.25 0.02
TEMP_TRA 0.001 0.02 0 1 0 0.003 0.05 0.3 0 0.04 0.02
FINAL_TRA 0.001 0.02 0 1 0 0.1 0.05 0.3 0 -0.5 0.02
T_NP1 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.01 0.179 0.25 0.02
T_NP2 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.0015 0.002 0.05 0.006 0.003 -0.04 0.02
T_NP3 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.0015 0.002 0.05 0.006 0.003 -0.04 0.02
T_PP1 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.0015 0.002 0.05 0.006 0.003 -0.04 0.02
T_PP2 0.001 0.02 0 1 0.0015 0.002 0.05 0.006 0.003 -0.04 0.02

Table B.1: The network parameters and their values

Here and elsewhere throughout this work, we use the following notations: dt − integration
time step, τ − membrane time constant, νreset − reset potential, Θfire − firing threshold, wint

− excitatory efficacy internal, wext − excitatory efficacy external, winh − inhibitory efficacy,
τAC − activity control time constant, GAC − global activity control gain, Θadpt − adapted
threshold, and τΘ − threshold time constant, respectively.
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C Pattern specification and connectivity structure

in TRANNS(II)

In this Chapter, we will first provide the complete list of patterns stored in each of the areas
(modules) of TRANNS(II) (see Section C.1 below). We distinguish two types of patterns:
the first type are stored in areas where a similarity measure was implemented; we call
these “overlapping patterns”. They consist of 4 aspects (sub-patterns); the similarity of two
concepts translates into the corresponding patterns sharing one or more aspects. For this
first type of patterns, the following syntax will be used:

p = [a1, a2, a3, a4]

which reads as “pattern p, consisting of the four aspects (sub-patterns) a1−a4”. Patterns of
the second type are disjoint from any other pattern in their corresponding areas, as there are
no aspects defined for them; we call these “overlap-free” patterns. They will be listed first,
followed by the patterns from the first category. Where necessary, the symbolic meaning of
the corresponding entities, reflected in the names of the patterns and aspects, will also be
provided.

C.1 The chosen representations

Area INPUT:

I. Overlap-free patterns: book, change, child, city, family, day, door, stone, floor,
food, house, idea, information, man, people, problem, result, room, table, woman,
window, plate, John, Sarah, dog, cat, cup, car, letter, Paris, London, above_book,
above_door, above_floor, above_house, above_table, above_window, above_letter,
for_family, for_John, for_Sarah, from_change, from_child, from_city, from_house,
from_man, from_people, from_problem, from_result, from_room, from_table,
from_woman, from_window, from_plate, from_John, from_Sarah, from_car, from_Paris,
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from_London, on_book, on_change, on_floor, on_problem, on_result, on_table,
on_window, on_plate, on_car, on_letter, to_child, to_city, to_family, to_door,
to_man, to_people, to_room, to_woman, to_John, to_Sarah, to_dog, to_cat, to_cup,
to_car, to_Paris, to_London, with_stone, with_food, with_man, with_people,
with_woman, with_John, with_Sarah, appear, break, bring, eat, fill, give, keep, lift,
put, send, sit, write, begin_sentence, inter_words, end_sentence.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Legend:

begin_sentence = beginning of a new input sentence
inter_words = detection of a (phonological) boundary between two consecutive sentence
constituents
end_sentence = end of an input sentence

Area NOUNS:

I. Overlap-free patterns: noun_expected, no_further_noun.

II. Overlapping patterns:

book = [sf7, NP, prep_abs, prop_book]

change = [sf4, NP, prep_abs, prop_change]

child = [sf1, NP, prep_abs, prop_child]

city = [sf5, NP, prep_abs, prop_city]

family = [sf3, NP, prep_abs, prop_family]

day = [sf4, NP, prep_abs, prop_day]

door = [sf6, NP, prep_abs, prop_door]

stone = [sf7, NP, prep_abs, prop_stone]

floor = [sf5, NP, prep_abs, prop_floor]

food = [sf8, NP, prep_abs, prop_food]

house = [sf5, NP, prep_abs, prop_house]

idea = [sf4, NP, prep_abs, prop_idea]

information = [sf4, NP, prep_abs, prop_information]

man = [sf1, NP, prep_abs, prop_man]

people = [sf3, NP, prep_abs, prop_people]

problem = [sf4, NP, prep_abs, prop_problem]

result = [sf4, NP, prep_abs, prop_result]
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room = [sf5, NP, prep_abs, prop_room]

table = [sf6, NP, prep_abs, prop_table]

woman = [sf1, NP, prep_abs, prop_woman]

window = [sf6, NP, prep_abs, prop_window]

plate = [sf6, NP, prep_abs, prop_plate]

John = [sf1, NP, prep_abs, prop_John]

Sarah = [sf1, NP, prep_abs, prop_Sarah]

dog = [sf2, NP, prep_abs, prop_dog]

cat = [sf2, NP, prep_abs, prop_cat]

cup = [sf6, NP, prep_abs, prop_cup]

car = [sf6, NP, prep_abs, prop_car]

letter = [sf7, NP, prep_abs, prop_letter]

Paris = [sf5, NP, prep_abs, prop_Paris]

London = [sf5, NP, prep_abs, prop_London]

above_book = [sf7, NP, above, prop_above_book]

above_door = [sf6, NP, above, prop_above_door]

above_floor = [sf5, NP, above, prop_above_floor]

above_house = [sf5, NP, above, prop_above_house]

above_table = [sf6, NP, above, prop_above_table]

above_window = [sf6, NP, above, prop_above_window]

above_letter = [sf7, NP, above, prop_above_letter]

for_family = [sf3, NP, for, prop_for_family]

for_John = [sf1, NP, for, prop_for_John]

for_Sarah = [sf1, NP, for, prop_for_Sarah]

from_change = [sf4, NP, from, prop_from_change]

from_child = [sf1, NP, from, prop_from_child]

from_city = [sf5, NP, from, prop_from_city]

from_house = [sf5, NP, from, prop_from_house]

from_man = [sf1, NP, from, prop_from_man]

from_people = [sf3, NP, from, prop_from_people]

from_problem = [sf4, NP, from, prop_from_problem]

from_result = [sf4, NP, from, prop_from_result]

from_room = [sf5, NP, from, prop_from_room]

from_table = [sf6, NP, from, prop_from_table]
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from_woman = [sf1, NP, from, prop_from_woman]

from_window = [sf6, NP, from, prop_from_window]

from_plate = [sf6, NP, from, prop_from_plate]

from_John = [sf1, NP, from, prop_from_John]

from_Sarah = [sf1, NP, from, prop_from_Sarah]

from_car = [sf6, NP, from, prop_from_car]

from_Paris = [sf5, NP, from, prop_from_Paris]

from_London = [sf5, NP, from, prop_from_London]

on_book = [sf7, NP, on, prop_on_book]

on_change = [sf4, NP, on, prop_on_change]

on_floor = [sf5, NP, on, prop_on_floor]

on_problem = [sf4, NP, on, prop_on_problem]

on_result = [sf4, NP, on, prop_on_result]

on_table = [sf6, NP, on, prop_on_table]

on_window = [sf6, NP, on, prop_on_window]

on_plate = [sf6, NP, on, prop_on_plate]

on_car = [sf6, NP, on, prop_on_car]

on_letter = [sf7, NP, on, prop_on_letter]

to_child = [sf1, NP, to, prop_to_child]

to_city = [sf5, NP, to, prop_to_city]

to_family = [sf3, NP, to, prop_to_family]

to_door = [sf6, NP, to, prop_to_door]

to_man = [sf1, NP, to, prop_to_man]

to_people = [sf3, NP, to, prop_to_people]

to_room = [sf5, NP, to, prop_to_room]

to_woman = [sf1, NP, to, prop_to_woman]

to_John = [sf1, NP, to, prop_to_John]

to_Sarah = [sf1, NP, to, prop_to_Sarah]

to_dog = [sf2, NP, to, prop_to_dog]

to_cat = [sf2, NP, to, prop_to_cat]

to_cup = [sf6, NP, to, prop_to_cup]

to_car = [sf6, NP, to, prop_to_car]

to_Paris = [sf5, NP, to, prop_to_Paris]

to_London = [sf5, NP, to, prop_to_London]
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with_stone = [sf7, NP, with, prop_with_stone]

with_food = [sf8, NP, with, prop_with_food]

with_man = [sf1, NP, with, prop_with_man]

with_people = [sf3, NP, with, prop_with_people]

with_woman = [sf1, NP, with, prop_with_woman]

with_John = [sf1, NP, with, prop_with_John]

with_Sarah = [sf1, NP, with, prop_with_Sarah]

Legend:

sf1 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is animate & human”
sf2 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is animate & non-human”
sf3 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is organization/group”
sf4 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is abstract”
sf5 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is location”
sf6 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is concrete & solid & frag-
ile/breakable”
sf7 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is concrete & solid & unbreak-
able”
sf8 = reads as “the entity denoted by the current noun input is concrete & solid & co-
mestible/edible”
NP = proper name or common noun (preceded by an article); reads as “the current input
phrase contains a noun phrase”
prep_abs = preposition absent; in conjunction with NP reads as “a noun phrase has been
detected in the input”
above = preposition ‘above’; in conjunction with NP reads as “an above−prepositional phrase
has been detected in the input”
for = preposition ‘for ’; in conjunction with NP reads as “a for−prepositional phrase has
been detected in the input”
from = preposition ‘from’; in conjunction with NP reads as “a from−prepositional phrase
has been detected in the input”
on = preposition ‘on’; in conjunction with NP reads as “an on−prepositional phrase has
been detected in the input”
to = preposition ‘to’; in conjunction with NP reads as “a to−prepositional phrase has been
detected in the input”
with = preposition ‘with’; in conjunction with NP reads as “a with−prepositional phrase has
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been detected in the input”
prop_book,...,prop_with_Sarah = semantic features, other than sf1,...,sf8, which
might become relevant in sentence context for the respective constituent (e.g., prop_book

for ‘a book/the book’)

Area CK_NOUNS:

I. Overlap-free patterns: none.

II. Overlapping patterns:

book = [sf50, sf66, sf48, prop_book]

change = [sf27, sf18, sf46, prop_change]

child = [sf30, sf44, sf43, prop_child]

city = [sf38, sf62, sf25, prop_city]

family = [sf31, sf53, sf26, prop_family]

day = [sf61, sf34, sf01, prop_day]

door = [sf37, sf04, sf42, prop_door]

stone = [sf40, sf41, sf17, prop_stone]

floor = [sf28, sf59, sf03, prop_floor]

food = [sf55, sf57, sf17, prop_food]

house = [sf05, sf56, sf03, prop_house]

idea = [sf12, sf09, sf49, prop_idea]

information = [sf35, sf11, sf54, prop_information]

man = [sf33, sf44, sf43, prop_man]

people = [sf26, prop_people01, prop_people02, prop_people03]

problem = [sf15, sf10, sf09, prop_problem]

result = [sf45, prop_result01, prop_result02, prop_result03]

room = [sf02, sf56, sf03, prop_room]

table = [sf24, sf23, sf29, prop_table]

woman = [sf20, sf44, sf43, prop_woman]

window = [sf22, sf58, sf56, prop_window]

plate = [sf21, sf60, sf63, prop_plate]

John = [sf32, sf33, sf44, prop_John]

Sarah = [sf65, sf20, sf44, prop_Sarah]

dog = [sf06, sf07, sf47, prop_dog]

cat = [sf19, sf07, sf47, prop_cat]
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cup = [sf14, sf60, sf63, prop_cup]

car = [sf36, sf52, sf64, prop_car]

letter = [sf16, sf51, sf13, prop_letter]

Paris = [sf39, sf08, sf38, prop_Paris]

London = [sf39, sf08, sf38, prop_London]

above_book = [sf50, sf66, sf48, prop_above_book]

above_door = [sf37, sf04, sf42, prop_above_door]

above_floor = [sf28, sf59, sf03, prop_above_floor]

above_house = [sf05, sf56, sf03, prop_above_house]

above_table = [sf24, sf23, sf29, prop_above_table]

above_window = [sf22, sf58, sf56, prop_above_window]

above_letter = [sf16, sf51, sf13, prop_above_letter]

for_family = [sf31, sf53, sf26, prop_for_family]

for_John = [sf32, sf33, sf44, prop_for_John]

for_Sarah = [sf65, sf20, sf44, prop_for_Sarah]

from_change = [sf27, sf18, sf46, prop_from_change]

from_child = [sf30, sf44, sf43, prop_from_child]

from_city = [sf38, sf62, sf25, prop_from_city]

from_house = [sf05, sf56, sf03, prop_from_house]

from_man = [sf33, sf44, sf43, prop_from_man]

from_people = [sf26, prop_from_people01, prop_from_people02, prop_from_people03]

from_problem = [sf15, sf10, sf09, prop_from_problem]

from_result = [sf45, prop_from_result01, prop_from_result02, prop_from_result03]

from_room = [sf02, sf56, sf03, prop_from_room]

from_table = [sf24, sf23, sf29, prop_from_table]

from_woman = [sf20, sf44, sf43, prop_from_woman]

from_window = [sf22, sf58, sf56, prop_from_window]

from_plate = [sf21, sf60, sf63, prop_from_plate]

from_John = [sf32, sf33, sf44, prop_from_John]

from_Sarah = [sf65, sf20, sf44, prop_from_Sarah]

from_car = [sf36, sf52, sf64, prop_from_car]

from_Paris = [sf39, sf08, sf38, prop_from_Paris]

from_London = [sf39, sf08, sf38, prop_from_London]

on_book = [sf50, sf66, sf48, prop_on_book]
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on_change = [sf27, sf18, sf46, prop_on_change]

on_floor = [sf28, sf59, sf03, prop_on_floor]

on_problem = [sf15, sf10, sf09, prop_on_problem]

on_result = [sf45, prop_on_result01, prop_on_result02, prop_on_result03]

on_table = [sf24, sf23, sf29, prop_on_table]

on_window = [sf22, sf58, sf56, prop_on_window]

on_plate = [sf21, sf60, sf63, prop_on_plate]

on_car = [sf36, sf52, sf64, prop_on_car]

on_letter = [sf16, sf51, sf13, prop_on_letter]

to_child = [sf30, sf44, sf43, prop_to_child]

to_city = [sf38, sf62, sf25, prop_to_city]

to_family = [sf31, sf53, sf26, prop_to_family]

to_door = [sf37, sf04, sf42, prop_to_door]

to_man = [sf33, sf44, sf43, prop_to_man]

to_people = [sf26, prop_to_people01, prop_to_people02, prop_to_people03]

to_room = [sf02, sf56, sf03, prop_to_room]

to_woman = [sf20, sf44, sf43, prop_to_woman]

to_John = [sf32, sf33, sf44, prop_to_John]

to_Sarah = [sf65, sf20, sf44, prop_to_Sarah]

to_dog = [sf06, sf07, sf47, prop_to_dog]

to_cat = [sf19, sf07, sf47, prop_to_cat]

to_cup = [sf14, sf60, sf63, prop_to_cup]

to_car = [sf36, sf52, sf64, prop_to_car]

to_Paris = [sf39, sf08, sf38, prop_to_Paris]

to_London = [sf39, sf08, sf38, prop_to_London]

with_stone = [sf40, sf41, sf17, prop_with_stone]

with_food = [sf55, sf57, sf17, prop_with_food]

with_man = [sf33, sf44, sf43, prop_with_man]

with_people = [sf26, prop_with_people01, prop_with_people02, prop_with_people03]

with_woman = [sf20, sf44, sf43, prop_with_woman]

with_John = [sf32, sf33, sf44, prop_with_John]

with_Sarah = [sf65, sf20, sf44, prop_with_Sarah]

Legend:
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sf01 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “abstraction”
sf02 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “area”
sf03 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “artifact, artefact”
sf04 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “barrier”
sf05 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “building, edifice”
sf06 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “canine, canid”
sf07 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “carnivore”
sf08 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “city, metropolis,
urban center”
sf09 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “cognition, knowl-
edge, noesis”
sf10 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “cognitive factor”
sf11 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “communication”
sf12 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “content, cognitive
content, mental object”
sf13 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “creation”
sf14 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “crockery, dish-
ware, container”
sf15 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “difficulty”
sf16 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “document”
sf17 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “entity”
sf18 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “event”
sf19 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “feline, felid”
sf20 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “female, female
person”
sf21 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “flat ware”
sf22 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “framework, frame,
framing”
sf23 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “furnishings”
sf24 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “furniture, piece
of furniture, article of furniture”
sf25 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “geographical area,
geographic area, geographical region, geographic region”
sf26 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “group, grouping”
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sf27 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “happening, oc-
currence, natural event”
sf28 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “horizontal surface,
level”
sf29 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “instrumentality,
instrumentation”
sf30 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “juvenile, juvenile
person”
sf31 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “kin, kin group,
kinship group, kindred, clan, tribe”
sf32 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “male, adult male”
sf33 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “male, male per-
son”
sf34 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “measure, quantity,
amount”
sf35 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “message, content,
subject matter, substance”
sf36 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “motor vehicle,
automotive vehicle”
sf37 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “movable barrier”
sf38 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “municipality”
sf39 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “national capital”
sf40 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “natural object”
sf41 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “object, physical
object”
sf42 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “obstruction, ob-
structor, obstructer, impediment, impedimenta”
sf43 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “organism, being”
sf44 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “person, individual,
someone, somebody, mortal, human, soul”
sf45 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “phenomenon”
sf46 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “physical phe-
nomenon”
sf47 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “placental, placen-
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tal mammal, eutherian, eutherian mammal”
sf48 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “product, produc-
tion”
sf49 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “psychological
feature”
sf50 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “publication”
sf51 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “representation”
sf52 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “self-propelled
vehicle”
sf53 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “social group”
sf54 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “social relation”
sf55 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “solid”
sf56 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “structure, con-
struction”
sf57 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “substance, mat-
ter”
sf58 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “supporting struc-
ture”
sf59 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “surface”
sf60 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “tableware”
sf61 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “time unit, unit of
time”
sf62 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “urban area, pop-
ulated area”
sf63 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “ware”
sf64 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “wheeled vehicle”
sf65 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “woman, adult
female”
sf66 = set of features individualizing the members of the WordNet class “work, piece of
work”
prop_book,...,prop_with_Sarah = set of features distinguishing a particular concept
(noun) from the other members of the same WordNet class

Area CPT:
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I.Overlap-free patterns: NP1, NP2, NP3, above_PP1, for_PP1, from_PP1, on_PP1, to_PP1,
with_PP1, above_PP2, for_PP2, from_PP2, on_PP2, to_PP2, with_PP2, err_NP2, err_NP3.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Legend:

NP1 = reads as “first noun phrase within the input sentence”
NP2 = reads as “second noun phrase within the input sentence”
NP3 = reads as “third noun phrase within the input sentence”
above_PP1 = reads as “first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition above”
for_PP1 = reads as “first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition for”
from_PP1 = reads as “first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition from”
on_PP1 = reads as “first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition on”
to_PP1 = reads as “first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition to”
with_PP1 = reads as “first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition with”
above_PP2 = reads as “second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by
preposition above”
for_PP2 = reads as “second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by
preposition for”
from_PP2 = reads as “second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by
preposition from”
on_PP2 = reads as “second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition on”
to_PP2 = reads as “second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by prepo-
sition to”
with_PP2 = reads as “second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by
preposition with”
err_NP2 = reads as “second noun phrase within the input sentence, which is erroneous
(ungrammatical/misplaced) according to the Grammaticality criterion (it follows after
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a prepositional phrase)”; see Section 5.5 for more details
err_NP3 = reads as “third noun phrase within the input sentence, which is erroneous (un-
grammatical/misplaced) according to the Grammaticality criterion (it follows after a
prepositional phrase)”

Area T_NP1:

I. Overlap-free patterns: NP1_expected, t_NP1_ok.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Legend:

NP1_expected = reads as “the system expects the first constituent of the input sentence to
be a noun phrase”
t_NP1_ok = reads as “a transition to NP1 has been successfully performed”

Area T_NP2:

I. Overlap-free patterns: t_NP2_possible, t_NP2_ok, t_NP2_not_realized, err_NP2.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Legend:

t_NP2_possible = reads as “a transition to NP2 is currently possible (according to the
Grammaticality criterion)”; in other words, the previous noun input has been identified
as NP1
t_NP2_ok = reads as “a transition to NP2 has been successfully performed”
t_NP2_not_realized = reads as “a transition to NP2, although possible, has not been per-
formed, i.e., the current noun input is not a noun phrase, but a prepositional phrase (PP1)”
err_NP2 = reads as “a second noun phrase has been detected by the system, which is erro-
neous (ungrammatical/misplaced) according to the Grammaticality criterion (it follows
after a prepositional phrase)”

Area T_NP3:

I. Overlap-free patterns: t_NP3_possible, t_NP3_ok, t_NP3_not_realized, err_NP3.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Legend:
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t_NP3_possible = reads as “a transition to NP3 is currently possible (according to the
Grammaticality criterion)”; in other words, the previous noun input has been identified
as NP2
t_NP3_ok = reads as “a transition to NP3 has been successfully performed”
t_NP3_not_realized = reads as “a transition to NP3, although possible, has not been
performed, i.e., the current noun input is not a noun phrase, but a prepositional phrase
(PP1)”
err_NP3 = reads as “a third noun phrase has been detected by the system, which is erroneous
(ungrammatical/misplaced) according to the Grammaticality criterion (it follows after
a prepositional phrase)”

Area T_PP1:

I. Overlap-free patterns: t_PP1_possible, t_PP1_ok, t_PP1_not_realized.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Legend:

t_PP1_possible = reads as “a transition to PP1 (of any type) is currently possible (ac-
cording to the Grammaticality criterion)”; in other words, the previous noun input has
been a noun phrase
t_PP1_ok = reads as “a transition to PP1 (of any type) has been successfully performed”
t_PP1_not_realized = reads as “a transition to PP1 (of any type), although possible, has
not been performed, i.e., the current noun input is not a prepositional phrase, but a noun
phrase (NP2 or NP3)”

Area T_PP2:

I. Overlap-free patterns: t_PP2_possible, t_PP2_ok, t_PP2_not_realized.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Legend:

t_PP2_possible = reads as “a transition to PP2 (of any type) is currently possible (ac-
cording to the Grammaticality criterion)”; in other words, the previous noun input has
been a prepositional phrase of a different type
t_PP2_ok = reads as “a transition to PP2 (of any type) has been successfully performed”
t_PP2_not_realized = reads as “a transition to PP2 (of any type), although possible, has
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not been performed, i.e., the current noun input is not a prepositional phrase, but a noun
phrase (erroneous NP2 or NP3)”

Area CONTROL:

I. Overlap-free patterns: noun_expected, no_further_noun.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Area CK_VERBS:

I. Overlap-free patterns: appear, break, bring, eat, fill, give, keep, lift, put, send,
sit, write.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Area SEL_RESTR:

I. Overlap-free patterns: none.

II. Overlapping patterns:

appear = [L_no_sel_restr, T_no_sel_restr, no_3rd_arg, no_4th_arg]

break = [A_animate, I_unbreakable, P_breakable, no_4th_arg]

bring = [A_animate, D_animate_or_location, S_location, T_concrete]

eat = [A_animate, P_eatable, no_3rd_arg, no_4th_arg]

fill = [A_animate, D_location, T_concrete, no_4th_arg]

give = [A_animate, R_animate, T_concrete, no_4th_arg]

keep = [A_animate, L_location, T_no_sel_restr, no_4th_arg]

lift = [A_animate, L_location, T_concrete, no_4th_arg]

put = [A_animate, D_location, T_concrete, no_4th_arg]

send = [A_animate, D_animate_or_location, S_location, T_concrete]

sit = [A_animate, L_location, no_3rd_arg, no_4th_arg]

write = [A_human_or_group, B_human_or_group, T_no_sel_restr, no_4th_arg]

Legend:

no_3rd_arg = verb which has no third argument (i.e., it has at most 2 arguments)
no_4th_arg = verb which has no fourth argument (i.e., it has at most 3 arguments)
A_animate = verb requiring an AGENT−role filler, which additionally must be an animate
entity in semantics
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A_human_or_group = verb requiring an AGENT−role filler, which additionally must be a
human entity or a group in semantics
B_human_or_group = verb requiring a BENEFICIARY−role filler, which additionally must
be a human entity or a group in semantics
D_animate_or_location = verb requiring a DESTINATION−role filler, which additionally
must be an animate entity or a location in semantics
D_location = verb requiring a DESTINATION−role filler, which additionally must be a
location in semantics
I_unbreakable = verb requiring an INSTRUMENT−role filler, which additionally must be
an unbreakable object in semantics
L_location = verb requiring a LOCATION−role filler, which additionally must be a loca-
tion in semantics
L_no_sel_restr = verb requiring a LOCATION−role filler, with no selectional restrictions
(no semantic requirements from the verb)
P_breakable = verb requiring a PATIENT−role filler, which additionally must be a break-
able object in semantics
P_eatable = verb requiring a PATIENT−role filler, which additionally must be something
eatable in semantics
R_animate = verb requiring a RECIPIENT−role filler, which additionally must be an ani-
mate entity in semantics
S_location = verb requiring a SOURCE−role filler, which additionally must be a location
in semantics
T_concrete = verb requiring a THEME−role filler, which additionally must be something
concrete in semantics
T_no_sel_restr = verb requiring a THEME−role filler, with no selectional restrictions (no
semantic requirements from the verb)

Area SUBCAT_OPT:

I. Overlap-free patterns: none.

II. Overlapping patterns:

appear = [T_NP1, L_LOC_PP1, no_3rd_arg, no_4th_arg]

break = [A_NP1, P_NP1_or_NP2, I_NP1_or_with_PP1, no_4th_arg]

bring = [A_NP1, T_NP2_or_NP3, S_SRC_PP1,

D_NP2_or_against_before_into_on_onto_PP1_or_to_PP2]
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eat = [A_NP1, P_NP2, no_3rd_arg, no_4th_arg]

fill = [A_NP1, T_with_PP1, D_NP2, no_4th_arg]

give = [A_NP1, T_NP2_or_NP3, R_NP2_or_to_PP1, no_4th_arg]

keep = [A_NP1, T_NP2, L_LOC_PP1, no_4th_arg]

lift = [A_NP1, T_PP2, L_SPATIAL_PP1, no_4th_arg]

put = [A_NP1, T_NP2, D_LOC_PP1, no_4th_arg]

send = [A_NP1, T_NP2_or_NP3, S_SRC_PP1_or_SRC_PP2, D_NP2_or_to_PP1_or_to_PP2]

sit = [A_NP1, L_LOC_PP1, no_3rd_arg, no_4th_arg]

write = [A_NP1, T_NP2_or_NP3, B_NP2_or_for_PP1_or_to_PP1, no_4th_arg]

Legend:

no_3rd_arg = verb which has no third argument (i.e., it has at most 2 arguments)
no_4th_arg = verb which has no fourth argument (i.e., it has at most 3 arguments)
A_NP1 = verb requiring an AGENT−role filler, which additionally must be expressed as NP1
(first noun phrase within the input sentence) in syntax
B_NP2_or_for_PP1_or_to_PP1 = verb requiring a BENEFICIARY−role filler, which ad-
ditionally must be expressed as NP2 (second noun phrase within the input sentence), or
as for/to−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by one of the
prepositions ‘for ’ or ‘to’) in syntax
D_NP2 = verb requiring a DESTINATION−role filler, which additionally must be expressed
as NP2 (second noun phrase within the input sentence) in syntax
D_NP2_or_against_before_into_on_onto_PP1_or_to_PP2 = verb requiring a DESTINA-
TION−role filler, which additionally must be expressed as NP2 (second noun phrase within
the input sentence), or as against/before/into/on/onto−PP1 (first prepositional phrase
within the input sentence, headed by one of the prepositions ‘against’, ‘before’, ‘into’, ‘on’
or ‘onto’), or as to−PP2 (second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by
preposition ‘to’) in syntax
D_NP2_or_to_PP1_or_to_PP2 = verb requiring a DESTINATION−role filler, which addi-
tionally must be expressed as NP2 (second noun phrase within the input sentence), or as
to−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by preposition ‘to’),
or as to−PP2 (second prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by preposition
‘to’) in syntax
D_LOC_PP1 = verb requiring a DESTINATION−role filler, which additionally must be ex-
pressed as LOC−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by a
locative preposition) in syntax
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I_NP1_or_with_PP1 = verb requiring an INSTRUMENT−role filler, which additionally
must be expressed as NP1 (first noun phrase within the input sentence), or as with−PP1
(first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by preposition ‘with’) in syntax
L_LOC_PP1 = verb requiring a LOCATION−role filler, which additionally must be expressed
as LOC−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by a locative
preposition) in syntax
L_SPATIAL_PP1 = verb requiring a LOCATION−role filler, which additionally must be ex-
pressed as SPATIAL−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by
a spatial preposition) in syntax
P_NP1_or_NP2 = verb requiring a PATIENT−role filler, which additionally must be ex-
pressed as NP1 (first noun phrase within the input sentence), or as NP2 (second noun
phrase within the input sentence) in syntax
P_NP2 = verb requiring a PATIENT−role filler, which additionally must be expressed as
NP2 (second noun phrase within the input sentence) in syntax
R_NP2_or_to_PP1 = verb requiring a RECIPIENT−role filler, which additionally must be
expressed as NP2 (second noun phrase within the input sentence), or as to−PP1 (first prepo-
sitional phrase within the input sentence, headed by preposition ‘to’) in syntax
S_SRC_PP1 = verb requiring a SOURCE−role filler, which additionally must be expressed as
SRC−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by a source prepo-
sition) in syntax
S_SRC_PP1_or_SRC_PP2 = verb requiring a SOURCE−role filler, which additionally must
be expressed as SRC−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed
by a source preposition), or as SRC−PP2 (second prepositional phrase within the input
sentence, headed by a source preposition) in syntax
T_NP1 = verb requiring a THEME−role filler, which additionally must be expressed as NP1
(first noun phrase within the input sentence) in syntax
T_NP2 = verb requiring a THEME−role filler, which additionally must be expressed as NP2
(second noun phrase within the input sentence) in syntax
T_NP2_or_NP3 = verb requiring a THEME−role filler, which additionally must be expressed
as NP2 (second noun phrase within the input sentence), or as NP3 (third noun phrase within
the input sentence) in syntax
T_with_PP1 = verb requiring a THEME−role filler, which additionally must be expressed
as with−PP1 (first prepositional phrase within the input sentence, headed by preposition
‘with’) in syntax
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Area SSI:

I. Overlap-free patterns: none.

II. Overlapping patterns:

A01 = [n_sf1, n_NP1, A_sr1, A_NP1]

A02 = [n_sf2, n_NP1, A_sr2, A_NP1]

A03 = [n_sf3, n_NP1, A_sr3, A_NP1]

B01 = [n_sf1, n_to_PP1, B_sr1, B_to_PP1]

B02 = [n_sf2, n_to_PP1, B_sr2, B_to_PP1]

B03 = [n_sf3, n_to_PP1, B_sr3, B_to_PP1]

B04 = [n_sf1, n_for_PP1, B_sr1, B_for_PP1]

B05 = [n_sf2, n_for_PP1, B_sr2, B_for_PP1]

B06 = [n_sf3, n_for_PP1, B_sr3, B_for_PP1]

B07 = [n_sf1, n_NP2, B_sr1, B_NP2]

B08 = [n_sf2, n_NP2, B_sr2, B_NP2]

B09 = [n_sf3, n_NP2, B_sr3, B_NP2]

D01 = [n_sf1, n_on_PP1, D_sr1, D_on_PP1]

D02 = [n_sf2, n_on_PP1, D_sr2, D_on_PP1]

D03 = [n_sf3, n_on_PP1, D_sr3, D_on_PP1]

D04 = [n_sf5, n_on_PP1, D_sr5, D_on_PP1]

D05 = [n_sf1, n_to_PP1, D_sr1, D_to_PP1]

D06 = [n_sf2, n_to_PP1, D_sr2, D_to_PP1]

D07 = [n_sf3, n_to_PP1, D_sr3, D_to_PP1]

D08 = [n_sf5, n_to_PP1, D_sr5, D_to_PP1]

D09 = [n_sf1, n_to_PP2, D_sr1, D_to_PP2]

D10 = [n_sf2, n_to_PP2, D_sr2, D_to_PP2]

D11 = [n_sf3, n_to_PP2, D_sr3, D_to_PP2]

D12 = [n_sf5, n_to_PP2, D_sr5, D_to_PP2]

D13 = [n_sf1, n_NP2, D_sr1, D_NP2]

D14 = [n_sf2, n_NP2, D_sr2, D_NP2]

D15 = [n_sf3, n_NP2, D_sr3, D_NP2]

D16 = [n_sf5, n_NP2, D_sr5, D_NP2]

D17 = [n_sf5, n_above_PP1, D_sr5, D_above_PP1]

I01 = [n_sf7, n_with_PP1, I_sr7, I_with_PP1]
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I02 = [n_sf7, n_NP1, I_sr7, I_NP1]

L01 = [n_sf1, n_above_PP1, L_sr1, L_above_PP1]

L02 = [n_sf2, n_above_PP1, L_sr2, L_above_PP1]

L03 = [n_sf3, n_above_PP1, L_sr3, L_above_PP1]

L04 = [n_sf4, n_above_PP1, L_sr4, L_above_PP1]

L05 = [n_sf5, n_above_PP1, L_sr5, L_above_PP1]

L06 = [n_sf6, n_above_PP1, L_sr6, L_above_PP1]

L07 = [n_sf7, n_above_PP1, L_sr7, L_above_PP1]

L08 = [n_sf8, n_above_PP1, L_sr8, L_above_PP1]

L09 = [n_sf1, n_on_PP1, L_sr1, L_on_PP1]

L10 = [n_sf2, n_on_PP1, L_sr2, L_on_PP1]

L11 = [n_sf3, n_on_PP1, L_sr3, L_on_PP1]

L12 = [n_sf4, n_on_PP1, L_sr4, L_on_PP1]

L13 = [n_sf5, n_on_PP1, L_sr5, L_on_PP1]

L14 = [n_sf6, n_on_PP1, L_sr6, L_on_PP1]

L15 = [n_sf7, n_on_PP1, L_sr7, L_on_PP1]

L16 = [n_sf8, n_on_PP1, L_sr8, L_on_PP1]

L17 = [n_sf5, n_for_PP1, L_sr5, L_for_PP1]

L18 = [n_sf5, n_from_PP1, L_sr5, L_from_PP1]

L19 = [n_sf5, n_to_PP1, L_sr5, L_to_PP1]

P01 = [n_sf6, n_NP2, P_sr6, P_NP2]

P02 = [n_sf6, n_NP1, P_sr6, P_NP1]

P03 = [n_sf8, n_NP2, P_sr8, P_NP2]

R01 = [n_sf1, n_to_PP1, R_sr1, R_to_PP1]

R02 = [n_sf2, n_to_PP1, R_sr2, R_to_PP1]

R03 = [n_sf3, n_to_PP1, R_sr3, R_to_PP1]

R04 = [n_sf1, n_NP2, R_sr1, R_NP2]

R05 = [n_sf2, n_NP2, R_sr2, R_NP2]

R06 = [n_sf3, n_NP2, R_sr3, R_NP2]

S01 = [n_sf5, n_from_PP1, S_sr5, S_from_PP1]

S02 = [n_sf5, n_from_PP2, S_sr5, S_from_PP2]

T01 = [n_sf1, n_NP1, T_sr1, T_NP1]

T02 = [n_sf2, n_NP1, T_sr2, T_NP1]

T03 = [n_sf3, n_NP1, T_sr2, T_NP1]
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T04 = [n_sf4, n_NP1, T_sr4, T_NP1]

T05 = [n_sf5, n_NP1, T_sr5, T_NP1]

T06 = [n_sf6, n_NP1, T_sr6, T_NP1]

T07 = [n_sf7, n_NP1, T_sr7, T_NP1]

T08 = [n_sf8, n_NP1, T_sr8, T_NP1]

T09 = [n_sf1, n_NP2, T_sr1, T_NP2]

T10 = [n_sf2, n_NP2, T_sr2, T_NP2]

T11 = [n_sf3, n_NP2, T_sr3, T_NP2]

T12 = [n_sf6, n_NP2, T_sr6, T_NP2]

T13 = [n_sf7, n_NP2, T_sr7, T_NP2]

T14 = [n_sf8, n_NP2, T_sr8, T_NP2]

T15 = [n_sf1, n_NP3, T_sr1, T_NP3]

T16 = [n_sf2, n_NP3, T_sr2, T_NP3]

T17 = [n_sf3, n_NP3, T_sr3, T_NP3]

T18 = [n_sf6, n_NP3, T_sr6, T_NP3]

T19 = [n_sf7, n_NP3, T_sr7, T_NP3]

T20 = [n_sf8, n_NP3, T_sr8, T_NP3]

T21 = [n_sf1, n_with_PP1, T_sr1, T_with_PP1]

T22 = [n_sf2, n_with_PP1, T_sr2, T_with_PP1]

T23 = [n_sf3, n_with_PP1, T_sr3, T_with_PP1]

T24 = [n_sf6, n_with_PP1, T_sr6, T_with_PP1]

T25 = [n_sf7, n_with_PP1, T_sr7, T_with_PP1]

T26 = [n_sf8, n_with_PP1, T_sr8, T_with_PP1]

T27 = [n_sf4, n_NP2, T_sr4, T_NP2]

T28 = [n_sf5, n_NP2, T_sr5, T_NP2]

T29 = [n_sf4, n_NP3, T_sr4, T_NP3]

T30 = [n_sf5, n_NP3, T_sr5, T_NP3]

Legend:

n = noun
A = AGENT
B = BENEFICIARY
D = DESTINATION
I = INSTRUMENT
L = LOCATION
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P = PATIENT
R = RECIPIENT
S = SOURCE
T = THEME
A01,...,A03 = particular types of AGENT
B01,...,B09 = particular types of BENEFICIARY
D01,...,D17 = particular types of DESTINATION
I01,I02 = particular types of INSTRUMENT
L01,...,L19 = particular types of LOCATION
P01,...,P03 = particular types of PATIENT
R01,...,R06 = particular types of RECIPIENT
S01,S02 = particular types of SOURCE
T01,...,T30 = particular types of THEME
sr1,...,sr8 = reads as “has sf1/.../sf8 as selectional restrictions”, respectively
no_noun_sr = reads as “there is no noun currently under processing, whose semantic fea-
tures must be taken into consideration in the thematic role assignment process (i.e., which
must be compared to the selectional restrictions that the main verb of the input sentence
imposes on potential thematic role fillers)”
no_noun_pt = reads as “there is no noun currently under processing, whose syntactic fea-
tures (phrase type) must be taken into consideration in the thematic role assignment process
(i.e., which must be compared to the subcategorization options of the main verb)”

Area TEMP_TRA:

I. Overlap-free patterns: A01, A02, A03, B01, B02, B03, B04, B05, B06, B07, B08, B09,
D01, D02, D03, D04, D05, D06, D07, D08, D09, D10, D11, D12, D13, D14, D15, D16, D17, I01,
I02, L01, L02, L03, L04, L05, L06, L07, L08, L09, L10, L11, L12, L13, L14, L15, L16, L17,
L18, L19, P01, P02, P03, R01, R02, R03, R04, R05, R06, S01, S02, T01, T02, T03, T04, T05,
T06, T07, T08, T09, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16, T17, T18, T19, T20, T21, T22, T23,
T24, T25, T26, T27, T28, T29, T30.

II. Overlapping patterns: none.

Area FINAL_TRA:

I. Overlap-free patterns: Agent, Beneficiary, Destination, Instrument, Location,
Patient, Recipient, Source, Theme.
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II. Overlapping patterns: none.

C.2 The connectivity structure

While the reasoning behind the overall connectivity structure in the network should not
be too difficult to understand, the exact mappings between the patterns are, at least in
some cases, not so straightforward to derive. Therefore, in the following we will provide the
complete list of connections between the different areas of the network, where it is required
to do so.

The following notations will be used. Let A1 and A2 be two of the areas of TRANNS(II),
p1 a pattern stored in A1, and p2 a pattern stored in A2. A1 − A2 reads as “area A1 is
hetero-associatively connected to area A2. Moreover, this link is unidirectional, from A1 to
A2”. Assume we are looking at the connections from area A1 to area A2; A1.p1 − A2.p2

reads as “pattern p1 from area A1 is hetero-associatively connected to pattern p2 from area
A2. Moreover, this link is unidirectional, from p1 to p2”.

SEL_RESTR − SSI:

SEL_RESTR.A_animate − SSI.A_sr1

SEL_RESTR.A_animate − SSI.A_sr2

SEL_RESTR.A_animate − SSI.A_sr3

SEL_RESTR.A_human_or_group − SSI.A_sr1

SEL_RESTR.A_human_or_group − SSI.A_sr3

SEL_RESTR.B_human_or_group − SSI.B_sr1

SEL_RESTR.B_human_or_group − SSI.B_sr3

SEL_RESTR.D_animate_or_location − SSI.D_sr1

SEL_RESTR.D_animate_or_location − SSI.D_sr2

SEL_RESTR.D_animate_or_location − SSI.D_sr3

SEL_RESTR.D_animate_or_location − SSI.D_sr5

SEL_RESTR.D_location − SSI.D_sr5

SEL_RESTR.I_unbreakable − SSI.I_sr7

SEL_RESTR.L_location − SSI.L_sr5

SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr1

SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr2
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SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr3

SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr4

SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr5

SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr6

SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr7

SEL_RESTR.L_no_sel_restr − SSI.L_sr8

SEL_RESTR.P_breakable − SSI.P_sr6

SEL_RESTR.P_eatable − SSI.P_sr8

SEL_RESTR.R_animate − SSI.R_sr1

SEL_RESTR.R_animate − SSI.R_sr2

SEL_RESTR.R_animate − SSI.R_sr3

SEL_RESTR.S_location − SSI.S_sr5

SEL_RESTR.T_concrete − SSI.T_sr1

SEL_RESTR.T_concrete − SSI.T_sr2

SEL_RESTR.T_concrete − SSI.T_sr3

SEL_RESTR.T_concrete − SSI.T_sr6

SEL_RESTR.T_concrete − SSI.T_sr7

SEL_RESTR.T_concrete − SSI.T_sr8

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr1

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr2

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr3

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr4

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr5

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr6

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr7

SEL_RESTR.T_no_sel_restr − SSI.T_sr8

SUBCAT_OPT − SSI:

SUBCAT_OPT.A_NP1 − SSI.A_NP1

SUBCAT_OPT.B_NP2_or_for_PP1_or_to_PP1 − SSI.B_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.B_NP2_or_for_PP1_or_to_PP1 − SSI.B_for_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.B_NP2_or_for_PP1_or_to_PP1 − SSI.B_to_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.D_NP2 − SSI.D_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.D_NP2_or_against_before_into_on_onto_PP1_or_to_PP2 − SSI.D_NP2
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SUBCAT_OPT.D_NP2_or_against_before_into_on_onto_PP1_or_to_PP2 − SSI.D_on_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.D_NP2_or_against_before_into_on_onto_PP1_or_to_PP2 − SSI.D_to_PP2

SUBCAT_OPT.D_NP2_or_to_PP1_or_to_PP2 − SSI.D_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.D_NP2_or_to_PP1_or_to_PP2 − SSI.D_to_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.D_NP2_or_to_PP1_or_to_PP2 − SSI.D_to_PP2

SUBCAT_OPT.D_LOC_PP1 − SSI.D_above_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.D_LOC_PP1 − SSI.D_on_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.I_NP1_or_with_PP1 − SSI.I_NP1

SUBCAT_OPT.I_NP1_or_with_PP1 − SSI.I_with_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.L_LOC_PP1 − SSI.L_above_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.L_LOC_PP1 − SSI.L_on_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.L_SPATIAL_PP1 − SSI.L_above_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.L_SPATIAL_PP1 − SSI.L_on_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.L_SPATIAL_PP1 − SSI.L_for_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.L_SPATIAL_PP1 − SSI.L_from_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.L_SPATIAL_PP1 − SSI.L_to_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.P_NP1_or_NP2 − SSI.P_NP1

SUBCAT_OPT.P_NP1_or_NP2 − SSI.P_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.P_NP2 − SSI.P_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.R_NP2_or_to_PP1 − SSI.R_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.R_NP2_or_to_PP1 − SSI.R_to_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.S_SRC_PP1 − SSI.S_from_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.S_SRC_PP1_or_SRC_PP2 − SSI.S_from_PP1

SUBCAT_OPT.S_SRC_PP1_or_SRC_PP2 − SSI.S_from_PP2

SUBCAT_OPT.T_NP1 − SSI.T_NP1

SUBCAT_OPT.T_NP2 − SSI.T_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.T_NP2_or_NP3 − SSI.T_NP2

SUBCAT_OPT.T_NP2_or_NP3 − SSI.T_NP3

SUBCAT_OPT.T_with_PP1 − SSI.T_with_PP1

T_NP1 − CPT:

T_NP1.NP1_expected − CPT.NP1

CPT − T_NP1:

CPT.NP1 − T_NP1.t_NP1_ok
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INPUT − CONTROL:

INPUT.inter_words − CONTROL.noun_expected

INPUT.end_sentence − CONTROL.no_further_noun

NOUNS − T_NP2:

NOUNS.noun_expected − T_NP2.t_NP2_possible

NOUNS.no_further_noun − T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized

NOUNS − T_NP3:

NOUNS.noun_expected − T_NP3.t_NP3_possible

NOUNS.no_further_noun − T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized

NOUNS − T_PP1:

NOUNS.noun_expected − T_PP1.t_PP1_possible

NOUNS.no_further_noun − T_PP1.t_PP1_not_realized

NOUNS − T_PP2:

NOUNS.noun_expected − T_PP2.t_PP2_possible

NOUNS.no_further_noun − T_PP2.t_PP2_not_realized

CPT − T_NP2:

CPT.NP1 − T_NP2.t_NP2_possible

CPT.NP2 − T_NP2.t_NP2_ok

CPT.above_PP1 − T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized

CPT.for_PP1 − T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized

CPT.from_PP1 − T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized

CPT.on_PP1 − T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized

CPT.to_PP1 − T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized

CPT.with_PP1 − T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized

CPT.err_NP2 − T_NP2.err_NP2

CPT − T_NP3:

CPT.NP2 − T_NP3.t_NP3_possible

CPT.NP3 − T_NP3.t_NP3_ok
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CPT.above_PP1 − T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized

CPT.for_PP1 − T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized

CPT.from_PP1 − T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized

CPT.on_PP1 − T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized

CPT.to_PP1 − T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized

CPT.with_PP1 − T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized

CPT.err_NP3 − T_NP3.err_NP3

CPT − T_PP1:

CPT.NP1 − T_PP1.t_PP1_possible

CPT.NP2 − T_PP1.t_PP1_possible

CPT.NP3 − T_PP1.t_PP1_possible

CPT.above_PP1 − T_PP1.t_PP1_ok

CPT.for_PP1 − T_PP1.t_PP1_ok

CPT.from_PP1 − T_PP1.t_PP1_ok

CPT.on_PP1 − T_PP1.t_PP1_ok

CPT.to_PP1 − T_PP1.t_PP1_ok

CPT.with_PP1 − T_PP1.t_PP1_ok

CPT − T_PP2:

CPT.above_PP1 − T_PP2.t_PP2_possible

CPT.for_PP1 − T_PP2.t_PP2_possible

CPT.from_PP1 − T_PP2.t_PP2_possible

CPT.on_PP1 − T_PP2.t_PP2_possible

CPT.to_PP1 − T_PP2.t_PP2_possible

CPT.with_PP1 − T_PP2.t_PP2_possible

CPT.above_PP2 − T_PP2.t_PP2_ok

CPT.for_PP2 − T_PP2.t_PP2_ok

CPT.from_PP2 − T_PP2.t_PP2_ok

CPT.on_PP2 − T_PP2.t_PP2_ok

CPT.to_PP2 − T_PP2.t_PP2_ok

CPT.with_PP2 − T_PP2.t_PP2_ok

T_NP2 − CPT:
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T_NP2.t_NP2_possible − CPT.NP2

T_NP2.t_NP2_not_realized − CPT.err_NP2

T_NP3 − CPT:

T_NP3.t_NP3_possible − CPT.NP3

T_NP3.t_NP3_not_realized − CPT.err_NP3

T_PP1 − CPT:

T_PP1.t_PP1_possible − CPT.above_PP1

T_PP1.t_PP1_possible − CPT.for_PP1

T_PP1.t_PP1_possible − CPT.from_PP1

T_PP1.t_PP1_possible − CPT.on_PP1

T_PP1.t_PP1_possible − CPT.to_PP1

T_PP1.t_PP1_possible − CPT.with_PP1

T_PP2 − CPT:

T_PP2.t_PP2_possible − CPT.above_PP2

T_PP2.t_PP2_possible − CPT.for_PP2

T_PP2.t_PP2_possible − CPT.from_PP2

T_PP2.t_PP2_possible − CPT.on_PP2

T_PP2.t_PP2_possible − CPT.to_PP2

T_PP2.t_PP2_possible − CPT.with_PP2

TEMP_TRA − NOUNS:

TEMP_TRA.A01 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.A01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.A01 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.A02 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.A02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.A02 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.A03 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.A03 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.A03 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.B01 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.B01 − NOUNS.NP
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TEMP_TRA.B01 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.B02 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.B02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B02 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.B03 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.B03 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B03 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.B04 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.B04 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B04 − NOUNS.for

TEMP_TRA.B05 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.B05 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B05 − NOUNS.for

TEMP_TRA.B06 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.B06 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B06 − NOUNS.for

TEMP_TRA.B07 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.B07 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B07 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.B08 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.B08 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B08 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.B09 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.B09 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.B09 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.D01 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.D01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D01 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.D02 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.D02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D02 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.D03 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.D03 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D03 − NOUNS.on
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TEMP_TRA.D04 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.D04 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D04 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.D05 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.D05 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D05 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D06 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.D06 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D06 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D07 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.D07 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D07 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D08 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.D08 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D08 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D09 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.D09 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D09 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D10 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.D10 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D10 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D11 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.D11 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D11 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D12 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.D12 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D12 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.D13 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.D13 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D13 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.D14 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.D14 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D14 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.D15 − NOUNS.sf3
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TEMP_TRA.D15 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D15 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.D16 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.D16 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D16 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.D17 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.D17 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.D17 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.I01 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.I01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.I01 − NOUNS.with

TEMP_TRA.I02 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.I02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.I02 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.L01 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.L01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L01 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L02 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.L02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L02 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L03 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.L03 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L03 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L04 − NOUNS.sf4

TEMP_TRA.L04 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L04 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L05 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.L05 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L05 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L06 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.L06 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L06 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L07 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.L07 − NOUNS.NP
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TEMP_TRA.L07 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L08 − NOUNS.sf8

TEMP_TRA.L08 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L08 − NOUNS.above

TEMP_TRA.L09 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.L09 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L09 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L10 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.L10 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L10 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L11 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.L11 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L11 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L12 − NOUNS.sf4

TEMP_TRA.L12 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L12 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L13 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.L13 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L13 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L14 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.L14 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L14 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L15 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.L15 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L15 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L16 − NOUNS.sf8

TEMP_TRA.L16 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L16 − NOUNS.on

TEMP_TRA.L17 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.L17 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L17 − NOUNS.for

TEMP_TRA.L18 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.L18 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L18 − NOUNS.from
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TEMP_TRA.L19 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.L19 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.L19 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.P01 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.P01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.P01 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.P02 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.P02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.P02 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.P03 − NOUNS.sf8

TEMP_TRA.P03 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.P03 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.R01 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.R01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.R01 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.R02 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.R02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.R02 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.R03 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.R03 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.R03 − NOUNS.to

TEMP_TRA.R04 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.R04 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.R04 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.R05 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.R05 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.R05 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.R06 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.R06 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.R06 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.S01 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.S01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.S01 − NOUNS.from

TEMP_TRA.S02 − NOUNS.sf5
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TEMP_TRA.S02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.S02 − NOUNS.from

TEMP_TRA.T01 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.T01 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T01 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T02 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.T02 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T02 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T03 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.T03 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T03 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T04 − NOUNS.sf4

TEMP_TRA.T04 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T04 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T05 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.T05 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T05 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T06 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.T06 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T06 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T07 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.T07 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T07 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T08 − NOUNS.sf8

TEMP_TRA.T08 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T08 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T09 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.T09 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T09 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T10 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.T10 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T10 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T11 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.T11 − NOUNS.NP
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TEMP_TRA.T11 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T12 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.T12 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T12 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T13 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.T13 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T13 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T14 − NOUNS.sf8

TEMP_TRA.T14 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T14 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T15 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.T15 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T15 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T16 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.T16 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T16 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T17 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.T17 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T17 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T18 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.T18 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T18 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T19 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.T19 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T19 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T20 − NOUNS.sf8

TEMP_TRA.T20 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T20 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T21 − NOUNS.sf1

TEMP_TRA.T21 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T21 − NOUNS.with

TEMP_TRA.T22 − NOUNS.sf2

TEMP_TRA.T22 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T22 − NOUNS.with
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TEMP_TRA.T23 − NOUNS.sf3

TEMP_TRA.T23 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T23 − NOUNS.with

TEMP_TRA.T24 − NOUNS.sf6

TEMP_TRA.T24 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T24 − NOUNS.with

TEMP_TRA.T25 − NOUNS.sf7

TEMP_TRA.T25 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T25 − NOUNS.with

TEMP_TRA.T26 − NOUNS.sf8

TEMP_TRA.T26 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T26 − NOUNS.with

TEMP_TRA.T27 − NOUNS.sf4

TEMP_TRA.T27 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T27 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T28 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.T28 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T28 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T29 − NOUNS.sf4

TEMP_TRA.T29 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T29 − NOUNS.prep_abs

TEMP_TRA.T30 − NOUNS.sf5

TEMP_TRA.T30 − NOUNS.NP

TEMP_TRA.T30 − NOUNS.prep_abs

SSI − CK_VERBS:

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.lift
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SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.no_noun_sr − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.no_noun_pt − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.n_sf1 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.give
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SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.n_sf2 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.n_sf3 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf4 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf4 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf4 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf4 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.n_sf5 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.bring
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SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_sf6 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_sf7 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_sf8 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.keep
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SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.n_NP1 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.eat

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_NP2 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_NP3 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_NP3 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_NP3 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_NP3 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_above_PP1 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_above_PP1 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_above_PP1 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_above_PP1 − CK_VERBS.put

SSI.n_above_PP1 − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.n_for_PP1 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_for_PP1 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_from_PP1 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_from_PP1 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_from_PP1 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_on_PP1 − CK_VERBS.appear

SSI.n_on_PP1 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_on_PP1 − CK_VERBS.keep

SSI.n_on_PP1 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_on_PP1 − CK_VERBS.put
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SSI.n_on_PP1 − CK_VERBS.sit

SSI.n_to_PP1 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_to_PP1 − CK_VERBS.give

SSI.n_to_PP1 − CK_VERBS.lift

SSI.n_to_PP1 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_to_PP1 − CK_VERBS.write

SSI.n_with_PP1 − CK_VERBS.break

SSI.n_with_PP1 − CK_VERBS.fill

SSI.n_from_PP2 − CK_VERBS.send

SSI.n_to_PP2 − CK_VERBS.bring

SSI.n_to_PP2 − CK_VERBS.send
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